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Organization Settings
Last Modified on 19 April 2022

 Applies to the following cloud-based products:

SolarWinds Database Mapper

SentryOne Monitor

SentryOne Test

Overview
The Organization Settings page is applicable to the cloud-based products ( Database Mapper, SentryOne

Monitor, and SentryOne Test). It can be accessed at https://myorg.sentryone.com.  

Organization Settings allows you to add new users to the organization so you can share the same Database

Mapper, SentryOne Monitor, or SentryOne Test environment data, as well as assign user roles such as Admin.

Note:  The Admin user role in this context is only for the Organization Settings. This is not related to

SQL Server or Windows administrator privileges. A user with the Admin role has the ability to manage

users for the organization as described below in the Manage Users section.

User Profile

Change Password

Select the  User Profile button in the upper right corner to change your password or log out of

Organization Settings.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/database-mapper
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-monitor
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test
https://myorg.sentryone.com
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Manage Users

Note: 

Only users with Admin as their Assigned Role can access the Manage Users screen and its

features.

The first user added to the account (at the time of account creation) is assigned the Admin role.

If an organization has only one user, the user is assigned the Admin role by default. 

The admin privileges cannot be removed from this sole account, nor can the user be removed

if it remains the only one.

Select Manage Users to continue. From the Manage Users screen, you can add,  edit, or  delete users.

Note:  Registered users are brought into the list of users by default. These legacy users may not have

name information populated. That information can be edited as described below.
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Add New Users

Note:  All users must have an account at account.sentryone.com to log into a SentryOne Cloud

product.

1. Select New User to add a new user to the organization.

2. Enter the First Name, Last Name, and Email address for the user. 

3. The Role is set to User by default. Use the drop-down menu to select Admin if necessary. 

4. The default Status is Active, but may be switched to Inactive on this screen. Note:  Inactive is

intended for situations when you need to temporarily disable users.

5. Select Save to complete the process.

Note:  For Database Mapper and SentryOne Test, users must be added to both Organization

Settings and the Activation Key in https://my.sentryone.com/.

1. Log into https://my.sentryone.com/, then go to the bottom of the page to the S1

TaskFactory/Workbench Licenses section.

2. Select the Activation Key text for the Database Mapper or SentryOne Test license where you

want to add a user.

https://account.sentryone.com
https://my.sentryone.com/
https://my.sentryone.com/
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3. On the Manage License view, select View Contacts.

4. Select Add Contact from the Contact Details view.

5. On the Add Contact form, enter the matching Name and Email used in Organization Settings,

then select Add.

Success: Your contact is now ready to use Database Mapper or SentryOne Test!

Edit Users

Use the  Edit button on the Manager Users screen to enter the user's detail screens and make changes as

needed.

Delete Users

Use the  Delete button on the Manager Users screen to delete the user from the organization. 
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There will be a Delete user? popup to confirm that you want to delete the user and a User removed from

the organization toast notification to confirm the change was successful.
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SentryOne Test Release Notes
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

 For more information on the additional steps SolarWinds is taking to improve our security posture and

policies, please reference this blog by SolarWinds President and CEO Sudhakar Ramakrishna.

2021

Version 2021.8 [July 15, 2021]

Notes

There's an updated EULA for this version.

2020

Version 2020.23.0 [November 18, 2020]

Fixes

66306: Parameters from published assemblies not showing

Note:  Cloud version only

Version 2020.17.0 [August 25, 2020]

Notes

Default trial duration changed to 15 days

Version 2020.10.0 [May 20, 2020]

Note:  This release is for the installed components listed below. See the Upgrading SentryOne Test

article for instructions on downloading the latest agent and extension installer files.

Features

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
https://orangematter.solarwinds.com/2021/01/07/our-plan-for-a-safer-solarwinds-and-customer-community/
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/eula
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-upgrading
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Remote Agent and Visual Studio Extension now support TLS 1.2 (for SentryOne Test Cloud version)

Version 2020.225.2 [May 5, 2020]

Fixes

Minor bug fixes

Version 2020.225.0 [February 26, 2020]

Notes

Item 62680:  Update EULA

2019

Version 2019.4.6 [December 18, 2019]

Fixes

Fix 60960:  Update EULA

Version 2019.3.1 [July 3, 2019]

New Features

Feature 53106:  2019 SSIS support in SentryOne Test

Fixes

Fix 53691:  S1T VSX Project templates do not show up in the 'Test' category

Fix 53932:  SentryOne Test: Using a parameter inside of another parameter will crash VS

Fix 53992:  VS 2019 Community Edition Blue Theme fix for S1T

2018

Version 2018.5.1 [December 4, 2018]

New Features

New 42048: LegiTest Client now integrates with SentryOne Accounts system

New 42092: Copy-Paste Test functionality

Users can now copy and paste tests from one group to another

New 44453: LegiTest Runtime now identifies hosts using their service identifiers

New 45510: LegiTest Visual Studio extension has been removed from Workbench Installer

The LegiTest extension can be downloaded here:

https://www.sentryone.com/products/pragmatic-workbench/legitest/free-trial
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Fixes

Fix 42033: LegiTest custom tool generates a warning on generation

Fix 42041: Row Count Recipe fails when row counts match but are from differently named tables

Fix 42047: REST assets in LegiTest cause project to reference Core assembly

Fix 42050: The LegiTest Recipes Console does not support relative paths for the targetFolder argument

Fix 42067: Comparison Manifest reports no key column being defined as an error

Fix 42082: Bulk Insert Asset ignores provided ID for identity columns

Fix 42083: Cannot build LegiTest project when name suffixed with ".NUnit"

Fix 42085: LegiTest Project Templates don't show up under the Visual C# \ Test category

Fix 42087: Grid Validation Manifest comparisons do not substitute parameters

Fix 42418: When adding multiple tests the naming is 'Test 1' and 'Test 1 (2)'

Fix 42419: The setting for 'Treat whitespace as NULL' is not persisted

Fix 42440: Server Settings are not retained

Fix 42441: Intellisense warns of unknown identifier on aliased columns used with UNION ALL

Fix 42445: Interactive Comparison's "Format SQL" button adds a semicolon to the end of the query,

which throws an ORA-00911 error with Oracle Queries

Fix 42448: Comparison Editor status indicator doesn't change to indicate current status unless

connection is changed.

Fix 42457: Deleting parameters that have already been mapped should ask user for confirmation

Fix 42512: BrowserEmulation is not set correctly if the key is not already present

Fix 42514: Opening Read Historical Result Wizard is causing Visual Studio to crash

Fix 42707: LegiTest picks up incorrect NUnit Test adapter

Fix 42779: Row Count Recipe failures no longer report the table name

Fix 43858: LegiTest throws an Exception when loading an SSIS package from an ISPAC file, then crashes

Visual Studio

Fix 44289: Add a note to the LegiTest Recipe documentation that Oracle is not supported.

Fix 45423: Server parameters were being created in group-specific settings files

Fix 45767: ParameterProvider PrintDebugInformation is called before parameter files are loaded

Version 2018.2.3 [April 27, 2018]

 Important:  The 2018.2.3 release for LegiTest will be the last supported release for SQL Server 2008

and 2008 R2.             

New Features

New 3772: Validation results now show up in the Visual Studio Errors tool window

New 6824: Data Profile recipe

LegiTest now includes a validate data column profile recipe that can test minimum and maximum
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values, range checks, et cetera 

New 12563: Dimension Validation recipe

LegiTest now includes a dimension validation recipe to ensure a table adheres to standard

dimension table rules

New 13468: Fixed Width Text File Asset now includes the capability to skip header rows

New 13504: Added support for generation of NUnit 3 Tests

New 15679: Added 'Send equal rows to results server' to Interactive Comparison

New 16104: Runtime settings used for each execution are now logged

New 16336: Added actual value to value comparison assertion error messages

New 16936: Range Check recipe now includes additional settings to include informational columns

New 16969: Interactive Comparison and Comparison Manifest includes ability to equate white

space to NULL values

New 17415: Text Format Validation recipe

LegiTest now includes a text format validation recipe that checks the validity of data within a

specific column: Alpha Numeric, Email Address, North American Phone Number, Numeric, Social

Security Number, Country Code (ISO 3166) and State Code (ISO 3166)

Updated Features

Update 8782: Improved messaging around header row parsing failures in flat file asset editors

Update 12417: Data set filtering now allows for NOT BETWEEN, IS NULL and IS NOT NULL

Update 16338: Validation manifests can now validate that values are NULL / NOT NULL

Fixes

Fix 4777: Within source controlled environments, renaming or moving items will not properly clean up

generated resources

Fix 11670: Visual Studio Extension uninstaller displays multiple check boxes for the same version of

Visual Studio

Fix 13113: Mouse wheel does not work to scroll packages in the Package Test Wizard on the Select

Packages page

Fix 13505: Naming a test ValidationManifest results in a compilation error

Fix 15610: Data Validation wizard failed on long running queries

Fix 15694: Execute Report action and wizard do not have a timeout control

Fix 15699: Fail on server publish should be set for all recipes

Fix 15702: Object Reference Error thrown when NULL values are returned in MDX queries

Fix 15762: Table lists do not refresh when switching from an existing connection to a new connection

Fix 16045: Correct path to the custom Plussom assembly

Fix 16105: XPath extraction does not support XPath validation with namespaces

Fix 16284: Wizards that should create multiple groups fail to move one group

Fix 16337: ExecuteScalar on SalesForce does not return the correct result
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Fix 16354: Unable to rename singe groups / suites unless renamed through solution explorer

Fix 16360: Query Editor throws an "InvalidOperationException" when attempting to type while the

cursor is off screen

Fix 16938: LegiTest does not reinstall NuGet packages with unresolved references

Fix 16983: Adding key or comparison columns could add the wrong column in Interactive Comparison

Version 2018.1.4 [February 8, 2018]

New Features

New 5497: Validation and Comparison manifests now support regular expression matching and

asymmetric tolerances

A new match type of 'RegexMatch' can be used to match an expected regular expression pattern

against an actual value

Percentage and fixed tolerance comparisons can now be set to use asymmetric tolerance values

for specific ranges

New 11057: LegiTest now auto selects resources / assets when possible

New 13437: When re-publishing an assembly that is in the recycle bin on the server the assemblies

are removed from the trash

New 14542: Visual Studio's test output console now includes LegiTest parameter information

New 14663: LegiTest extensions now support initializing logging through external configuration

files

New 14715: Added support for Recipes

Recipes allow reusable test patterns to be quickly and easily turned into tests, allowing for tests to

be created with very little knowledge of unit testing in general

Several recipes are available - including a uniqueness validation, range check, standard deviation

validation etc

New 15190: Added 'Value Comparison' assertion

Value comparison replaces the 'Integer Comparison' and 'Scalar Comparison' assertions

Easier configuration for validating a single scalar value

Wider array of operators for comparison against multiple types

New 15191: Added 'Expression' assertion

Expression assertion allows LegiTest filter expressions to assert on single or multiple scalar values

Use complex combinational logic to verify resource values

Familiar SQL-like syntax for comparison and logical combination through AND / OR

New 15671: Load Text File action

The Load Text File action allows users the ability to load the content of any text file into a resource

for later use 

Updated Features
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Update 14583: Help Documentation now includes a Frequently Asked Question including detailed

code samples for one-time use parameter values

Fixes

Fix 13467: 'Move Up' / 'Move Down' moves all tests to the bottom of the list

Fix 13901: Exception messages in Group Setup and Teardown are difficult to troubleshoot

Fix 13972: Compiler warning in generated projects: Architecture mismatch between MSIL and x86

Fix 13973: LegiTest does not parse user defined parameter syntax in Data Driven test queries

Fix 13978: Enabling an empty data-driven source causes unclear compilation error

Fix 14562: Within Data Driven Source, the "Edit Filter" and "Edit Asset" buttons for File Handling sources

do not do anything

Fix 14626: Validation Manifest configured with invalid grid provider crashes Visual Studio on column

load

Fix 15116: Project Level Asset file doesn't get marked as dirty in VS after changes

Fix 15129: LegiTest Rest Connection/Query Headers do not replace parameter syntax

Fix 15134: Legitest: "Object cannot be cast from DBNull to other types" error in Legacy Test Suites

Fix 15178: Fixed Width File Reference asset throws "Could not detect file format value cannot be null.

Parameter name: values"

Fix 15252: Tests targeting NUnit error with BadImageFormatException when run via LegiTest Runner

Fix 15629: Parameter replacement does not work within the filter of a Data Driven Directory Reference

Fix 15654: Project level connection assets with parameterized connection strings do not work in all

scenarios

Fix 15657: Value Comparison fails when ResourceKey contains ( or )

Fix 15658: Comparison Manifest does not recognize global connection assets

LegiTest Server Version 2018.1.4 [February 8, 2018]

Updated Features

Update 14631: Data Driven Test parameters are now included in Notification Engine

Fixes

Fix 14019: LegiTest CommandLine does not capture console output

Fix 14563: Deleting results that includes a published assembly does not also delete the assembly

Fix 14724: Annotations are not transmitted correctly to LegiTest Server

Fix 15166: Notification Engine failures prevent LegiTest assembly run histories from updating

Fix 15187: LegiTest CommandLine doesn't respect spaces within assembly file locations

Fix 15194: Date Time Format for Scheduled Tests does not work in non-US locale settings

Fix 11144: When creating a System Status View, if the selected solution doesn't contain Lineage no

message is presented to the user.
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2017

Version 2017.4.7 [November 27, 2017]

New Features

New 5476: Improved multi-developer experience

Assets can now be defined at the project level

LegiTest suites can be migrated to individual group files

Added ability to have single groups in single files, enabling better sharing

Added project-level parameter files to simplify configuration across a project

Added project-level server integration to enable simpler and more consistent deployment

New 9822: Reduced runtime dependency footprint for LegiTest

Less DLL references are now required for some testing patterns

New 11951: Added error inspector for looking at warnings at the group/test level

Warning tooltips are also enhanced with extra detail

New 13116: Runtime dependencies can now be resolved via NuGet

Most of the runtime dependencies of LegiTest tests can now be resolved via NuGet, making

deployment on build servers much easier

New 13435: Generated file names for asset content files are shorter

Names of existing assets will be shortened upon opening the test suite / group that contains

them. 

New 13454: Added ability to define test framework type at project level

Framework type is now defined at the project level, instead of for individual suites/groups 

New 13480: Suites, Groups, Settings and Asset files now have appropriate icons

New 13502: Added ability to ignore tasks by name in SSIS Wizard

Added ability to use wildcards to ignore tasks by name - e.g. *SSISOps* 

Updated Features

Update 8753: REST assets now include a "Number of Retries" option that controls the amount of

connection attempts upon failure

Update 11156: Added help overlay to the query editor

Update 13492: Improved warning message within SSIS Package Reference asset when pointing to a

newer SSIS version

Fixes

Fix 12021: DOC xPress connector and System Coverage panel give no warning when server is unlicensed

Fix 12414: Comparison for Validation Manifest are run in reverse of what the UI displays

Fix 13060: Package Reference Asset throws an SSISCatalogPackageNotFoundException error when a

folder is selected
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Fix 13072: ReadHistoricalResultsAction can display an interactive dialog during test execution

Fix 13093: LegiTest does not publish to server all needed assemblies when using SSIS Packages

Reference

Fix 13098: LegiTest suites / groups do not function correctly in project sub-folders

Fix 13100: LegiTest tests will fail on a data driven run if the server fails and 'fail on server failure' is not

checked

Fix 13104: Renaming a Suite or Group does not delete the old output folder

Fix 13120: Actual and Expected values are being flipped on integer comparison when pushing results to

server.

Fix 13458: New "LegiTest Project - NUnit" projects do not include a NuGet reference to

NUnitTestAdapter

Fix 13935: Within Connection Asset, clicking the Test Connection throws InvalidOperationException if

Connection String is empty

Fix 13936: "The type or namespace name 'Dictionary<,>' could not be found" when generating a

LegiTestGroup without any tests

Fix 13987: "Member names cannot be the same as their enclosing type" when a test is named the same

as its group

Fix 13993: Publishing a Data Driven test that uses a Delimited Content asset misses publishing certain

assemblies

Fix 14000: Data Driven tests containing nullable values can throw ArgumentException

Fix 14033: SSIS Package Wizard throws an InvalidDataException when selecting a package that has a

higher SSIS version

Fix 14551: Interactive Comparison throws "Comparison no longer exists" error when mapping key

columns with different names

LegiTest Server Version 2017.4.7 [November 27, 2017]

New Features

New 13054: Workbench Server documentation now includes required permissions

Updated Features

Update 11979: Online help documentation now includes a rolling list of release notes that include

all product release notes within a single file

Fixes

Fix 9260: Report Totals do not show at the top of the Coverage Report

Fix 10328: Exporting assert results to excel throws "The file format and extension doesn't match. The

file could be corrupted or unsafe" warning

Fix 11188: Adding a new annotation type throws a "500 Internal Service" error
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Fix 11190: Adding a new testable path throws a "500 Internal Service" error

Fix 12566: Attempting to schedule a task throws a "String was not recognized as a valid DateTime" error

Fix 13124: Creating a System Coverage report only allows the adding of one item

Fix 13453: Server reports successful when test runner fails

Fix 13455: System Dashboard's LegiTest Status doesn't show up on the dashboard

Fix 14016: Empty Trash button does not remove assembly

Fix 13073: The Workbench Server installer does not automatically add the "Log on as batch job rights"

permission to the correct user

Fix 13525: Within System Dashboard, LegiTest Status tile does not appear even though valid tags are

used

Version 2017.3.3 [August 7, 2017]

New Features

New 10820: LegiTest UX Improvements

"Wizard: Interactive Comparison" is now just "Interactive Comparison" in the context menu.

When adding a new connection from the Interactive Comparison wizard, the focus will start in the

Connection Name box.

New 10825: Added Xml Comparison Assertion

New 11178: LegiTest Extension now supports Visual Studio 2017

Email support@pragmaticworks.com to request the installer that contains the Visual Studio 2017

supported version of the LegiTest Extension 

New 11680: Added support for SQL Server 2017

New 11869: LegiTest Command Line can now push assemblies to the server.

New 12511: LegiTest documentation now includes software requirements for NUnit support

Updated Features

Update 10319: Comparison Manifests now work based on column name instead of column index

Update 10925: Small numbers are now detected as more commonly used types

Fixes

Fix 9248: Double clicking on the scroll bars within System Coverage adds selected item to target list

Fix 10923: "Wrong number of arguments provided" error when additional columns are added to test

data source

Fix 11691: Previewing a query in Interactive Comparison fails when using a Data Driven variable.

Fix 11871: Adding two interactive comparisons in the same tests re-uses the same resource keys

Fix 12037: Using a reserved word (params, int, static, etc...) as a project name, prevents LegiTest from

compiling

Fix 12415: Data set filtering does not handle NULL values correctly
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Fix 12499: When selecting columns to the left of a 'Select *' statement, LegiTest Syntax Highlighter

throws ArgumentOutOfRange error

Fix 12513: Parallel execution tracks are not reporting test actions to LegiTest Server

Fix 12520: Editing a query against a database with compressed columnstore indexes could crash Visual

Studio

Fix 13081: Get Row Count test elements throws "The given key was not present in the dictionary." error

LegiTest Server Version 2017.3.3 [August 7, 2017]

New Features

New 7357: Annotations are now included in a Notification template.

Test annotations are now included in the metadata send to the Notification Engine, so they can be

incorporated into emails and other messages.

New 11010: "Select All" option now included within execution results

New 12007: Publishing Assemblies can now be restricted with Role Actions

New 2846: Licensing now works within environments that use FIPS compliant algorithms for

encryption

Fixes

Fix 10383: Altering an HTML Message Template could remove/exclude data in a Notification when

sent/executed

Fix 11113: LegiTest Notifications are not being sent when BI xPress isn't licensed

Fix 11662: The operation has timed out error,  when communicating large results to the server

Fix 12038: Command Line request timeout is not configurable.

Fix 12470: Update button within the Edit Annotation Types does not work

Fix 12403: Denied Access to registry key "HKEY_CURRENT_USER"

Fix 11086: Stored procedures CheckIfUserCanAccessSecurable and GetAllSecurableEntities are always

being dropped and created at website startup

Fix 12480: Could not load file or assembly 'ChilkatDotNet2' or one of its dependencies.

Version 2017.2.3 [May 1, 2017]

New Features

New 8734: SSIS Get and Set Properties elements now includes current design time values

New 8799: Directories can now be used as data sources for data driven tests

New 9132: Added ability to select colums from flat files

The user can now select which columns are included in the dataset when sourcing data from a flat

file. 

New 10294: Fixed Width File References now allow you to choose the file format

Ragged right
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Fixed width with line breaks

Fixed width without line breaks

New 10367: Rows with no differences after a grid comparison can now be viewed on the server

Updated Features

Update 8750: SSAS Wizard generates connection assets at the suite level and shares between the

groups

The SSAS Wizard now creates connections at the test suite level instead of the test group.

Update 8800: Datasets can now be filtered

Datasets from any grid source can be filtered by specifying expressions on a column or multiple

columns.

This filtering determines which rows will be seen by consumers of the grid / dataset.

This filtering is applied after the initial data retrieval, so it should be used primarily for data sources

that don't support filtering at the source, like text files or REST APIs. Databases and similar sources

should be filtered through the SELECT statements for best performance.

Fixes

Fix 9159: Interactive Comparison does not save changes to currently selected elements if the editor is

open

Fix 9217: Reserved filters list in custom filters section is unreadable

Fix 9225: Flat File connection managers are imported as ADO.NET Connection assets within the SSIS

Wizard

Fix 9861: Execute Task element incorrectly reports task execution failure

Fix 10159: File Reference does not extract column headers if all columns are of the data type string

Fix 10917: LegiTest Extension reports version 1.0 within the "Installed Products" section of the "About

Microsoft Visual Studio" page

Fix 10987: Editing a newly created interactive comparison before saving could result in an

ArgumentNullException

Fix 11151: Interactive comparison always resets the timeout to 30 when editing

LegiTest Server Version 2017.2.3 [May 1, 2017]

New Features

New 6809: Added ability to suppress test failures for a set time frame

New 9870: Tests can now be moved to trash, then deleted from the server.

Tests can now be moved to trash from the summary page.

Trash view has been added, this allows users to permanently delete tests from the server.

Unexecuted assemblies can no be deleted from the server on the unexecuted assembly view on

the summary page.
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New 9871: Summary Page now has separate views for Run and Not run assemblies.

New 10272: Users can now select existing tags from drop down when tagging a test object.

New 10331: Test management page now shows an item's most recent status in the navigation menu

New 10911: Design system for handling authorization for cloud services

New 11046: Notification Engine now has dynamic html template for LegiTest status

Updated Features

Update 6740: The "Export to Excel" feature within Grid Comparison now provides more details

The file name for the excel spreadsheet now includes the date and time the test was executed

The excel spreadsheet now contains a header that includes the suite, group, test and action name

as well as the start and end time for the execution

Update 9868: Test Scheduler page has now been simplified for ease of use

Update 9873: Added "Missing Test Runner" topic to FAQ for LegiTest Server

Update 10978: Help documentation for setup instructions now includes details for multi-domain

considerations

Fixes

Fix 9169: "Already added" warning appears when adding a new item to a Coverage Report

Fix 9228: Spaces in an assembly name are causing them not to run from the server

Fix 9241: Deleting a test execution fails

Fix 9817: Side by Side table view for errors does not have consistent height on both sides

Fix 9821: Breadcrumb located on View Details Page does not link

Fix 9869: Tests not part of previous run are not represented as such.

Fix 10273: Parameters containing certain special characters are not displaying properly on the test

management page

Fix 10330: Long names in management navigation menu extend past frame.

Fix 11021: Managing a test with an existing Hyperlink template, will not load the template area for

editing.

Fix 11026: When viewing a grid comparison result on the server, rows with no information still show a

hyperlink.

Fix 10346: Some operations within DOC xPress and System Dashboard aren't responsive or appear

disabled

Fix 10382: Workbench Server does not populate Action and RoleAction tables in host database

Version 2017.1.3 [February 2, 2017]

New Features

New 6732: LegiTest Command Line Tool can run test assemblies by name

New 7790: Added ability to load 'manual' data grids
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Data grids can now be loaded from delimited content stored within the test suite

Provides an easy way to inject static data for comparison or data driven testing

New 7795: Added support for multiple delimited file formats

Delimited file format support allows a variety of flat file formats to be read.

Automatic detection of delimiters, quotes, header rows and preamble sections.

New 7876: Added Select All / None option in the SSIS Wizard

New 7893: Flat file data types suggestions are provided

New 7894: Flat files support the same data source model as other sources

Flat file support has been upgraded to use the common data source model in LegiTest.

Enables flat files to be easily used in interactive comparisons, grid validations and data-driven

tests.

New 8298: Interactive Comparison now displays whether preview comparison would have

succeeded or failed

New 8307: SSIS Wizard now extracts all connection managers

Connection managers are now converted to assets by the SSIS Wizard irrespective of whether they

become part of a data flow test or not 

New 8310: Added ability to load fixed width files

Fixed width files can be used in data driven testing, interactive comparison and as a data source in

normal tests

After entering the column widths, data formats are detected automatically

New 8798: Added row / line number reporting to grid comparisons

The row / line number is now reported as part of the error message in case of an error 

Fixes

Fix 5500: Timeout when gathering columns for comparison manifest with large data sets

Fix 7877: SSAS validation tests are not being generated in some situations

Fix 8238: Parameter mappings do not work within the SSAS Process actions

Fix 8275: Clicking "Advance" while configuring an OLE DB connection throws assembly error

Fix 8284: Table Row Count action did not respect parameterized table name

Fix 8299: Error changing keys in interactive comparison editor

Fix 8313: Object Reference Error when adding Test Suite to project using Read Historical Results or

Interactive Wizard template

Fix 8754: Executing packages in a test does not recognize their associated project

Fix 9151: Error: Keyword not supported: 'provider' for Asset connection properties

Fix 9221: When using the SSIS Wizard targeting ISPAC packages, it does not generate Task level tests

LegiTest Server Version 2017.1.3 [February 2, 2017]

New Features
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New 4878: Added "Two Grids" Layout for Grid Comparison Assert View

New 5000: LegiTest Server's System Coverage report now interacts with Workbench Server's

(Beta) System Status feature

Associating a system coverage report to a view found within Workbench Server's new (Beta)

System Status allows System Status to display the system coverage for any items included within

both the view and the coverage report

The (Beta) System Status can be enabled by your Workbench Server administrator through the

Administration Features page

By default, the new (Beta) System Status will be disabled

New 6782: Filtered Dashboard now shows all of a tagged item's children even if they are not

tagged

New 7309: Users can now add their own hyperlinks to Grid Comparisons and Validations via the test

management page

Hyperlinks can be created on the test management page and viewed on the details page. 

New 7399: Test Management page now includes links to other items in the same suite

New 8303: Test assemblies can now be run immediately after publishing

New 8759: Include link to the LegiTest Extension on the LegiTest Server's Dashboard page

New 6256: Users can now delete System Dashboard tiles directly from the dashboard

New 6826: The System Dashboard is now the home page for Workbench Server

New 9267: Workbench Server now includes public beta features that can be enabled or disabled

Updated Features

Update 4882: LegiTest Server now points to NUnit 2.6.4 by default

Update 8739: Improved product version logging at start up

Fixes

Fix 7810: Fixed Legitest Server json errors when NewtonSoft.Json is installed in the GAC

Fix 8304: Can't see error details on server for failed steps

Fix 8717: Notification Engine buttons do nothing if only a LegiTest Server license is being used

Fix 9170: There is no space between the System Coverage page title

Fix 9142: The license expiration date does not appear in the License Manager

Fix 7803: With the addition of the System Dashboard and System Status, the header is disjointed

Fix 7898: Workbench Server does not confirm when deleting users

Fix 7982: License activation and deactivation messages are confusing

Fix 8011: Workbench Server Licenses does not include access to System Dashboard

Fix 8699: System Dashboard drop-down buttons includes erroneous icons and white divider

Fix 8738: If Workbench Server's version falls outside a license's maintenance period, the system

settings' licenses page will not display the license

Fix 9285: "Add Domain User" button is missing
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2016

Version 2016.4.4 [October 25, 2016]

New Features

New 4776: Query Editor supports Azure SQL DB

The query editor built in to LegiTest now supports connections to Azure SQL DB 

New 4852: Resource key usages are now automatically remapped if a resource key is renamed

New 6729: Usability improvements for the Annotations UI

Annotation type creation pane is now a separate configuration page.

The content field supports Markdown for richer formatting when displayed on the server.

The content field size has been increased, and it now supports multiple lines.

Annotations for each test / group are listed under the test / group instead of a test-suite level

pane.

New 6767: Updated comparison editor UI

Added an indicator that shows when code completion is available

Added an indicator that shows when the editor is connected

Added a Run Query toolbar button to each query editor

New 7345: Increased detail within error reports for Grid Validation assertions

The Grid Validation assertion now reports row details in a similar manner to the Grid Comparison

assertion 

New 7377: Data driven testing now supported

Tests can now be configured to use a data set or grid as input, so that the test executes once for

each row in the data set.

Execute the same test logic for a large number of scenarios very easily

Use data from any ADO.NET source, SalesForce or REST

New 7855: Improved validation warnings when re-using a resource key name

Updated Features

Update 4768: IntelliSense now available for grid collection asset editor

Update 5498: Validation assertions can now expect empty grids

Update 6215: SSAS Process Item Actions now include option to fail on process failure

Update 6811: Comparison Manifest editor now shows the configured grids for actual and expected

Fixes

Fix 4774: Query Editor picks arbitrary Sql connection for editing

Fix 4904: Query Editor errors are less intrusive

Fix 6194: Editing a comparison column mapping for an invalid column results in a modal error dialog

Fix 6198: VSIX Uninstaller isn't removing extensions during uninstall process
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Fix 6625: Visual Studio 2012 crashes when using "Format SQL" button

Fix 6727: SalesForce Query doesn't honor parameters when providing columns for comparison /

validation

Fix 6728: Validation Manifest that references SF Query with no rows doesn't allow editing of validation

columns

Fix 6731: Executing the LegiTest commandline executable with no parameters throws an unhandled

exception

Fix 6743: Help website has grammatical and spelling errors

Fix 6763: Interactive Comparison won't let you finish with an incomplete test

Fix 6764: The Interactive Comparison editor doesn't evaluate parameters defined outside of Test Suite

Parameters

Fix 6812: Checking the Show Equal Rows option doesn't trigger an automatic reload

Fix 7326: Syncing does not update annotation description

Fix 7390: SalesForce actions do not return results if they contain three part column names

Fix 7397: Elements with default editor do not save values when another element is selected

Fix 7846: Execute REST actions do not parameterize properties

Fix 7904: Fixed issue with SSRS report calling Parameters

LegiTest Server Version 2016.4.5 [October 25, 2016]

New Features

New 4960: Scheduling tests no longer has a dependency on the LegiTest Command Line

New 6229: Expanded items in LegiTest Server dashboard now remain expanded when done

managing tags.

New 6258: Enhanced LegiTest notifications to include grids from comparisons and validations

Grids are now shown in LegiTest notification emails so that data mismatches or validations show

the data in question in the notification email (HTML only) 

New 6266: User can now specify the End Time for scheduled test runs

Allow the user to specify the end time on the end date when scheduling a task. If not specified,

default it to end of day instead of using the start time. 

New 6278: Added ability to create VSTS work items as a notification engine target

Notification can now automatically create work items in Visual Studio Team Services

The template is applied to create a title for the created work item

New 6280: Added ability to run executable as a notification engine target

Notification engine can now run an executable on the server in response to a notification

Optionally the templated output is passed to the executable as a file

New 6281: Added ability to make URI GETs/POSTs/PUTs as a notification engine target

Use notification engine to interact with HTTP APIs

Configure the payload using the standard templating engine
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Support for basic authentication, as well as OAUTH1 and OAUTH2

New 6282: Added ability to manually run notifications for specific tests from the LegiTest

Dashboard

New 6284: Added ability to defer population of notification engine collection objects

Notification engine now defers some of the work in creating a notification until the notification

fires, resulting in higher performance. 

New 6286: Implemented Role Based Security

Manage Access to LegiTest Server actions based on roles.

Manage access to tests based on roles and tags.

New 6784: Allowed custom name for LegiTest Tile

New 6828: Added Test Management Page

Manage Parameters, Scheduled Tasks, Tags, and certain actions all from one page. 

New 7809: Data driven tests are displayed as separate tests on the details page and as a single

item on the summary page.

New 6723: Upgrading Workbench Server will now display a message indicating that all previous

versions will be uninstalled during the upgrade process

Users upgrading Workbench Server will now see a message indicating that all previous versions of

Workbench Server will be uninstalled prior to upgrading. This is not a change in behavior from

previous releases, only an update to the user interface to make it more clear as to what is

happening behind the scenes. This message is only visible when upgrading.

New 7373: Added PowerShell 3.0 or later to the system requirements for Workbench Server

Updated Features

Update 6827: Improvements made to LegiTest Server home page

LegiTest Server Dashboard is now the LegiTest Server Summary page.

Clicking on a failed test from the Summary will take you to the details of the failed assert.

Tags are now listed to the right of the Summary page, with the ability to filter tags moved, and

takes up less real estate on the screen.

Update 4718: Activating or Deactivating a license now redirects users to license overview page

upon completion

Fixes

Fix 6226: Parameter and Data Type Name no longer overlap when editing parameters.

Fix 6733: Navigation breadcrumb trail is not visible on the details page

Fix 6734: Command line configuration values are not being retained when upgrading LegiTest Server to

the newest version

Fix 6735: User is now alerted if the command line can not find a valid test runner

Fix 6738: Summary page does not refresh after a test suite is manually run from the server

Fix 6744: Annotations now show up on the results page.
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Fix 6781: LegiTest Server does not display any error if no coverage reports load

Fix 6800: Command Line error message reflects incorrect log location

Fix 7331: Notification events fire multiple times for each Test Group within a suite if configured to an

assembly

Fix 6666: Licensing is now more robust and should not issue an error during installation.

Version 2016.3.7 [August 1, 2016]

New Features

New 4611: Ability to specify business metadata for tests

Define annotation types to represent categories of business metadata to apply to tests and groups

Add your own content which is recorded and available to view on the server

Synchronize annotation types between test suites and the server

New 4790: Icons for Rest Action and Rest Connections in Legitest

The icons for the REST actions have been updated.

New 4861: Add Execute REST Scalar Action

REST API calls can be executed that return a scalar value extracted from the response.

New 4922: Implemented Comparison Editor

Interactive comparison editor allows you to configure a comparison between two sources interactively.

Edit the comparison configuration and see the results in real time.

Configure keys, comparisons and aggregates.

Easily edit an existing comparison.

View differences in a highlighted, synchronized grid.

Interactive comparison can use any data source that LegiTest supports 

New 5451: Publishing model is more flexible

Publishing of DLLs to server now handled by right-clicking on a project that contains LegiTest suites.

Send the exact DLLs that you want to the server without any accidental publishing during development

time.

Publishing of test results to server now handled by setting parameters.

Easily enable or disable publishing of test results without recompilation or regeneration.

New 5460: Added ability to reference resource values using the %keyName% syntax

Now assets and actions can make use of resource values using the same syntax as replaceable

parameters in text - %parameterName%

In addition, we can now use DotLiquid syntax for parameter replacement in all places -

New 6007: Add headers to legitest rest actions

Updated Features

Update 4684: Updated LegiTest SSAS support to handle 2016 changes

Update 4747: Added ability to test connections from the connection asset editor
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Update 4949: Users can now specify the Process Mode used within the Process Database, Cube,

Dimension and Table actions

Users can now specify between the various Process Modes used within SSAS. 

Fixes

Fix 4753: Parameterized connections don't refresh properly in the Grid Collection Asset and Data

Comparison Wizard

Fix 4756: Cannot connect to report server using a non-default virtual directory in LegiTest.

Fix 4880: Log4Net is not added to LegiTest Projects as a Nuget reference

Fix 4881: Assembly references need to be refreshed when moving between versions of LegiTest or

machines

Fix 4886: Could not load file or assembly 'Microsoft.Data.ConnectionUI, Version=0.0.0.0,

Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=f4ca07f51760da93' or one if its dependencies. The system cannot

find the file specified.

Fix 4925: Obfuscated VS2015 LegiTest Extension throws XamlParseException when loading editors

containing vsminipathbutton

Fix 4942: Downgrading ssis package asset causes its name to be reset

Fix 5435: Comparison Manfest Editor fails if you edit a column that no longer exists

Fix 5439: Rename the "Ignore Left-Only Rows" and "Ignore Right-Only Rows" properties to reference

Expected and Actual

Fix 5455: Empty resultsets from SalesForce result in an execution error

Fix 5456: REST actions and assertions should be under a category of "Cloud"

Fix 5458: The SSAS Process Actions spin indefinitely when user clicks "connect" on a machine without

2016

Fix 5459: Removing a covered item does not mark suite as needing updating

Fix 5478: Importing a Test Suite does not import parameter mappings

Fix 5489: Improved UIs for SalesForce and Rest Connections & Actions

Fix 5505: Renaming a LegiTest file can lose custom code

Fix 5518: Test wizards cannot be applied at the test suite level

Fix 6185: Data Type combo box within Execute REST Query (Grid) is unreadable

Fix 4932: The VSIX Uninstaller "Uninstall" button acts as a cancel button after initializing uninstallation

LegiTest Server Version 2016.3.7 [August 1, 2016]

New Features

New 4879: Added ability to tag test items, and filter dashboard based on a specified tag.

Add tags to any test object.

Filter the dashboard for a given tag.

New 4946: New LegiTest Status Tile
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Quickly view System Coverage for a selected tag.

Click through the tile to view all tests associated with the specified tag.

New 5449: Added ability to export Difference, Validation, and Aggregation Grids to Excel

Export data grid results to Excel from the web server 

New 5473: Test Runs Detail Page now includes an easy to follow trail to track position in the tree

hierarchy.

New 6248: Test Suite notifications now include error details

Errors from LegiTest tests are now available for use in Notification Framework

Ability to see error messages from actions and assertions

New 4782: While upgrading Workbench Server, most of the existing settings can be reused.

Users can now choose whether to use the existing settings from the previous installation or

choose to start fresh when upgrading Workbench Server.

New 4923: System Dashboard for Workbench Server.

Workbench Server's newest feature allows users to create a custom dashboard for displaying

status and summary information for BI xPress' Auditing Framework and for LegiTest's System

Coverage features. Users can add multiple "tiles" that are each configured for displaying concise

data points they may be interested in.

Fixes

Fix 4242: LegiTest Server's Play Suite and Schedule Suite now supports editing and using parameters

Fix 4251: System Coverage search now has a longer delay after typing and initiating search.

Fix 4323: Duplicate TestableObjects no longer being added to table.

Fix 4411: LTSRV is now properly recording all exceptions.

Fix 4444: Testable objects now track partial and full runs and revert to untested once removed from

tests.

Fix 5433: When scheduling a test suite to run, it will now default to the current host name.

Fix 5434: Dataset Comparison View properly matches columns in all instances.

Fix 5442: Details Grid within server now properly reflects "ignore left/right rows" options

Version 2016.2.4 [May 4, 2016]

New Features

New 4386: LegiTest supports SQL Server 2016

New 3130: Support mapping tested assets against DOCx Inventory

New 4161: Create LegiTest solution to verify SalesForce against CMS

New 4259: Execute Process action now has ability hide command window on execution

Fixes

Fix 4096: Disable the "Reload Coverage Reports" button when not connected to LegiTest Server
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Fix 4097: Expected / Actual Values are reversed in Integer Comparison

Fix 4130: Having CodeSlice installed prevents use of LegiTest files

Fix 4094: SF #90816 - Snapshot Filtering on SQL Server source in IS provider

LegiTest Server Version 2016.2.4 [May 4, 2016]

New Features

New 4386: LegiTest supports SQL Server 2016

New 3130: Support mapping tested assets against DOCx Inventory

New 4161: Create LegiTest solution to verify SalesForce against CMS

New 4259: Execute Process action now has ability hide command window on execution

Fixes

Fix 4096: Disable the "Reload Coverage Reports" button when not connected to LegiTest Server

Fix 4097: Expected / Actual Values are reversed in Integer Comparison

Fix 4130: Having CodeSlice installed prevents use of LegiTest files

Fix 4094: SF #90816 - Snapshot Filtering on SQL Server source in IS provider

2015

Version 2015.3.7 [November 5, 2015]

New Features

    New Directory Existence Assert

Checks whether or not a directory exists at the target directory path    

New Execute SalesForce Query (Grid) Action

Utilizes the Query and SalesForce Connection Assets to extract data from SalesForce Objects for

use during comparisons

New Extract Grid Checksum Action

Quickly generate a checksum for specific grid and stores for later use

New File Existence Assert

Checks whether or not a file exists at the target file path

New General Usability     

Allow the organizing and scoping of assets at the Test Suite and Test Group level

Deleting an element will display a list of all dependencies when confirming deletion

Include ability to import Tests and Test Groups from other LegiTest Suites

Include support for negative testing, allowing users to create tests the user expects to fail or

throw an exception

LegiTest can now extract connection strings from Packages and Reports

Quickly find all related sources for a specific action or assert within a Test Suite by right-clicking on
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them and selecting "Find Sources"

Quickly find usage of a specific assets within a Test Suite by right-clicking on them and selecting

"Find Usage"

New Grid Validation Assertion  

Grid Validation Assertion utilizes the new Grid Validation Manifest to check column and

aggregated values within a grid

New LegiTest Server Integration

LegiTest can now publish LegiTest executables and assemblies to LegiTest Server for execution

New Read Historical Results Action 

Extracts historical results for a specific assertion saved to LegiTest Server and and compares

results to current execution

New SalesForce Connection Asset

Utilized within Execute SalesForce Query (Grid) Actions to connects to SalesForce Objects

New Test Generation Templates

Quickly generate tests based on target SQL Data Sets, SSIS Packages, SSRS Reports, and SSAS

Database Validation

New Test Suite Parameterization

Create configuration parameters and map them to the properties of specific elements

New Timing Start Action 

Utilized alongside Timing End action to signal the start of a time period for measuring a specific

length of time

New Timing End Action

Utilized alongside Timing Start action to signal the end of a time period for measuring a specific

length of time

New Validation Manifest Asset

Utilized within the Grid Validation Assertion to validate expected comparison values within a Grid

Updated Features

Update General Usability   

Include ability for Test Suites to be renamed

Include enhanced type checking for more meaningful error messages

Include ability to enable and disable tests and test groups

Update SSIS Package Reference

Simplify the SSIS Package Reference asset

Fixes

Fix T-SQL Bulk Insert Asset   

Bulk Insert file path now properly handles environment variables

Fix General Usability
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LegiTest Test Suites now work in conjunction with source control

Removed LegiTest from list of valid .NET 4.0 Project Templates  

Assets now immediately validate whether or not they are being used by another element

Fix LegiTest Server Integration

LegiTest now gracefully handles errors returned from LegiTest Server

Fix SSIS Package Reference

Include Package Reference Assets within toolbox only if the specified version of SSIS is installed

and usable

Fixed issue with password protected packages not loading properly

LegiTest Server Version 2015.3.7 [November 5, 2015]

New Features

New Directory Existence Assert

Checks whether or not a directory exists at the target directory path

New Execute SalesForce Query (Grid) Action

Utilizes the Query and SalesForce Connection Assets to extract data from SalesForce Objects for

use during comparisons

New Extract Grid Checksum Action

Quickly generate a checksum for specific grid and stores for later use

New File Existence Assert  

Checks whether or not a file exists at the target file path

New General Usability 

Allow the organizing and scoping of assets at the Test Suite and Test Group level

Deleting an element will display a list of all dependencies when confirming deletion

Include ability to import Tests and Test Groups from other LegiTest Suites

Include support for negative testing, allowing users to create tests the user expects to fail or

throw an exception

LegiTest can now extract connection strings from Packages and Reports

Quickly find all related sources for a specific action or assert within a Test Suite by right-clicking on

them and selecting "Find Sources"

Quickly find usage of a specific assets within a Test Suite by right-clicking on them and selecting

"Find Usage"

New Grid Validation Assertion   

Grid Validation Assertion utilizes the new Grid Validation Manifest to check column and

aggregated values within a grid

New LegiTest Server Integration 

LegiTest can now publish LegiTest executables and assemblies to LegiTest Server for execution

New Read Historical Results Action   
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Extracts historical results for a specific assertion saved to LegiTest Server and and compares

results to current execution

New SalesForce Connection Asset     

Utilized within Execute SalesForce Query (Grid) Actions to connects to SalesForce Objects

New Test Generation Templates   

Quickly generate tests based on target SQL Data Sets, SSIS Packages, SSRS Reports, and SSAS

Database Validation

New Test Suite Parameterization  

Create configuration parameters and map them to the properties of specific elements

New Timing Start Action 

Utilized alongside Timing End action to signal the start of a time period for measuring a specific

length of time

New Timing End Action

Utilized alongside Timing Start action to signal the end of a time period for measuring a specific

length of time

New Validation Manifest Asset

Utilized within the Grid Validation Assertion to validate expected comparison values within a Grid

Updated Features

Update General Usability  

Include ability for Test Suites to be renamed

Include enhanced type checking for more meaningful error messages 

Include ability to enable and disable tests and test groups

Update SSIS Package Reference     

Simplify the SSIS Package Reference asset

Fixes

Fix T-SQL Bulk Insert Asset  

Bulk Insert file path now properly handles environment variables

Fix General Usability      

LegiTest Test Suites now work in conjunction with source control 

Removed LegiTest from list of valid .NET 4.0 Project Templates            

Assets now immediately validate whether or not they are being used by another element

Fix LegiTest Server Integration

LegiTest now gracefully handles errors returned from LegiTest Server

Fix SSIS Package Reference

Include Package Reference Assets within toolbox only if the specified version of SSIS is installed

and usable

Fixed issue with password protected packages not loading properly
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Version 2015.2 [September 3, 2015]

New Features

New LegiTest Server Integration

Publish test results directly to LegiTest Server to keep historical records and utilize BI xPress

Server's Notification Engine

Updated Features

Update Execute Report Action

Add the ability to pass parameters through to an SSRS Report executed through the Execture

Report Action

Update Directory Copy Asset

Add "Strict Mode" for Directory Copy Asset

Update File Copy Asset

Add "Strict Mode" for File Copy Asset

Update General Usability

Include better design layout when areas are collapsed

Provide a more detailed description of error for failed tests that better identify where the failure

occurred

Add ability to automatically version test assembly upon test generation

Better streamline the inclusion and usage of SSIS Packages using the Package Reference Asset

Fixes

Fix Set Properties Action

Allow properties containing brackets ("[" or "]") to be set

Fix General Usability

Removed superfluous teardown method created when adding a group level test teardown

Generated code now automatically updates upon changing the order of the elements within an

execution track

Fix SSIS Assets

Allow the modification of Project level connection strings

LegiTest Server Version 2015.2 [September 3, 2015]

New Features

New LegiTest Server Integration

Publish test results directly to LegiTest Server to keep historical records and utilize BI xPress

Server's Notification Engine

Updated Features
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Update Execute Report Action

Add the ability to pass parameters through to an SSRS Report executed through the Execture

Report Action

Update Directory Copy Asset

Add "Strict Mode" for Directory Copy Asset

Update File Copy Asset

Add "Strict Mode" for File Copy Asset

Update General Usability      

Include better design layout when areas are collapsed     

Provide a more detailed description of error for failed tests that better identify where the failure

occurred   

Add ability to automatically version test assembly upon test generation 

Better streamline the inclusion and usage of SSIS Packages using the Package Reference Asset

Fixes

Fix Set Properties Action

Allow properties containing brackets ("[" or "]") to be set

Fix General Usability

Removed superfluous teardown method created when adding a group level test teardown

Generated code now automatically updates upon changing the order of the elements within an

execution track  

Fix SSIS Assets 

Allow the modification of Project level connection strings
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SentryOne Test System Requirements
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Visual Studio Extension

Hardware Requirements

The following memory and processor requirements apply to all editions of SentryOne Test :

Component
Minimum
Requirements

Recommended Requirements

Memory 4 GB At least 8 GB

Processor Speed 1.8 GHz 2.0 GHz or faster

Processor Type NA

AMD Opteron
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support
Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

 Important:  Hardware requirements can vary based on workloads and other processes.

Software Requirements

SQL Server Integration Services 2005, 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2014, 2016

BIDS 2005, 2008, 2008 R2 (Business Intelligence Development Studio) or SSDT 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016,

2017 (SQL Server Data Tools)

Microsoft ® .NET 3.5 with Service Pack 1

Microsoft ® .NET 4.0

Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (2017 Providers only)

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86

The following operating systems are supported by SentryOne Test:

64-bit (x64) Operating Systems 32-bit (x86) Operating Systems

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Windows Server 2003 (at least Service Pack 2)* Windows XP (at least Service Pack 3)*

Windows Vista (at least Service Pack 2) Windows Server 2003 (at least Service Pack 3)*

Windows Server 2008 R2 Windows Vista (at least Service Pack 2)

Windows Server 2012 Windows Server 2008 R2

Windows Server 2016 Windows Server 2012

Windows 7 Windows 7

Windows 8 Windows 8

Windows 10 Windows 10

64-bit (x64) Operating Systems 32-bit (x86) Operating Systems

 Important:  Windows XP and Server 2003 have been deprecated from full support. Any issues

encountered on either Windows XP or Server 2003 must be reproducible on newer versions of Windows

to be eligible for support.

SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension requires:

An installation of one of the following editions of Visual Studio:

Visual Studio 2012 Pro or better

Visual Studio 2013

Visual Studio Community Edition

Visual Studio 2015

Visual Studio 2015 Community Edition

Visual Studio 2017

NUnit Requirements

NUnit 2.6.4 is required to execute SentryOne Test NUnit tests outside of Visual Studio

NUnit Test Adapter 2.0 is required for SentryOne Test NUnit tests to be displayed within the Visual

Studio Test Explorer

The following prerequisites are required to enable features within SentryOne Test:

SQL Server Assets

Supported Versions

SQL Server 2008 R2

SQL Server 2012
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SQL Server 2014

SQL Server 2016

SQL Server 2017

SSIS Actions and Assets

Supported Versions

SSIS 2008 R2

SSIS 2012

SSIS 2014

SSIS 2016

SSIS 2017

SSIS 2019

Each version of SQL Server Integration Services (2008 R2 or above) that you wish to test

SQL Server Data Tools or Business Intelligence Development Studio

Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (Required by SSIS 2017 Only)

Note:  The version of SQL Server Data Tools that provides the Integration Services designed

within Visual Studio must be installed. This is a separate download to the version of SQL Server

Data Tools that provides .sqlproj support that ships with Visual Studio.

 SSAS Actions

Supported Versions

Multidimensional

SSAS 2008 R2

SSAS 2012

SSAS 2014

SSAS 2016

SSAS 2017

Tabular

SSAS 2012

SSAS 2014

SSAS 2016

SSAS 2017

  Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (Required by SSAS 2017 Only)

SSRS Actions

Supported Versions

SSRS 2008 R2

SSRS 2012

SSRS 2014
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SSRS 2016

SSRS 2017

SentryOne Test Remote Agent

System Requirements

1. You have the permissions needed to add a Windows Service.

Additional permissions for the remote agent service account may be required depending on what

your tests perform. For example:

A test that reads data from a database must have permission to read from that database.

A more complex test may require additional permissions for this account to execute the test.

2. You have at least one test framework installed (e.g. NUnit or MStest).

3. For the cloud version:

The remote agent connects over HTTPS on port 443.

It must be able to connect to https://test-api.sentryone.com and https://test.sentryone.com.

4. For the on-premises, installed software version:

The remote agents connects to the site at http://:44301 and the API endpoint at http://:44320.

See the IIS Bindings article for guidance on changing these default values.

SentryOne Test On-Premises

Software Requirements

The following is a list of software requirements for SentryOne Test On-Premises :

 Internet information services (IIS) 7 or higher

Windows authentication enabled

ASP .NET 4.7 enabled

WebSocket Protocols enabled

Note:  If you get a locked error from IIS, you must unlock the system.webServer/modules

section.

SQL Server 2012 or higher

Microsoft SQL Server Data-Tier Application Framework

.NET 4.6.1 or higher

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-software-iis-bindings
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Installing SentryOne Test
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Installing the Visual Studio Extension

Note:  Before starting the installation process, verify that the installation environment meets all

System Requirements.

Install the SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension  by completing the following:

1. Download the SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension installer  from the Visual Studio Marketplace.

2. After downloading the SentryOne.Test.vsix, execute the file to display the Visual Studio Extension

installer. Select the versions of Visual Studio you wish to contain SentryOne Test, then select Install.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-system-requirements
https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/publishers/sentryone
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Success: Once the installation has completed, the selected Visual Studio editions are ready to create a

new SentryOne Test project!

Installing the Remote Agent

SentryOne Test Remote Agent Setup Wizard

To install the SentryOne Test Remote Agent , complete the following steps:

1. Select the Download icon on the SentryOne Test Dashboard, and then select Remote Agent. Select

Run on the windows download pop-up alert to display the SentryOne Test Remote Agent Setup Wizard.

2. Select Next to continue the installation and display the End User License Agreement. Read through the

End User- License agreement, select I accept the terms in the License agreement, then select Next to

continue.

3. Choose where to install the SentryOne Test Remote agent. By default, the remote agent installs at

C:\Program Files (x86)\SentryOne\SentryOne Test\RemoteAgent\. Select Next to choose the default

location, and display the Ready to Install SentryOne Test Remote Agent page.

Download the Remote Agent

Run the Remote Agent Setup

SentryOne Test Remote Agent Setup Wizard SentryOne Test End- User License Agreement
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Note:  To choose a custom install location, select Change, and then browse to the desired destination

location. Select OK to finalize the selection.  

4. Select Install to begin the installation. After the installation completes, select Finish to finalize the

installation and open the SentryOne Test Remote Agent Configuration Tool.
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SentryOne Test Remote Agent Configuration Tool

1. Verify the connection paths for the desired test frameworks, and then select Next to continue the

configuration.

2. Enter the Service instance name, then verify the Target host API URL. Select Next to display the

Authenticate with Target Host page.

Install the Remote Agent

Finish SentryOne Test Remote Agent Setup
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3.Select Open Authentication Tool, then log into your SentryOne account to Authenticate the targets.

Select Next to display the Ready to Install page. 

4. On the Ready to install page, review the configuration values, then select Next to complete the

installation.

5. Once installation has completed, select Start license manager to open the Pragmatic works License

manager. Select Install a license to open the Activate Software window. 

Open 

Login in to SentryOne account

Review the configuration values Installation progress
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6. Select Use an Activation Key, type or paste your activation key in the Activation key text box, then

select Activate to activate the license.

7. Once your license activation is successful, select Start Service to enable the Remote Agent on your

machine.

Start license manager

Install A License
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Success: Your SentryOne Test Remote Agent is now ready to use!

Installing SentryOne Test On-Premises

Note:  SentryOne Test is offered as a SaaS solution. If you are performing an on-premises installation

(instead of using test.sentryone.com), follow the instructions on this tab.

After downloading the SentryOne Test On-Premises installer, install SentryOne Test on your machine by

completing the following steps:

1. Launch the SentryOne Test On-Premises Installer ( SentryOneTestInstaller.msi), then select Next.
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2. Select I accept the terms in the License Agreement , then select Next to continue the installation.

3. Enter the Server name, User name, and password for the server connection. Select Test Connection to

verify the connection. After a successful connection, select Next to continue the installation. 
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Note:  If you want to use Windows Authentication, leave the User name and Password fields empty.

4. Enter the host name for the server connection, then select Next to continue the installation. 

Note:  You can enter multiple host names and separate them by a comma ( , ).
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5. Select Install to start the installation.

6. Select Finish to complete the installation and close the installer. 

 Important:  Access the host site at http://{YourHostName}:44301. Access the SentryOne Test API

endpoint at: http://{YourHostName}:44320. This is the API endpoint needed to integrate a SentryOne

Test project with the server, and to install a remote agent.
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SentryOne Test Architecture
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

SentryOne Test is a data validation framework that allows you to implement MSTest and NUnit data-focused

testing for your database environment. SentryOne Test integrates into build and automation processes, and

provides the ability to schedule test runs, as well as dashboards that display test success metrics and the data

behind test failures.

The SentryOne Test solution consists of the following three components:

SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension

SentryOne Test Web Portal

SentryOne Test Remote Agent

SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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The SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension brings data validation testing within the Visual Studio

environment. Create SentryOne Test projects based on the MSTest or NUnit frameworks from scratch or with

a recipe. Tests can range from simple row-count comparisons to implementing complex row-by-row, column-

by-column data comparisons. The SentryOne Test Visual Studio extension allows you to implement these

tests without needing to write complex logic for key matching or data comparisons.

Within the extension, you can define setup and teardown steps to execute at different parts of the testing

process. You can also call REST APIs, execute SSIS packages, or run SQL statements before and after each test

or group of tests.

The SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension can connect to and compare data from multiple platforms,

including the following : 

SQL Server Delimited file S3 AWS Storage REST

Oracle Azure Storage REST Salesforce

Excel

Execute SentryOne Test projects as part of a CI/CD build pipeline, integrated with the SentryOne Test Web

Portal, or published to the portal and scheduled through the remote agent.

For more information about installing the SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension, see the Installing

SentryOne Test article. 

SentryOne Test Web Portal

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-recipes
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-web-portal-overview
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-installation
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The SentryOne Test Web Portal includes a full API layer, allowing  you to deploy test projects to SentryOne

Test and then call them programmatically if desired. The SentryOne Test Web Portal has dashboards that

display test activity across all the projects that are deployed and have been configured to publish data to the

SentryOne Test service. 

From the main dashboard, drill down into the test failures and see exactly why tests are failing, including the

data behind the test.  Integrating with a Remote Agent allows for tests to be pushed out and executed on

remote servers, while providing access to centralized results. 

Note:  It’s possible to have a mix of MSTest and NUnit tests deployed to SentryOne Test. Allocate

and schedule tests on the remote agents to schedule data validation tests on production business data

and to share the results simply and easily with business users.

Within the web portal, you can create tests using the SentryOne Test recipe framework allowing you to build

test criteria without Visual Studio.

SentryOne Test Remote Agent

Ensure that access to your data takes place in your environment by deploying the SentryOne Test remote

agent close to your data sources in the cloud or on premises. With the remote agent installed locally as a

Windows service, you can constrain access to accounts and systems where you have full control. 

For more information about installing the remote agent, see the installing SentryOne Test article. 

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-web-portal-overview
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-dashboard
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-installation
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Note:  There is no need to expose any of your databases or data sources to the internet to make use

of SentryOne Test
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Visual Studio Extension Overview
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension allows you to create tests that verify the quality of your data

integrity. Using SentryOne Test, you can create testing implements for your data storage solutions that

automate the testing procedure. You can create a test once, and reuse the test any time there is a change in

the data. For example, if you were transporting data from SQL Server into a data warehouse, you could create

a test that verifies the information in a table before the transfer, and after the transfer. You could also create

a test that compares the data from the SQL Server and data warehouse sources to ensure that the transfer

was done smoothly and accurately.

SentryOne Test also allows you a great deal of granularity through this automated process. You can create

tests that test SSIS packages at runtime, or to verify that the packages are successful. You can even use the

Package Wizard to create a test for each individual task on the package instead of running the package as a

whole. The SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension enables you to automate your testing procedures and

ensure the integrity of your data. 

Note:  The SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension can be used to compare external sources to an

internal database.

Choosing a Test Framework
SentryOne Test is a code generation tool at its core. The tests, groups, and assets that you configure become

code in the form of unit tests. There are multiple test frameworks available, each with their own benefits. 

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Note:  SentryOne Test currently supports NUnit 2, NUnit 3, and MSTest.

SentryOne recommends NUnit as a better choice in most scenarios. Some of the specific benefits include:

Benefits of NUnit Explanation

More powerful model for
supporting Data Driven Testing

While Data Driven Testing is supported in both NUnit and MSTest,
in MSTest your data driven query can be executed at unexpected
times because of limitations in the framework.

More powerful assert model

Assertions are a key aspect of testing. They are the part of the
test where the code verifies that the result of the test (the actual
result) matches the desired result (the expected result). NUnit has
a lot more flexibility in this area because the generated code is
simpler and it's easier to write your own assertions.

Broader compatibility

NUnit tests operate in a way that means that there are fewer
problems with execution of tests. Testing SSIS packages is one
key area where NUnit is superior—packages loaded at the group
level have issues under MSTest—while no similar problems occur
using NUnit.

Note:  Both versions of NUnit carry these benefits, and the choice between NUnit 2 and NUnit 3 is

available to fit in with your organization's existing usage. If no prior usage exists, SentryOne

recommends using NUnit 3.

Project Organization
SentryOne Test projects are organized similarly to C# projects. There are a few different types of files that

can be added, and are handled specially within SentryOne Test projects:

File Type Description

LegiTest group
(.legitestGroup)

These files define a single SentryOne Test group. SentryOne Test, in
previous releases, used suite files (.legitest) which contained many
groups. To allow a better organization of projects the group files
were added. This has particular benefits for any teams using source
control. With groups in individual files it becomes much less likely
that a complicated merge is required when more than one person is
working on a project. A group file will emit a single C# class that
contains the tests that are defined.
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LegiTest settings file
(.legitestSettings)

Settings files come in two types; settings and project settings.

File Type Description

Settings files

Settings files contain parameters and their
values.

Note:  Projects can contain more than one
setting file if desired.

Project
settings files

Project settings files define both the server
with which the project is associated and the
test framework type.

Note:  Projects can only contain one
project settings file.

Asset file (.asset)

Asset files are used to define assets that are generally useful across
multiple groups. These asset files are the same as assets defined
within groups, and tests, but are defined at the project level. Asset
files have two benefits; they are easier to change in isolation (for
example, changing one asset doesn't mean that the group file has to
be checked in to source control) and they give us a better way to
organize the data within our projects. For more information about
Assets in SentryOne Test, see the Assets section. 

File Type Description

Note:  Folders in the solution can be used to group all types of items together. A large testing project

with many groups, assets, and settings can become hard to manage unless it's well organized.

Understanding Generated Output
The generated output from SentryOne Test is C# code, along with some additional files. These files are used

as the input to the C# compiler that generates an assembly with unit tests. The assembly can then be

executed within Visual Studio, SentryOne Test, or a third party product that supports standard .NET unit tests.

This topic aims to clarify the process of moving from a design time test group to a run time assembly.

The process follows the diagram below. When a test group is saved, the code is generated. Then the code is

compiled by the C# compiler into a test assembly. When the assembly runs, the tests execute, and the results

for the tests are available. When running within Visual Studio, the test results appear within the Test

Explorer window. You can also publish results to SentryOne Test Web Portal. 

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-vse-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-web-portal-overview
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Generated output

Looking at the output generated by a test group called TestGroup, we might see the following in Visual

Studio Solution Explorer:

There are two main folders; the TestGroup_Assets and the TestGroup_Output folder, which are described in

the table below.

Warning:  The _Assets and the _Output folders are used to store test infrastructure files and are not

intended to contain additional files. Any non SentryOne Test generated files are removed during the

regeneration of the SentryOne Test group(s).
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Folder Description

_Assets Folder

The _Assets folder contains the content for your assets at design time. For

example, if we have a Delimited Content asset, then the content file contains

the data that makes up the delimited content. 

Most assets are made up of two types of data; the metadata and the data itself.

Data Type Description

Metadata

Metadata is usually small, and is stored within the group
file to display the asset type once a SentryOne Test
group is opened. It can be a list of output columns or
settings, for example.

The data itself
The data itself can be large, and is stored in a separate
file so that large amounts of data aren't loaded as soon
as you open the file.

For more information on the Assets available within SentryOne Test, see the

Assets section.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-vse-assets
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_Output Folder

The _Output folder contains the code that's generated from your group file,
along with some other files. The following files are contained in the _Output
folder:

File Description

Resources.resx

This file contains the same content as the
_Assets folder, but is encoded in a way that
the C# compiler understands. The asset
content becomes part of the compiled
assembly and is available to the tests when
they are run.

TestGroup.cs

This file is the user file. It's usually blank, but
code can be added here that's integrated with
the generated code.

Note:  You can create methods that are
called by the generated test code to perform
any action that you want. 

TestGroup.Generated.cs

This is the main output file where the code
that forms the bulk of the tests is stored. Each
test, action, and assertion has a method
defined within this file.

TestGroup.legiTestSettings

This file contains the details of any parameters
defined, and is used by the tests at runtime to
control any parameterized elements. For more
information on using parameters within tests,
see the Using Parameters topic.

Folder Description

Warning:  The generated files are re-created every time you save a SentryOne Test group. Any changes

made directly to the .Generated.cs file will be lost.

Design Area
The design area is where you add your test elements. The area is divided into the different test flow steps and

changes depending on whether a single test, or a test group is selected. Test elements are executed first from

left to right, then top to bottom. Test elements can be placed on the design area by: 

Dragging and dropping from the toolbox

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-using-parameters
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Double clicking an item in the toolbox 

Right clicking the design area and then using the quick add menu

Open the toolbox by selecting View > Other Windows > SentryOne Test Toolbox on the Visual Studio

toolbar.

Note:  Once an item is placed, an ! icon may appear on the top right of the element's box. Hover over

the element to see any potential errors with the element.

Once the tests have been set up, saving the project automatically generates the test code. Once the project

has been built, the test is discoverable in the test explorer window of Visual Studio. For more information on

the flow from design to execution, see Understanding Generated Output under the Output tab in this article.

A simple comparison test might look like the following:

Open the SentryOne Test Toolbox

SentryOne Test Toolbox
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The tree nodes on the left are covered in more detail in the following sections:

Parameters

SentryOne Test Integration

System Coverage

Reports

Annotation Types

Under that we have the node for the test group, annotations for the group, the test itself, annotations for the

test and the data driven configuration for the test.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-using-parameters
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-data-driven-testing
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Note:  The test and group nodes have a warning icon next to them if some elements require

attention.

Display a brief description of the errors by hovering over the warning icon, or view the errors in more detail by

double-clicking on the icon to open the Inspect errors window:

Double clicking on the icon of an element opens its editor, and double-clicking on the text starts editing the

name of the element.

Hover over a Test Element icon Open the Inspect errors window
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Note:  The SentryOne Test Element Editor  is a dockable window within Visual Studio, so you may

find it convenient to dock it into a position where it's permanently visible.

Note:  Some elements have custom editors that present a more convenient user interface for

configuring the element.

Double Click a Test Element to open the

SentryOne Test Element Editor

Double Click a Test Element text to rename it
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Test Flow
A SentryOne Test Project organizes all test elements into three scopes:

Scope Description

Project A test project can contain assets and test groups.

Groups
Groups can contain assets, and multiple tests. Groups can manage the Group
and Test Level Initialization, and Group and Test Level Teardown steps.

Tests
Tests can contain assets and manage the Test Initialization Steps, Execution
Tracks, Assertions, and Test Teardown Steps.

Note:  SentryOne Test now supports group files being added directly within solution explorer. While

existing suites are still supported, individual SentryOne Test groups offer greater flexibility in use, and

are the preferred method of building tests.

Test Component Description
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Group Initialization Steps

The Group Initialization Step executes only once at the beginning
of the entire test group. This step is the first to run before any tests
are actually executed. This step is the first to run before any tests
within the group are actually executed. Each group has its own
Group Initialization Step. This step configures everything needed
to prepare the test environment for the group execution.

Group Level Test Initialization
Steps

This steps executes once at the beginning of every test in the
group. It runs right before the actual test begins executing. Each
group has its own Group Level Test Initialization  step. This step
configures everything needed to prepare the test environment
before each test execution.

Test Initialization Steps
This step executes once at the beginning of a single test. Each test
contains its own Test Initialization step. This step configures
unique elements needed to prepare this test for execution.

Executions Tracks

Execution Tracks contain the actual elements that compose the
test. Each test can hold any number of tracks. By default, the test
executes as many tracks as the test environment can handle. You
can modify this behavior to only run a set number of tracks at the
same time.

Assertions

Assertions contain test validations that confirm whether a test
passes or fails. Assertions run immediately after all execution tracks
for the current test are completed. Assertions compare expected
data to actual data generated during the execution tracks. The
results of these data comparisons dictate whether the test passes
or fails.

Test Teardown Steps

This step executes once at the end of a single test. Each test
contains its own Test Teardown step. This step configures unique
elements that are needed to clean the test environment after test
execution.

Group Level Test Teardown
Steps

This steps executes once at the end of every test in the group. It
runs right after the actual test finishes executing. Each group has its
own Group Level Test Teardown step . This step configures
everything that's needed to clean the test environment after each
test completes.

Group Teardown Steps

The Group Teardown Step executes only once at the end of the
entire test group. This step is the last to run after all tests in the
test group execute. Each group has its own Group Teardown. This
step configures everything needed to clean the test environment
once group execution completes.

Test Component Description

Assets, Actions, Asserts, and Resources
Four key concepts in SentryOne Test are Assets, Actions, Asserts, and Resources.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-vse-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-vse-actions
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-vse-asserts
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Concept Explanation

Assets

Assets are items that are created at design time and used at runtime. For example, you

might have a query or a reference to an SSIS package. These items are configured when

you are creating tests and used when the tests run. There are many different types of

assets available in SentryOne Test, and you can read about those in the Assets section. 

Note:  Assets can use parameters; you may want to configure a connection string using

the parameter system. Parameters are evaluated at the point that the asset is used.

Assets can be part of a test group, or a part of the test project itself. To add an asset to the

project, right click on the project node in solution explorer, and then select Add >

SentryOne Test Asset.

Note:  Project-level assets can be placed in subfolders of the project to aid in

organization, but this doesn't affect their use. Assets at the project level are available to all

test groups, despite the folder they are placed in. Assets that are defined within a test

group can only be used within that group. Additionally, assets defined at the test level may

only be used by that test.

Actions

Actions produce some kind of outcome. For example, they may execute a query to return a

row count, process a cube, or execute a package. When an action returns information, such

as a row count or data set (grid), it's stored in a resource. Actions often use assets or

resources as part of their input (for example, an action to load a grid uses a connection

asset and a query asset - an action to filter a previously loaded grid uses the resource).

Note:  Actions can be used for set-up and teardown at both the group and test level

because actions can be placed in any of the execution areas except for the assert section. 

For the list of available actions, see the Actions section.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-vse-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-vse-actions
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Asserts

Asserts are used to test the results of actions. For example, we might use an integer assert

to compare the result of a query action that returns a row count with some predetermined

value. Asserts compare the values in resource keys to each other, or to a static value

entered into the Assert. 

Note:  A test that doesn't contain any asserts always yields an Inconclusive result. It's

important to make sure that all of your tests actually include an assert to determine

whether the test passes or fails. Asserts can only be placed in the assert section of a test.

For the list of available assertions, please see the Asserts section.

Resources

Resources are items that are available only at runtime. For example, when you execute a

query you may get a result back that you wish to compare. Resources are referred to by

their resource key (a string that uniquely identifies that resource). Resources are usually

loaded by actions, (the exception being data driven testing) and can be referenced by

other actions or assertions. You can view dependent elements for any element. This

displays the elements that follow and uses the resource(s) generated.

Note:  One additional resource is available for each column of data used as the data

source when data driven testing is used. For more information, see the data driven testing

topic. 

Resources can also be used in place of parameters by elements that follow them. For

example, an execute scalar query might get back a resource called CutOffDate. A query

might follow where the query is defined similarly to:

SELECT OrderId FROM Orders WHERE OrderDate > ''

Because parameters are evaluated when an asset is used, the resource CutOffDate would

be included in the query and used as a filter.

Concept Explanation

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-vse-asserts
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-data-driven-testing
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-data-driven-testing
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Create a New Test Project
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Creating a New Test Project

To create a new test project in the SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension , complete the following steps:

1. Within Visual Studio, select File > New > Project to open the New Project window.

2. In the New Project Window, expand the Installed Templates tree and select Visual C#.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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3. Scroll down and select the LegiTest Project MSTest, NUnit, or NUnit3 Test template. For help

understanding the differences, see the Choosing a Test Framework topic in the Visual Studio Extension

Overview article. 

 Important:  NUnit tests are shown in the Visual Studio Text Explorer window because the NUnit

project type includes a reference to the NUnitTestAdapter MuGet package. This allows the Visual

Studio test framework to discover and run NUnit tests. When switching a project from MSTest to

NUnit, be sure to add a reference to the NUnitTestAdapter NuGet package. For more information,

see the troubleshooting article.

4. Provide a meaningful name for the SentryOne Test Project, and then select OK.

Note:  End the project name in Tests because many continuous integration systems run tests in

assemblies with the word Tests in them by default.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-overview
https://help.sentryone.com/LegiTest/AddingaNuGetpackagereference.html
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-troubleshooting
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Success: You've created a SentryOne Test project!
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Designing a Test in SentryOne Test
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Designing a Test
As you begin to work with SentryOne Test, a natural first question is "How do I design a test?" This article

reviews designing tests with SentryOne Test, and although it uses an SSIS package as an example, the design

strategy is applicable to all tests. 

Note:  The steps to design a test with SentryOne Test are similar regardless of what you're testing.

1. Understand the object being tested.

2. Identify the assertions that legitimize the object being tested.

3. Define the actions that need to be taken to do the tests.

4. List the assets needed for the actions to work.

Test Component Description

Object being
tested

With SentryOne Test, the object being tested can be a multitude of things. SSIS
packages, data, database objects such as stored procedures and functions, SSRS
reports, SSAS cubes and dimensions, and more.

Assertions
The assertions can be thought of as the way in which we prove the object works
as designed. In human readable terms, a test might assert “If the row count from
a query matches an entered number, the test passes”.

Actions
Actions are the things a test will need to do in order to perform an assertion. For
example, running queries, loading packages, running reports, etc.

Assets
Assets are the things actions need in order to run. Connection strings, queries,
and package references are all examples of assets.

For a more in depth discussion on these key concepts, please see the Visual Studio Extension Overview . 

The Package Being Tested

The first step is to understand the object being tested. The package being used in this example is simple, but

performs a common job in the SSIS world. 

This package takes data from a source table

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-overview
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Checks if that data is already in the target database based on the Primary Key column. 

If the data is not present, it inserts it into the target table. 

If that data is present, but is different from what is already in the target, it updates the target. 

Otherwise, if the source and target are the same, it increment the unchanged rows variable, but

otherwise take no action. 

Here is a screen shot of the data flow task inside the package we are working with:

As mentioned, this package uses two databases, one a source and one a target, each with one table. In the

first database, LegiTestSource, we’ll create one table.

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[MySites](
       [PrimaryKey] [int] NOT NULL,
       [Name] [nvarchar](250) NOT NULL,
       [URL] [nvarchar](250) NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]

Here is an example of the kind of data that might go in it.
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INSERT INTO [dbo].[MySites]
 ([PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL])
VALUES
  (1, 'SentryOne', 'http://sentryone.com'),
  (2, 'LegiTest', 'http://legitest.com'),
  (3, 'SQL skills', 'http://sqlskills.com');

For our target database, LegiTestTarget, we create a fake dimension table.

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[DimMySites](
       [PrimaryKey] [int] NOT NULL,
       [Name] [nvarchar](250) NOT NULL,
       [URL] [nvarchar](250) NULL,
       [LastUpdate] [datetime] NOT NULL DEFAULT (getdate())
) ON [PRIMARY]

Of course, this isn’t a real dimension table in any sense of the word, in this example we use the Dim name for

illustration purposes only. 

The package needs two connection managers, one for each database. For this sample they were made local to

the package. 

Note:  The Connection managers were renamed to remove the local denotation that SSIS

automatically places on the front. The package also has one variable, which tracks the number of

unchanged rows. 

The package we create does a lookup; if the row doesn’t exist, it inserts the row into DimMySites. If it does

exist, a flow goes to the conditional split. In the conditional split the name and URL are compared to see if

anything has changed. 

(Name != DimName) || (URL != DimURL)

The purpose of the derived column transform is to calculate the LastUpdate date for the target table. The

variable is LastUpdate, and the expression is simply (DT_DATE)GETDATE().

The contents of the OLEDB CMD destination should be relatively obvious. The command is a simple update

statement. 

UPDATE [dbo].[DimMySites]   SET [Name] = ?, [URL] = ?, [LastUpdate] = ? WHERE [PrimaryKey] = ?

Note:  This is not the optimal way to design a good data warehouse package. Normally the OLEDB

Command would not be used, due to its slowness. However this works well for this foray into SentryOne

Test.

Now that we understand the object being tested, in this example the package, how would we go about
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testing it? What are the types of assertions we could run against this package to ensure it works as designed?

Assertions

A first assertion is to ensure that the number of rows in both tables is the same after the package executes .

Another assertion would ensure the data in both tables is the same after the package executes (excluding the

LastUpdate column which only exists in the target). 

What else should we test?

Looking at the package, there is logic around existing rows. We want to ensure data is updated properly, but

that is covered in the previous test on matching the source to the target. Another part of the logic routes

unchanged rows to a counter. A test around this could actually consist of two assertions :

The first should validate that the row did not change between the time the package started and the

time it ended. 

The second should check the row counter. 

To make this testable, we need some special data loaded into the target table.

 INSERT INTO [dbo].[DimMySites]
 ([PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL])
VALUES
  (1, 'SentryOne', 'http://sentryone.com'),
  (3, 'sqlskills', 'http://sqlskills.com');

Referring back to the data loaded into the source, the row with  Primary Key 1 is the same data and should

not change during the update process. The row with Primary Key 3 will be updated, but that's tested and

validated when the target table is compared to the source table. As a final test, we want our package to

execute in under a set amount of time. We want to verify the execute time to ensure it meets the defined

parameters. 

 Assertions List Summary

1. Assert that the source and target tables have the same number of rows after the package executes.

(For the test database we have set up, this is three rows.)

2. Assert that the data, excluding the LastUpdate column (that doesn’t exist in the source), matches

between the source and target.

3. Assert that the row that should not be changed (Primary Key 1) is not altered, based on the

LastUpdate column.

4. Assert that the UnchangedRows variable containing the unchanged rows row count has a value of

one after the package executes.

5. Assert that the package executed in under a set amount of time.

At this point, we have now identified the assertions that are needed within each test. To do these tests, what

actions do we need to take before we can run assertions within our tests? 
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Actions

Prior to running individual tests, there are actions that must be set. This step would likely be done at the

Group Initialization area of SentryOne Test. 

First, we need to set the source and target databases to a known state. Often the source database is already

in a known state, which is the case here, so we won’t have to do anything within the test. We want to ensure

the target database is reset correctly prior to the tests being done. 

After the target database is set up, we must determine how to check whether the row that's used in our

unchanged row has been changed or not. We need to execute a query to get the LastUpdate date-time for

that row before the test executes. 

Packages can exist in many different places. As a next step we must get a reference to the package itself.

Once we have that package loaded in memory, we will run it. 

 Actions List Summary

1. Reset the target table to a known state.

2. Execute a query to get the LastUpdate data for the row that shouldn’t change.

3. Load the package into memory.

4. Execute the package.

Now that the group actions are identified, we know that each test itself needs to run its own series of actions

before the assertion in that test can take place. Individual tests within SentryOne Test follow a typical

pattern: 

1. Execute one or more actions to determine the state of data after the object executes.

2. Run one or more assertions that use the output of the actions to determine if the assertion is true or

false.

Specific to this test, the actions we take for the first four tests execute a query action against the database.

The final test performs a get properties action  to get the execution time. 

Assets

With the bulk of the work completed, the final task is to identify the assets needed for the actions to work.

The SentryOne Test being designed here works with two databases, so a connection string for each database

is manifested as connection assets. 

In the actions area it was mentioned that there are actions that determine the state of the data. These are

queries, and thus a series of query assets must be generated. 

One of the assertions we listed compares data between the source and target. To do this, SentryOne Test

must know how to map the columns between the two systems. To do that we use an asset called a

comparison manifest. 
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Finally, to load a package we need to tell SentryOne Test where it is. That is done through a package

reference asset. 

 Asset List Summary

1. Connections to the source and target database.

2. Queries to get row counts for both the source and target tables.

3. Queries to get data for both the source and target tables.

4. Query to get the LastUpdate column.

5. A comparison manifest that's used to compare the row and source data.

6. A reference to the DimMySites package.

Summary

As you can see, this is a logical progression you can use to design any SentryOne Test test. First, before the

design of any test begins you must understand what is being tested. Second, identify the ways in which you

can validate that the object being tested works as designed. After this step it should start to become clear

which actions are needed to perform the validation. As the fourth and final step, identify the assets that are

needed to perform the actions and asserts. 

 Test Design Summary

1. Understand the object being tested.

2. Identify the assertions that legitimize the object being tested.

3. Define the actions that need to be taken to do the tests.

4. List the assets needed for the actions to work.

Sidebar: The Real World

In an optimal world, it would be nice to have everything identified before we did any coding, and laid out so

neatly, as we were able to do in this article. We all know that the real world isn’t so neat, however, the steps

listed can be performed on an iterative basis. Instead of identifying everything up front, this could be done on

a test-by-test basis. 

 In-Practice Summary

1. Understand the object being tested.

2. Identify the assertion(s) for an individual test.

3. Define the actions needed for that test to perform its assertion.
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4. Create the assets for that particular test, or identify and reuse any assets that may already exist.

5. Return to step one for creation of the next test.

What’s Next?

In this tutorial we walked through the design of a SentryOne Test test, using an SSIS package as illustration. In

the Building a Test article we implement this design by building a complete SentryOne Test test around it.

 

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-building-test
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Building an SSIS Test in SentryOne Test
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

In Designing a Test, we walked through the steps to design a test around an SSIS package. In this article, we

build a SentryOne Test, allowing us to test the execution of an SSIS Package. 

Note:  The Designing a Test article establishes the design implemented in this article. 

Building an SSIS Test in SentryOne Test
Add a project by going to the Visual Studio menu and then selecting File >  New > Project.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-designing-test
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-designing-test
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In the Add New Project dialog, select on Visual C#, scroll down and select LegiTest Project – MSTest. Give

it a name and select OK to create the project.

 As a reminder, the basic steps for design are:

1. Understand the object being tested.
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2. Identify the assertions that legitimize the object being tested.

3. Define the actions that need to be taken to do the tests.

4. List the assets needed for the actions to work.

Implementing the design goes in reverse order of the design process.

1. Create the assets.

2. Define the actions.

3. Create the asserts.

Follow the steps in the sections below to build a test:

1. Connections
Select inside the Assets area. The SentryOne Test Toolbox updates with the items appropriate to the assets

area. In the toolbox, select the Connection tool, then drag and drop it into the assets area.  

Select on the ADO.NET Connection block to display the SentryOne Test Element Editor .
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In the provider drop down, select the SqlClient Data Provider .  

Note:  The following data connections are also available:

Odbc Data Provider OracleClient Data Provider
Microsoft SQL Server Compact 4.0
Client Data Provider

OleDb Data Provider SqlClient Data Provider

Select the Configure to display the Connection Properties window.
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Select the server and the SentryOne Test Source database, and then select  Test Connection to verify the

connection is successful.  Also be sure to set the user ID correctly, for a simple test to localhost the Windows

Authentication option will likely work fine. Select OK to finalize the connection properties.

Rename the asset to SentryOne Test Source, by selecting into the text on the connection block asset. When

done it should look something like the image below.
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Note:  Don’t be alarmed by the big exclamation mark in the upper right corner of the asset box. That’s

just an indicator that it's an asset that isn’t being used. In this case, the asset isn’t being used yet. 

Now repeat the above steps, creating a connection to the SentryOne Test Destination database. You can

name it SentryOne Test Destination. As an alternative to dragging and dropping from the toolbox, try right

clicking in the asset area, and then selecting Data Management > ADO.NET Connection from the context

menu.

2. Queries
To meet our requirements four queries are needed. From the SentryOne Test toolbox, drop a Query tool

into the assets area. Paste the following query in the text box:

SELECT COUNT(*) AS MySitesCount
 FROM [dbo].[MySites]

Name the query asset MySitesCount.

Now repeat the process, creating another query asset named DimMySitesCount and using the following

query:
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SELECT COUNT(*) AS DimMySitesCount
 FROM [dbo].[DimMySites]

To do the data compare we need queries to bring back the rows and columns from the source and target. Add

a query MySitesData, with this query:

SELECT [PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL]
 FROM [dbo].[MySites]
ORDER BY [PrimaryKey]

And then another query, DimMySitesData, with this query:

SELECT [PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL]
 FROM [dbo].[DimMySites]
ORDER BY [PrimaryKey]

Note:  The Order By clause is needed to ensure the rows are in the correct order for the compare.

Also the LastUpdate is omitted from the DimMySites Data query. The source system lacks this field,

thus we’d have nothing to compare to if it was included. 

But wait, you say, wasn’t there a requirement to check the LastUpdate to ensure the row hadn’t changed?

Good catch. However, instead of handling it as part of the data compare, we use a scalar comparison to get

the value prior to and after the package executes, and use those to compare. For that we need to add

another query asset DimMySites LastUpdate. For the query use:

SELECT [LastUpdate]
 FROM [dbo].[DimMySites]
WHERE [Name] = 'SentryOne'

Note:  you could also have used the primary key, however in most data warehousing situations the

primary key is usually the surrogate key, which may not be predictable. In this example we went with the

Name column, which acts as the source system native key for this demo.

We’re almost done. Even though it wasn’t mentioned as a requirement, one thing every test needs is a way to

reset the target before each run. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. For example, SentryOne Test

has a backup / restore asset that allows you to restore the destination database from a baseline database

previously backed up. You could also use the Execute Process task to deploy a dacpac to the target. 

In this case, we add a query to truncate the target table, then insert the needed rows. Create a query

DimMySitesReset. Insert the following code:
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TRUNCATE TABLE [dbo].[DimMySites];INSERT INTO [dbo].[DimMySites]
 ([PrimaryKey], [Name], [URL])
VALUES
  (1, 'SentryOne', 'http://sentryone.com')
  (3, 'SQLskills', 'http://sqlskills.com');

 Important:  Important point to note about the above query. If you ran this in SQL Server Management

Studio, it would want a GO after the TRUNCATE TABLE statement. GO is a mechanism for SSMS, however,

it's not needed when executing a query from a .Net application such as SentryOne Test generates. Be

sure to omit any GOs or else you get an incorrect syntax error when you execute your test. 

That's the last of the query assets we need to create. However, there are two more assets we must add

before we can create our actions. 

3. Comparison Manifest
For SentryOne Test to be able to compare data sets, or grids (as the toolbox calls them), it needs to know how

each column from the first data set (referred to as the Left Side) compares to the columns on the Right Side. 

Insert a Comparison Manifest tool into the assets area. Name it Compare MySites to DimMySites. In the

SentryOne Test Element Editor , you see the first step of the Comparison Manifest wizard appear, titled

Gather Left Column(s). Provide a connection to the Left Column by selecting Copy From Asset, and then

selecting the SentryOne Test Source connection in the dialog that appears. 

Note:  If you hadn't created the connection you could also do it through this dialog. 

Next the Comparison Manifest needs to know the query that gets the data for the left side. Select Copy

From Asset next to the Query, and then select the MySitesData (Query) in the dialog that appears. After

completing these steps  your editor should look like the image below.
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Select Gather to proceed to the next step. Now we repeat the steps for the right side. For the Connection,

copy from the asset SentryOne Test Destination, and for the query copy from DimMySitesData. When you

are done select Gather. 

In the final page of the wizard we need to match up the columns. SentryOne Test automatically matches when

the names are the same, which is a great reason to use aliasing in the queries if you can. In this demo, it wasn’t

needed as the column names all matched up. 

If you needed to match up the columns, you could select on a column name, select edit to the right, and then

change the mapping. You can also add mappings if SentryOne Test didn’t detect it, or delete ones you don’t

want to compare. 

There is one thing we can do to help speed things along. Note the Key Columns area at the top is empty. We

should move the PrimaryKey column up to this area to speed up the compare. 

First, select Add button at the top, next to the Key Columns. In the page that appears, select the PrimaryKey

for both the left and right column name and then select OK. 

Next, in the Comparison Columns area, select on the PrimaryKey and then select the Delete. Since we’ve

indicated it's the primary key, it isn’t going to change and doesn’t need to be compared. Your Comparison

Manifest should now look like:
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4. Package Reference (SSIS 2012)
The final item to add is a reference to the package we are testing. Select in the Assets area, and then add a

Package Reference (SSIS 2012) asset from the SentryOne Test toolbox. In the SentryOne Test Element

Editor, there are three locations to load the package from: 

File 

SQL 

Catalog 

For this example the we select the File option, however you may opt to run from the catalog to make testing

from multiple machines easier. 

Make sure File is selected, and then select Browse. Navigate to the folder with your package and select it. 

Finally, give the asset a good name. In this case, name it after the package, MyFirstSSISLegiTest. Now that

we’ve finished creating the assets, take a second to save your work, then it’s time to start the actions.

5. Actions
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Now that all the assets are set up, it’s time to create the actions. Actions are arranged at multiple levels. To

fully understand how SentryOne Test organizes tests, see Designing a Test.

Group Level Actions

With the assets set up, move to the arrangement area in the designer, and then select on Test Group 1.

Rename it to DimMySites Package. Now in the Group Initialization Steps area, we need to perform actions

that are needed prior to testing. 

Referring back to our requirements, there were three actions that needed to be performed prior to doing any

testing. The first action was reset the target table to a known state. To do so we execute the

DimMySites Reset query. In the SentryOne Test Toolbox, drag an Execute Query (Command) action into

the Group Initialization Steps area. Select it to open the Properties window. 

Select the SentryOne Test Destination Connection Asset from the drop-down box, and then select

DimMySites Reset Query from the Query Asset drop-down box. Finally, rename the action to Exec

DimMySites Reset.  

Now that the target table has been reset, we need to get a key piece of information from the table. For the

row that isn't supposed to change, we get the LastUpdate column before the package executes. Later, we

compare this to the LastUpdate column after the package runs to ensure there was no change.

Into the Group Initialization Steps, place an Execute Query (Scalar) action. For the Connection select the

SentryOne Test Destination, for the Query select DimMySites LastUpdate. 

The only other option is Resource Key. Most actions in SentryOne Test have a Resource Key. Think of the

Resource Key much like a variable. When an action has some output, the output is stored in the Resource Key,

where it can be later accessed by other actions. For this reason, you should be sure to give all Resource Keys

meaningful, clear names. 

In this case, the LastUpdate value retrieved by the query is stored in the Resource key we provide. As you can

see from the image above, we name this DimMySitesLastUpdatePreRun. As the last step rename the action

to Exec DimMySites LastUpdate Pre Run.

The third action in our list of things to do is load the package into memory. From the SentryOne Test toolbox,

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-designing-test
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drag the Load Package action to the Group Initialization Steps. In the Properties window, select the

Package Reference Asset MyFirstSSISSentryOneTest asset from the dialog. 

At last we are at the final action needed for our tests, and that is to run the package. From the SentryOne

Test toolbox drop an Execute Package action into the Group Initialization Steps area. In the Properties

window, select the MyFirstSSISLegiTestPackage (Package) from the dialog. This came from the Load

Package assets Resource Key name in the previous step. Finally, rename the asset itself Exec

MyFirstSSISSentryOneTest.

The Group Initialization Steps track should now look like:

6. The Tests – Actions and Asserts
Now that the group level actions are done, it's time to build each test. In each test, we first build the actions

to get back any further data needed to do our asserts, then we build the asserts themselves. For this example

we have five tests to perform. 

Test One – Row Counts

The initial requirements for test one is to test to ensure that the source and target tables have the same

number of rows after the package executes.

Select Test 1 in the arrangement pane. Rename the test to  DimMySites_RowCounts by double clicking Test

1 and entering the name.

For an especially large project you may wish to extend your naming scheme even further, for example
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Project_Group_TestName. 

Note:  When the tests are compiled, any spaces are removed thus an underscore may make your test

names more readable.

To fulfill this requirement, we need to match the rows in the source to the rows in the target. We must

execute the two row count queries stored in the assets area, then compare the results. 

Begin by dropping an Execute Query (Scalar) action into the Execution Tracks area. These actions are used

to run queries that return a single value, such as a SELECT COUNT or executing a stored procedure which

returns a single value. 

In the Properties window, for the Connection Asset select the SentryOne Test Source. For the Query Asset,

select the MySites Count. Next, give this action a good Resource Key, such as MySitesCount. As a last step

give this a good name, such as Exec MySites Count. 

Note:  A typical pattern for naming Execute Query actions is to use the word Exec followed by the

name of the query to be run.

The last row, Timeout, represents the number of seconds the query runs before SentryOne Test times it out.

For most queries 30 seconds is sufficient, but if you have a long running query you may need to increase the

time. 

If you note the Execution Tracks header, you’ll see (1/1) after the track name. (Pointed at by the red arrow in

the image below).

Unlike other areas, the main execution track of a test supports parallel processing. SentryOne Test

understands that you may need to run long running queries as part of a test and it has the ability to run these

in parallel. 

Even though the sample queries in this project run extremely fast, and don’t really need to be parallelized, we

set up this one test just as an example. 
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Select the + Add to add an execution track. The counter now shows (1/2), and the Previous / Next buttons

become active. Select Next to advance to the second execution track. In it, place another Execute Query

(Scalar) action. 

In the Properties window, for the Connection Asset select the SentryOne Test Destination. For the Query

Asset, select the DimMySites Count. Next, give this action a good Resource Key, such as DimMySitesCount.

Finally, following our naming pattern, name this action Exec DimMySites Count.

Next, it's time to see if our test passes or not. Select on the Assertions track. For this we are comparing row

counts, which are integers, so we can use the Value Comparison assertion. 

In the SentryOne Test Element Editor, note first the Comparable Value Source. By default, this compares the

key in the Resource Key field to a static value in the Comparison Value field. In this case we want to compare

one resource key to another, so for the Comparable Value Source select in it, and change it to Resource. 

In the Comparable Resource Key field, select the MySitesCount (Scalar Value) resource. Then in the

Resource Key area, pick the DimMySitesCount (Scalar Value). This now compares the values held in the

resource keys. The Comparison Mode indicates they type of comparison, by default it is set to Equal, which is

what is needed for this test. However it supports the standard comparisons like greater than, less than, etc.

The Comparison Value doesn’t apply when doing a Comparable Value Source of Resource. If this was still set

to Static Value, what is in here would be compared to the key Resource Key (and by inference in Static Value

mode the Comparable Resource Key field is ignored). 

Then, Tolerance is used to set a +/- value, this allows for either a set value or percentage; essentially how

close can the numbers be and still pass the test. As a last step, rename the assertion to Compare Row Counts. 

Now that the first test is created, we need to generate the C# code that actually becomes our test. Select the

Save or Save All button to generate the code. With that completed, we are ready to test our test.

After saving take a look at the solution explorer. Expanding the various branches you will see quite a few files

have been added to the project.
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Don’t worry, it isn’t necessary for you to understand any of these, just know that SentryOne Test generated

this content. If you did want to look, the DimMySitesPackage.Generated.cs  would be the prime file to

review.

Now we can run the test. Select Run All Tests  above the group organization area to run the test.
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Visual Studio builds the code, then executes the test. In a moment it opens up a new Test Explorer tab . If the

window is already open, you likely need to switch to it manually.

Test Two – Data Compare

It's now time to add the second test; comparing data between the source and target. In the test organizer,

select the Add Test button. Rename this new test DimMySites_DataCompare. After it's created, select on it

to be sure it is the currently selected test. 

Place an Execute Query (Grid)  action in the Execution Tracks for this test . This action gets a dataset from a

query and places the entire dataset into memory. Select the SentryOne Test Source as the Connection Asset,

and the MySites Data for the Query Asset. Finally, give this a good Resource Key, in this example

MySitesData. Finally give the action itself a good name, Exec MySites Data.

We now repeat the above steps, only this time for the destination data. Rather than creating a second

execution track as we did in the previous example, add this query to the existing execution track. For the

Connection Asset, use SentryOne Test Destination. In the Query Asset, select DimMySites Data, and finally

use DimMySitesData for the Resource Key. Name the new action Exec DimMySitesData.

In the Assert track, place a Grid Comparison assert. Select in the Left Grid row inside the SentryOne Test

Element Editor. Select the ellipsis … button and then select the MySitesData (Grid) option. 

Next, select in the Comparison Manifest Action row, and select the Compare MySites to DimMySites

(Comparison Manifest) option. Finally, in the Right Grid, select the DimMySitesData (Grid). 
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Note:  You want to select outside the row area for SentryOne Test to commit the change to the

property. 

Save your work, and Run All Tests  again. Now it executes both tests, and if all went well, both should be

green. 

Test Three – Ensure the Row Did Not Change

In our third test, we want to validate the logic of our package such that if a row does not need to be updated,

it isn’t. Our method for testing this is to get the LastUpdate date-time for that row prior to the package

execution, then again after it executes. This should be the same value both before and after. 

In the Group Initialization section, we already obtained the value before the package executed. Now we

fetch it afterwards. Start by adding a new test, and naming it DimMySites_UnchangedRows_LastUpdate. 

Place an Execute Query (Scalar) action in the Execution Track . Use SentryOne Test Destination for the

connection, and DimMySites LastUpdate for the query. Name the Resource Key

DimMySitesLastUpdatePostRun. Finally, rename it to Exec DimMySites LastUpdate Post Run .

For the Assert place a Scalar Comparison Assert into the Assertions track. Use the Exec DimMySites

LastUpdate Pre Run and Exec DimMySites LastUpdate Post Run  resource keys for the comparable and

resource key values, respectively. Be sure to change the Comparable Value Source to Resource. 

Finally, we want to change the Comparison Type to the appropriate data type. In this case they are both date

time values, so update this to DateTime. Rename the assert to Compare DimMySites Last Update, save and

again run all tests. The Test Explorer should now report this one as passed as well. 

Test Four – Validate the Unchanged Rows Variable

For this test we validate our row did not change by getting the value of the UnchangedRows variable we

setup in the package.  Add a new test and name it DimMySites_UnchangedRows_Variable. 

Instead of a query, we want to get the value of a variable after the package has executed. To do so, place a

Get Properties action into the Execution track of the test. Inside the SentryOne Test Element Editor, in the

Target Package drop-down select the MyFirstSSISLegiTestPackage. 

 Select Add under Properties to Get. The editor updates with the package name at the top. Drill down into

the Variables area, and then select on @User::UnchangedRows. When you do, the area at the bottom

updates to show all of the variables properties. Select on the Value. 

Finally, we need to uniquely identify this value by giving it a Resource Key. At the very top of the editor, enter

a resource key of UnchangedRowsValue.  Select OK to save and return to the test.
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The new value should be listed in the Get Properties editor inside the SentryOne Test Element Editor. 

Note:  You can actually get multiple properties all with the same Get Properties action by selecting

Add and repeating the process. 

Rename the action to Get UnchangedRows.

For the Assert place an Integer Comparison  into the Assertions track. This time instead of comparing two

resources, we compare a resource to a static value, so the Comparable Resource Value can be left at its

default of StaticValue. Change the Comparison Value to 1, which is the number of rows that should not be

changed. Then select the UnchangedRowsValue for the resource key. 
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Test the test by using the Run All Tests button above the arrangement area. 

Test Five – Package Execution Time

This final test is repeat of the fourth test, only instead of a variable we get the package execution time. 

Add a new test, DimMySites_ExecutionTime. Add a Get Properties action to the Execution Track. After

selecting the package in the element editor, select Add, then select on the package itself. In the properties

that appear for the package, select ExecutionDuration, and finally give a resource key of

MyFirstSSISLegiTest_ExecutionTime. Name the action Get Execution Time. 

Next comes the assertion, again we can use the integer comparison. This is another static compare, using the

just added MyFirstSSISLegiTest_ExecutionTime resource key. In the value, we need to enter the time in

milliseconds, 5000 for five seconds. 

In the assertion we want the time to be less than the comparison value. As long as the run time is less than

5000 ms we are good. Be sure to change the Comparison Mode to Less Than. 

After saving, we run it a bit differently than the previous examples. First go to the Solution Explorer. Right

click on the project holding your SentryOne Test (in this example we named it My First SSIS SentryOne Test)

and select Build. 

Now go to the Test Explorer. After the build, the new test should appear under the Not Run Tests  branch

(you may have to expand it). Right click on it, and then select Run Selected Tests. 

Your test should now execute and give you a green result. 

Note:  Going to Test Explorer gives a bit more fine-tune control over which tests are executed. If you

go to the Test Explorer and don’t see your test, be sure to build your project. The other reason why a

test may not appear is due to build errors, so be sure to also check the output window for issues there. 

Conclusion

Not only can this test be used to validate this particular package, but it can also buffer against changes made
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elsewhere in your system. For example, let’s say you had over 500 packages in your project, plus databases.

There’s no way to easily test all 500 every time. With SentryOne Test, it's a simple matter of launching your

automated SentryOne Tests. This helps ensure a change elsewhere didn’t impact the package being tested.
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SentryOne Test Web Portal Overview
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Highlights

SentryOne Test Web Portal Features

The SentryOne Test Web Portal displays and stores the testing data from the Visual Studio Extension and

Remote Agents in your testing environment without the need to access Visual Studio. You can publish testing

data from across your Remote Agents to the Web Portal, to have a centralized view of your testing data that's

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
https://account.sentryone.com/account/login?returnUrl=%252Fconnect%252Fauthorize%252Fcallback%253Fclient_id%253D4dadc4b91c7f43a39f18a5c22fe7c1d5%2526redirect_uri%253Dhttps%25253A%25252F%25252Fcloud.sentryone.com%25252F%2526response_mode%253Dform_post%2526response_type%253Dcode%252520id_token%252520token%2526scope%253Dopenid%252520profile%252520email%252520roles%252520offline_access%2526state%253DOpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%25253DCfDJ8ANNijIcQc9GjUYdDicv26oOmbYuudEytsRD8YtsLbaQXb8RvUBL3Dtm_ipzECcggE3XFstewsTBaXm64FX9eFORy6VjgWDj4eM6mwtGDp491LRE0fUwUBGQaHfgYuVqdE8AxINi4V7LjFNNirmpJyoSO62LDy57PXLfwyyrxnSnGSrK747b0nFD1tI9MQhd_I-JyqC-S6foXRyLNIfjnVMANDx7y3-Ue_HHUzU_bIx5ThP9ldwQ_TvQ-gyGNzP3vg%2526nonce%253D636860986442773302.ZjExMmU3OTQtNTU2Ny00MTlhLThiNWUtYjEzYWM2MmQ2MjZmYzNkNzVmYzAtNmY0YS00Zjc4LTkzMjAtYThhOWNmMWI1YzQ3%2526x-client-SKU%253DID_NET%2526x-client-ver%253D1.0.40306.1554
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easily accessible to end users. With the SentryOne Test Web Portal, you can drill down into test failures and

see exactly why tests are failing, including the data behind the test.

The testing data is presented in an easy to navigate and intuitive format that makes getting to the root of a

testing error a simple task for a range of users including developers and business users. In the SentryOne Test

Web Portal, errors in testing are specifically highlighted, and you can take action on those errors without

having to run queries in SSMS. You're able to view the historical results of each and every test recorded with

the Execution histories page for a specified test. Finally, you can use it to schedule testing runs, and manage

the notification systems so that you alerted for any errors in your testing environment. 

Within the SentryOne Test Web Portal, you have access to the following: 

Dashboards that display test activity across all deployed and published projects

Recipes to quickly create tests without Visual Studio

Notification engine to create and manage test subscriptions and test actions

Remote Agent centralization and management

Connecting to the Web Portal

Connecting to the SentryOne Test Web Portal
After purchasing a license for the SentryOne Test Solution, log into the SentryOne Test Web Portal at

https://test.sentryone.com/ with your user name and password for https://my.sentryone.com/. 

1. Select one of the Sign in options to open the SentryOne Account login page.

2. Enter your SentryOne account email and password, then select Log in to open the SentryOne Test Web

Portal.

Use one of the Sign In options at https://test.sentryone.com/

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-dashboard
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-recipes
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-notification-engine
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/remote-agent-dashboard-features
https://test.sentryone.com/
https://my.sentryone.com/
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Note:  If you are a new SentryOne customer, create a new SentryOne account and password at

https://my.sentryone.com/. Welcome to the SentryOne community!

Adding New Users

SentryOne Test uses Organization Settings to add new users. All users must have an account at

account.sentryone.com and be added as contacts on the activation key at my.sentryone.com.

https://my.sentryone.com/
https://support.sentryone.com/s/
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/organization-settings
https://account.sentryone.com
https://my.sentryone.com/
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SentryOne Test Dashboard Overview
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Data Testing Dashboard Summary

The Data Testing Dashboard summary opens when you log into the SentryOne Test Web Portal. The

Summary displays graphical information about the tests completed in your environment for a quick at-a-

glance overview. There are three graphs at the top of the display that show data relevant to your testing

environment for the last ten days:  Most recent execution test outcomes (all assemblies) , Last 10

assembly execution test outcomes, and Test outcome per day for the past 10 days.

Data Testing Dashboard Color Legend

Graph
Color

Meaning

Green Passed

Red Failed

Gray Inconclusive

Orange Suppressed

Blue Skipped

Each color in the graphs represents an outcome of test executions. Hover over any graph to display a tooltip

that details more information about your test assemblies. 

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
https://test.sentryone.com/
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Data Testing Dashboard Summary Test Gridview

The gridview displays the test assemblies in your environment and their most recent test results.

Name

Description Image

The name of the test assembly or test object. Drill down into a
desired test assembly to display Test Groups, and individual
tests within the assembly by selecting .

Name Icon Legend

Image Description

This image represents the Test assembly.

This image represents the Test group(s).

This image represents the individual test(s).

This image represents the Data Driven Test
component(s).
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Actions

Button Description Image

Runs the selected test on the Remote Agent. Select the 
 button to display the Run Tests on Remote Agent
window. Select a remote agent where you’d like to run
the test assembly, and then select Run to run the test.

Manages the selected test object’s tags and more.

Selecting this button the opens the Test Assembly

management page.

Moves the selected test assembly to the trash bin.

Note:  Sending a test assembly to the Trash removes
all details about the test from the graphs and grid in the
Data Testing Dashboard summary.

Creates a subscription for the selected test assembly.
Selecting this button opens the Create Subscription
page.

Displays the execution history for the selected test
assembly or test object. Selecting this button opens the
Execution History page.

Note:  Stop tests that you have running on a remote agent by selecting the stop button and then

selecting Stop tests to finalize the test cancellation.

Status

Function Description

Stop test on Remote Agent

Stop Test Execution window Requested to cancel
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Status

Displays the most recent overall test execution result for the test assembly.

Note:  Stopping an active test run on a remote agent displays the Stopped Test
icon to indicate the test execution was terminated.

The check-mark displays the number of tests that passed in the test assembly.

The 'X' displays the number of tests that failed in the test assembly.

The question mark displays the number of tests that had inconclusive results in the
test assembly.

The no symbol (or prohibition sign) displays the number of tests that were suppressed
in the test assembly.

Function Description

Most Recent Execution

Description Image

Displays the date and time of the most recent test
execution for the test assembly. Select the date to
display the Execution Details page for the most
recent execution. 

Select the (log button) to display the Assembly
Run Log for the test assembly.

Download the Assembly Run Log by selecting .

Tags

Description Image
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Displays the tags associated with the test assembly or test
object. Select (plus icon) to open the Add Tag window, and
then enter your desired tag. 

Use the Search by tag... search bar to search for test
assemblies with the specified tag. 

Description Image

Unexecuted Assemblies

The Unexecuted Assemblies page in the SentryOne Test Data Testing Dashboard displays the assemblies

that have yet to be executed in your testing environment. 

Name

Displays the name of the unexecuted assemblies in your environment in a grid format.

Actions

Button Description Image

The play button runs the unexecuted test
assembly. Selecting this button opens the Run
Test on Remote Agent window. Select the
Remote Agent where you'd like to run the test,
and then select Run Tests to start the test
execution.

Note:  Selecting this option removes the Test
assembly from the Unexecuted Assemblies page.

The wrench button manages the unexecuted test
assembly. Selecting this button opens the Test
Assembly Management page for the selected
test.

The trash can button deletes the unexecuted test
assembly. Selecting this button moves the
selected test assembly to the Trash. For more
information about the Trash bin in the SentryOne
Test Web Portal, see the Trash section of this
article.
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Trash

The Trash page on the SentryOne Test Data Testing Dashboard stores test assemblies and objects that were

deleted by selecting  or  on the Summary or Unexecuted Assemblies page.

Warning:  Deleting a test assembly from the Trash page permanently deletes the Test Assembly from

the  SentryOne Test Web Portal.

Name

Description Image

The name of the test assembly or test object. Drill
down into a desired test assembly to display Test
Groups, and individual tests within the assembly
by selecting  .

Actions

Button Description Image

The left arrow/return button moves the test
assembly out of the Trash. Selecting this button
restores the test assembly to the Summary page.
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The trash can button permanently deletes the test
assembly from the SentryOne Test Web Portal.
Select this button to open the Confirm Deletion of
Test Assembly window , and then select Ok to
delete the assembly.

Warning:  Deleting a test assembly from the
Trash page permanently deletes the Test
Assembly from the SentryOne Test Web Portal.

Button Description Image
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SentryOne Test Dashboard Detail Pages
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The following Detail pages provide more specific information about Test Assemblies and Test objects within

your testing environment. 

Test Assembly Management

Open a Test Assembly Management page by selecting for the desired Test Assembly, or Test object on

the Dashboard. 

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-dashboard
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You can also navigate to different levels within a Test Assembly by selecting a hierarchy on the hierarchy

selection panel.

Actions

Button Description Image

Opens the Execution History page for the
selected Test Assembly, Group, or object. 

Opens the Execution Details page for the
selected Test Assembly, Group, or object. 

Opens the Assembly Run Logs  page for
the selected Test Assembly. 
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Deletes the selected test assembly. Select
this button to open the Confirm Assembly
Deletion window, and then select OK to
delete the test assembly.

Note:  Selecting this option does not
remove details of the selected assembly
from the Data Testing Dashboard Summary.

Button Description Image

Scheduled Runs

Add new, or edit existing scheduled runs for the selected Test Assembly. Schedule the test assembly to run at

a specified day and time interval, and enable automatic testing. 

To add a new scheduled run to the selected test assembly, complete the following steps : 

1. Select New to open Create Schedule Run  window.

2. Select a Remote Agent from the drop-down list, and enter a name for the Task.

3. Enter the username and password needed to access the Remote Agent.
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4. Select a Start day and time, and an End day and time for the test run.

Note:  Select or  to switch between the calendar and time selection.

 5. Select the interval for the test to run, and then select Create Schedule to create the scheduled run.
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Success: Your Scheduled Run is created and accessible!

Note:  Scheduled Runs are completely dependent on the selected assembly and remote agent to run

the assembly. You can't make edits to these settings. To schedule the run on a different remote agent,

you’d have to create a new test. 

Managing Scheduled Runs

Edit or Delete scheduled runs for a selected test assembly. 

Button Description Image
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Edit a selected scheduled run.

Open the Edit Scheduled Run window by selecting

 for the desired test run. Select Update Schedule
to save your changes.

Delete a selected scheduled run.

Select  to open the Confirm Scheduled Run
Deletion window and then select OK to delete the
test run.

Button Description Image

View your created scheduled runs in the Windows Task Scheduler library on the Remote Agent where the test

is scheduled.

 Important:  Do not makes changes to the Scheduled Run description in the Task Scheduler. Changing

the description may make the test inoperable.  

Parameters
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Manage the parameters within your selected test assembly. Select and then select Override for the

parameter you wish to change. Select to save your changes. 

Assigned Tags

Add new, or manage the existing tags with the selected Test Assembly or test component. 

Button Description Image

Add a new tag to the Test assembly or component.

Select New to open the Add Tag window, enter the
tag and then select OK to save the tag.

Delete the selected tag. 

Grid Assert Hyperlinks

Configure Grid Assert Hyperlinks on the Compare Grids Management page by completing the following steps:

Note:  Grid Assert Hyperlinks can only be configured for the Compare Grids Assert.   

1. Select Create Hyperlink Template  on the desired Compare Grids Management page.
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2. Enter the name of the grid you want to hyperlink.

3. Add a desired URL to the Actual Hyperlink Template and Expected Hyperlink Template grids, and then

enter the text to display for the hyperlink. Select Save to create the Grid Assert Hyperlink.

Execution History
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View detailed statistics about the execution of a test assembly within your testing environment on the

Execution History page. 

Graphs

Hover over a desired graph to display detailed tooltips. For more information about the graphs within the

SentryOne Test Web Portal, see the Dashboard article. 

Note:  The graphs within the Execution History page display data from all of the recorded

executions of a selected test assembly. 

Execution History Grid view

The grid view displays statistics about all the executions of the test assembly in an easy to navigate, at-a-

glance format. 

Function Description Image

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-dashboard
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Start Time

A list that contains the
starting date(s) and time(s)
of the test assembly
executions.

Select on a Start Time to
display the Execution
Details page for the
specified date and time. 

End Time

A list that contains the End
date(s) and time(s) of the
test assembly executions.

Select on an End Time to
display the Execution
Details page for the
specified date and time.

Duration
The time it took for the test
assembly to execute.

Status 

The result of the test
assembly execution.

Select to  open the
Execution History Filters
window. Select a status to
filter by, and then select
Apply Filters to filter the
statuses.

Note:  Filters apply to
the results of the entire
Execution History page.

Tests
The number of tests run
during the assembly
execution. 

Function Description Image

Delete test execution data by selecting the checkbox you wish to delete, and then selecting to open the

Confirm Deletion window. Select Ok to delete the test executions.
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Note:  Deleting Execution Details updates all of the information on the Execution History page. 

Execution Details

View detailed statistics about the execution of a selected test assembly or object. Drill down into components

of the test by selecting the test object.

View Execution Details at the following test levels: 

Level Description Image

Assembly 
Displays details about the entire testing
assembly.

Group
Displays details about the selected test group
within the assembly.

Test
Displays details about a selected test within the
assembly.

Action
Displays details about a selected action within
the test.
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Assertion
Displays details about a selected
assertion within the test. 

Level Description Image

Note:  Use the navigation bar to select a different level within the Test assembly or object.

Function Description

Name The name of the test assembly or component.

Type The level or component of the test.

Status The most recent result of the individual test component.

Duration The amount of time it took for the test component to execute.

Assertion Options

Select an action to take place if the Assertion fails, and trigger that action to highlight specific rows. For more

information about configuring actions in the SentryOne Test Web Portal see the Notification Engine article.

Navigation bar select Assembly level Return to Assembly level

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-notification-engine
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Sort the Assertion Details page by Column or Table. 

Hide or display lines between the presented information. 

Export the data from the assertion into an Excel file for easy accessibility. 

Select Action

Trigger Action

Sort by Column Sort by table

Display Lines Hide Lines
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If your test has any Exception messages, or Annotations, they display on the Assertion Details page. 

For more information about annotations in SentryOne Test, see the Integrating with the Remote Agent

article. 

Assembly Run Logs

The Assembly Run Logs  page displays details about the test assembly runs within your testing environment. 

Function Description

Test Assembly
The name of the individual test assemblies that have been run within your
environment. 

Remote Agent The remote agent that was used to run the test assembly.

Run Outcome The overall outcome of the test assembly.

Date Log
Received

The date and time that the run log was recorded on the SentryOne Test Web
Portal.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
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Button Description Image

Opens the Execution
Details page for the
selected test assembly run.

Opens the Assembly Run
Log window for the selected
test assembly.

Select to download the
Assembly Run Log.

Download the selected test
assembly run log. 

Assembly Run Logs Filter

Filter the data on the Assembly Run Logs page by Test Assembly or Remote Agent. 

Select to filter by Test Assembly by completing the following steps:

1. Select the Test Assembly filter button to open the Assembly Run Logs Filter window.

2. Select the Test Assembly you wish to filter by from the drop-down menu, and then select  Apply Filters.

Select to filter by Remote Agent by completing the following steps: 
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1. Select the Remote Agent filter button to open the Assembly Run Logs Filter window.

2. Select the Remote Agent you wish to filter by from the drop-down menu, and then select Apply Filters.

Note:  Selecting to open the Assembly Run Logs  page from the Assembly Management page

applies the Test Assembly Filter automatically. 

Filter Button Description Image

Opens the Assembly Run Logs Filter
window. 

Clears all active filters. 
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Wizards
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

 EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life

Policy for more information.

The wizards within SentryOne Test provide convenient ways to create tests. Each wizard contains common

usage patterns for crafting the tests. There are several ways you can reach a wizard: 

Reach a wizard by : Image

Adding a new SentryOne Test group to a project by right

clicking on the project node in solution explorer and then

selecting Add > SentryOne Test Group.

Adding new groups or tests within an existing SentryOne Test
group.

Selecting the wizard from within the SentryOne Test
Toolbox.

Note:  SentryOne Test walks you through the necessary steps to set up some wizards.

Data Validation
The Data Validation wizard allows you to build tests that validate specific query results. Using this wizard

shortens the time it takes to build tests that help detect corrupt or inaccurate data.

Data Set Tab

When launched, the wizard presents an empty display. The data set window specifies the connection and

query used within the data validation wizard.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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To begin, you must configure a connection for the Data Validation wizard. Configure a connection by

completing the following steps:  

1. Select Configure to create a new connection and open the Choose Data Source window. Select the data

source properties, and then select OK to open the Connection Properties window.

2. Enter the server name, select the authentication method, and then enter the name of the desired

database for the connection.

3. Select Test Connection to verify that the connection with the server is successful. Select OK to finalize

the connection.
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4. Select whether to use Low memory mode in your data validation wizard.

Note:  Low memory mode specifies whether to store the results within a temporary file or in

memory. This option is best used for larger data sets.

5. Type in, or copy a query to be used with the Data Validation wizard. Once satisfied with the query,

select Next to continue on with the Configuration tab. The data set query uses the same advanced editor

as the Query Asset.

https://help.sentryone.com/LegiTest/Query.html
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Configuration Tab

The Configuration tab specifies the columns and aggregates to use within the data validation. Complete the

configuration of the Data Validation wizard by completing the following steps: 

1. Select Only pass validation if no rows are present  if you expect the query to return no rows.

Otherwise, select New to add the first column validation.

2. Add as many validation columns as you wish. Validations can be aggregations or row-by-row

comparisons. The choices for comparison types depend on the data type of the selected column. Once

satisfied with the validation columns, select Finish to finalize the wizard.
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{{snippet.successicon}] The Data Validation Wizard is configured and is ready for testing!

Interactive Comparison
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The Interactive Comparison wizard in SentryOne Test allows a data comparison to be built while inspecting

the results that the comparison would produce. This allows you to tailor the comparison, and shortens the

cycle between intent and results. 

When launched, the wizard presents an empty display.

To begin, select a connection or create a new connection for each side of the comparison. Create a new

connection by selecting the + button to the right of the connection selector. 
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Note:  Once a connection is selected, the code completion becomes available in the editor if the

connection is to a SQL Server instance.

Type in, or copy queries for the expected and actual sides of the comparison, and then select Compare to run

a comparison and the display the data.

Note:  In the image above, all of the columns are faded out. A column is faded out when it's not part

of the comparison.

To configure the Interactive Comparison, you must complete the following steps: 

Keys

In the Expected section, define the key that uniquely identifies rows in the comparison by selecting the

column header of the desired column, and then selecting Set as key. If more than one column makes up the

key, select on the column header of each key column, and then select Add to keys. 
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Note:  Add keys manually by selecting Keys, and then selecting Add in the lower left panel.

The display can then show us rows that exist only in the expected or actual result sets, and highlights the full

row on each side.

Set as key Add to keys

Select Add Add Key Column options
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Comparisons

Select Comparisons in the Expected section, and then select Auto map comparison columns to

automatically map the comparison columns from the expected and actual sets. The interactive comparison

auto maps columns by finding columns that have matching names and compatible types.

Note:  Add comparisons manually by selecting Comparisons, and then selecting Add in the

Expected section. Manually adding comparisons allows you to specify tolerances or match options for

the comparison. For example, numerals within 2% tolerance or a string matching that ignores case.
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Aggregates

It's also possible to configure aggregates, so that you could, for example, ensure that the total of a column

from the expected side is within 2% of the total from the actual side. Add aggregates by selecting

Aggregates and then selecting Add in the Expected section.

View the results of aggregations by selecting Aggregation Results in the Actual section.

Add Comparison Add Comparison Column

Add Aggregates Add Aggregate Comparison Column
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Configuration

Change the configuration of the comparison by selecting Configuration in the Expected section. Configure

whether to ignore certain categories of difference and whether disk based sets are used.
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Note:  Use Disk based sets when you expect a large number of results from the server and want to

keep the memory usage to a minimum. When using disk based sets your query must return the rows in

the order specified by your keys because disk based sets cannot be sorted.

There are also configuration options in the Actual section. The configuration options in the Actual section

only apply to the operation of the wizard and don't change how the actual generated tests execute. Here you

can decide to show equal rows or not, automatically reload the comparison when you change things and set a

limit on the number of rows.
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Note:  If automatic reload is configured, queries are not re-run when changing the comparison

configuration. They only run if:

A different connection has been selected

The query has changed

The Compare button is selected

Success: When you are happy with the comparison configuration, select Finish to generate the

elements in your test.
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Note:  Compare Grids and Comparison Manifest items have a quick action marker in the bottom

right. Select the cog icon to access the interactive wizard and modify an existing comparison.

Extract query from trace
The Extract query from trace wizard builds a group of tests spanning an entire database. This shortens the

time it takes to build tests, and helps detect corrupt or inaccurate data within an SSAS database.
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Specify Database

When launched, the wizard presents an empty display. The database window specifies the server and

database used within the validation testing wizard.

Select Items to Test

Once loading completes, select all items the user wishes to validate. The items available depends on whether

the database model type and compatibility level. 

Multidimensional databases display the database's
cubes.
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Tabular databases with compatibility levels
between 1100 and 1103 display the database's
cubes.

Tabular databases with compatibility levels of
1200 or higher display the database's tables.

Once you're satisfied with the items to include within the validation testing, select Next.

Specify Options

On the specify options window, select the types of tests to generate.
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Once you're satisfied with the options, select Finish. SentryOne Test builds several test groups and tests. The

amount generated depends on the number of measures and attributes present. 

Due to the nature of the tests generated, you may need to correct validation errors. These errors typically

occur within the Check if a specific attribute member exists tests.

To remove the validation errors, you need to specify the member. Replace with the desired member.

Execute Report Wizard
The SSRS Report Execution wizard tests report executions based on specific report parameters. This wizard

ensures the report execution results are accurate given the specified parameters.
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Specify Server

When launched, the wizard presents an empty display. Specify the SSRS web service you wish to use.

The web service can be either a native or SharePoint Web Service. When using a SharePoint Web Service, be

sure to select Is SharePoint. Depending on the type of web service, the format for the web service and initial

path are different.

Native Web Service

Service Address Initial Path

http[s]://[:]/ReportServer
[_]/ReportService2010.asmx

To specify the root folder of a native web service, use /.
Otherwise, you can build the path to the starting folder.

Example initial paths:
   /
  /SharedDocuments/ReportFolder

SharePoint Web Service

Service Address Initial Path
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http[s]://[:]/_vti_bin
/ReportServer[_]
/ReportService2010.asmx

To specify the root folder of a SharePoint web service, use
http[s]://[:]/. Otherwise, you can build the path to the
starting folder.

Example initial paths:
http[s]://[:]
http[s]://[:]/SharedDocuments/ReportFolder

Service Address Initial Path

Select Report

On the Select report window, navigate through the web service folders to the target report.

After selecting the report and selecting next, SentryOne Test quickly loads the report's parameters.

Enter Parameters

On the Enter parameters window, update the parameters to the report.
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Specify Tests

On the Specify tests window, select the types of tests to generate.

Once you're satisfied with the parameters and options, select Finish to build a test group for the report.
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Recipes
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

SentryOne Test Recipes are a simple way to create tests based around smaller pieces of functionality and

help you get quickly started with testing.

 Important:  Recipes do not support connections to an Oracle Database.

The Recipe page allows you to choose the recipe that you want to use to create a test. If the recipe requires

any connections you can specify those connections, either using an existing asset or configuring a new

connection.

The Configuration page is specific to the recipe. This is an example of the Uniqueness recipe, in which we

select a table to check and the columns which form the unique key. For more information about the individual

recipes, see the individual recipe below.

Data Profile Validation

Recipe page select Recipe Recipe page select Connection

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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The Data Profile Validation allows you to test column data based on user-defined rules.

Validations

After a connection has been established, select a table.

Once a table is selected, the Column Validation settings become visible. 

To create a validation, complete the following steps:

1. Select New to display the Column and Comparison value options.
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2. Select a Column from the drop-down list to display the Comparison Type  option.

3. Select a Comparison Type  from the drop-down list, and then enter the Comparison value.

4. Select Add to complete the Column Validation.

More than one validation can be added to column(s). In the example above, validation has been added to the

BirthDate column is Greater Than 0. 

Advanced tab
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Select the Advanced tab to create a WHERE clause to filter the data. 

Note:  Do not add the WHERE clause, just add the filter criteria. For example, BusinessEntityID >= 500

AND BusinessEntityID <= 1500.

Dimension Validation
The Dimension Validation allows you to test their dimension tables for inconsistent data.

After configuring the connection, select a dimension table.

Once a table is selected, identify each column based on its type. For example, Surrogate Key, Business Key,

SCD Type 1 or Type 2 change, etc.
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The following column identifiers are available:

Fixed Type 1 Type 2

Surrogate Key Business Key Active Indicator

Start Date End Date Not Used

You also need to select the Effective Date Handling and the Gap Tolerance. (None or End date equals

start date of next version) and the Gap Tolerance .

Option Description

Effective Date
Handling

The following options are available:
None 
End date equals start date of 

Gap Tolerance
The amount of time allowed between the expired record and the start of the
new record.

Range Check
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The Range Check recipe allows you to select a table and column to check that all values fall within a specific

range.

In the example above, we are checking that the table dbo.DimReseller does not have any values in the

MinPaymentAmount column that are not between 1 and 100.

Row Count Comparison
The Row Count Comparison  recipe allows you to generate a test that compares row counts between

databases. 

For this recipe, select two connections and then configure the tables to map.  
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Note:  By default, all tables with the same name are mapped automatically.

Select Add to add new tables, and then select the source and target tables using the drop-down boxes.

Configure optional filters for both sides. In the example below only columns for the table

dbo.DimOrganization are included where PercentageOfOwnership is greater than 0.

Note:  Filters are any valid SQL syntax that can be placed in the WHERE clause.

Additionally, we can create a data-driven test where the row count comparison for each individual table is

created as it's own test case by selecting Create a data-driven test with a case for each table .
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Standard Deviation
The Standard Deviation recipe allows you to check that the standard deviation for a column is below a given

maximum, optionally specifying columns to group by.

In the example below, we are checking that the table dbo.FactInternetSales does not have a standard

deviation over 1 for the column SalesOrderNumber when grouped by the column CustomerPONNumber.

Text Format Validation
The Text Format Validation allows you to validate columns that use a common format such as email, phone

numbers, and state code patterns. 

After configuring the connection, select a table.
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Once a table is selected, the Column Validation settings become visible. Create a validation by completing the

following steps:

1. Select New to display the Column selector drop-down list.

2. Select a Column to validate.

3. Select the appropriate format type from the Is dropdown.
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4. Select Add to add the validation.

In the example below, the Phone column's text format is being checked to ensure it follows the North

American phone number format.

Uniqueness
The Uniqueness recipe allows you to select a table to check for duplicates, and select the columns that make

up the unique key for that check.

In the example below, we are checking that the table dbo.DimAccount does not have more than one row for

Add Column validation Column validation added
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each AccountKey.
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Filtering
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The Edit Filter window is available through the Edit Filter button of some actions (such as the Load Flat File

Data and Load Directory Content actions).

At the top of the filter window are drop-downs that relate to the column, the operator, and an area where the

value can be entered. Selecting the + icon adds this clause to the end of the filter.

Filter Expressions
Filter expressions are very similar to SQL WHERE clauses. You can enter text that refers to column names and

uses operators to compare with other columns or static values. Filter expressions also support combinational

logic using AND/OR.

Samples

[Size] > 50000

[DateModified] BETWEEN '2017/01/01' AND '2017/02/01'

[CustomerName] LIKE 'Fred%' AND [OrderComplete] != 1

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-data-management-actions
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-directory-actions
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Available Operators

Filter Operator Description

= Equals

!= Not Equal

<> Not Equal

> Greater Than

>= Greater Than Or Equal To

< Less Than

<= Less Than Or Equal To

!> Not Greater Than

!< Not Less Than

LIKE Value matches SQL-style string pattern

NOT LIKE Value does not match SQL-style string pattern

BETWEEN Value falls between [x] and [y]

NOT BETWEEN Value does not fall between [x] and [y]

IS NULL Value is null

IS NOT NULL Value is not null

Combinational Operators

AND/OR can be used to combine expression clauses, and parenthesis can be used to group clauses.

[a] = 5 AND [b] = 2 AND [c] = 9

[a] > 1 AND ([b] > 10 OR [c] > 20)

Static value formatting

Values are formatted as they would be in SQL. Strings, GUIDs and Date/Time values are enclosed in quotes,

boolean values are 0 or 1 and numeric values are represented naturally.
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Value Example

String 'a string'

GUID '6264E1FD-D1DA-49B2-977E-5BAD05BCAC9D'

Date/Time '2017/03/01'

Boolean 1

Integer 16107

Float 753.452
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Using
Parameters
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

 EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life

Policy for more information.

SentryOne Test includes the ability to parameterize tests. Element properties within the tests can use the

parameters to allow easy porting between environments. This tutorial uses the Pragmatic Works HigherEd

demonstration project. The tutorial creates tests for an SSIS package ensuring it extracts and then loads data

into a data warehouse. By the end of this tutorial the tests use parameters to allow for easier deployment. 

Note:  If you're unfamiliar with the layout in SentryOne Test, see the SentryOne Test Overview.

Parameters Overview
Within the test group select the Parameters node to view parameter settings. This area allows you to create

and manage parameters.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-overview
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If you select the HigherEdETL node, the view changes test group level elements. Test group level assets are

available for use across all tests. This test group contains three assets:

Test Object Description

HigherEd A Connection asset referencing the HigherEd database.

HigherEdDW A Connection asset referencing the HigherEdDW database.

SSIS Catalog A Connection asset referencing the SSIS Catalog that stores the package.

As of now, the HigherEdDW connection references our local data source. We can override this with a

parameter for easier deployment.
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If you select the HigherEdETL_Dim_Donor node, the view displays group elements. Group level elements are

only available for the specific group and its tests. This group contains a single asset:

Asset Description

Dim_Donor An SSIS Package Reference that references the SSIS package.

Selecting the HigherEdETL_Dim_Donor_DataCompare node displays test elements.

Note:  Usually, a test group can contain more than one test. This test group has minimal complexity

to better illustrate the use of parameters.

The HigherEdETL_Dim_Donor_DataCompare contains five main areas, though this test uses only four.
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Test Assets

Assets used by all elements within this test.

Example Asset Description

DimDonor Manifest
A Comparison Manifest that
describes how to compare the Donor
and Dim_Donor table.

HigherEdDW Dim_Donor Grid
The Query Asset containing a T-SQL
query that extracts the Dim_Donor
table.

HigherEd Donor Grid
The Query Asset containing a T-SQL
query that extracts the Donor table.

Test
Initialization
Steps

These test initialization steps run before all execution tracks.

Example Test Initialization Step Description

Load Dim_Donor

A Load Package action that loads the
Dim_Donor package. SentryOne Test
needs to load an SSIS Package before
it can run within the execution track.
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Execution
Tracks

Each execution track runs asynchronously. Within a single execution track the actions
run from left to right. This particular test contains only a single execution track.

Example Execution Track Description

Execute Dim_Donor
An Execute Package action that
executes the Dim_Donor package.

Load HigherEdDW Dim_Donor (Grid)
The Execute Query (Grid) loads the
Dim_Donor table for comparison

Load HigherEd Donor (Grid)
The Execute Query (Grid) loads the
Donor table for comparison.

Test
Teardown
Steps

Test teardown steps execute after all execution tracks. This sample test contains no
elements within this area.

Asserts

Asserts determine whether the test passes or fails.

Example Assert Description

Grid Comparison
A Grid Comparison assert that
compares whether Dim_Donor and
 Donor are identical.

Parameter Tutorial
Tests contain hard-coded package and connection references. Rather than using hard-coded references,

parameters allow for flexible deployment across environments. This tutorial walks you through the process of

configuring the connections to reference parameters.

Note:  Parameters can be defined both in SentryOne Test groups as well as individual parameter files

within the project. To add a parameter file to the project, right click on the project node or group node

in solution explorer and then select  Add > SentryOne Test Parameters File.
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1. Open the parameter settings to display the parameter area, and then select Add to create a new

parameter.

2. Create the following parameters:

Parameter Name Type Value

DataSource System.String localhost

HigherEdDW_ConnectionString System.String
Data Source=localhost;Initial
Catalog=HigherEdDWTesting;Integrated
Security=True

InitialCatalog System.String HigherEdDWTesting

Direct Property Replacement

You can map parameters to properties within the SentryOne Test's Parameter area. This is the most basic

form of parameter mapping. Direct property replacement completely replaces the entire property value with

the value specified. 

1. Select the Parameter Node to open the test group's parameter area, and then select the Parameter

Mappings Add button.
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2. The next window displays an organized list of all available element properties. Navigate to the

HigherEdDW connection asset and select its ConnectionString property. Within the parameter drop

down list, select the HigherEdDW_ConnectionString parameter, and then select Ok.

Parameter Token Replacement

Using parameter token replacement, you can replace portions of a property. This allows you to replace pieces

of a property instead of the entire property. When using this method, SentryOne Test interprets these as a

parameter.

{{ParameterName}}

All actions that rely on the HigherEdDW asset now use the HigherEdDW_ConnectionString parameter. The

Dim_Donor package still contains connection managers pointing to the original database. The package's

connection managers need parameter mappings as well. 

1. Within SSDT or BIDS, select each of the connection managers and view its properties.

2. Copy out the connection's connection string property. This connection string property forms the
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baseline for the parameter token replacement. Do this for both connection strings.

Below are the original values for the connection strings.

Connection String Value

HigherEdDW_ADO
Data Source=localhost,1433;Initial Catalog=HigherEdDW;Integrated
Security=True;Application Name=SSIS-InvalidPackage-{C15B09F5-6159-
4B38-A44F-69C9A98C8612}localhost,1433.HigherEdDW;

HigherEdDW_OLEDB
Data Source=localhost,1433;Initial
Catalog=HigherEd;Provider=SQLNCLI11.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Auto
Translate=False;

3. Back within SentryOne Test, select the HigherEdETL_Dim_Donor_DataCompare node.

4. Add a Set Property action within the Group Initialization steps.

5. Replace the Data Source and Initial Catalog within the connection strings. Below, with emphasis, are the

replaced values for the connection strings.

Connection String Value

HigherEdDW_ADO
Data Source={{DataSource}},1433;Initial Catalog={{InitialCatalog}};Integrated
Security=True;Application Name=SSIS-InvalidPackage-{C15B09F5-6159-4B38-
A44F-69C9A98C8612}localhost,1433.HigherEdDW;

HigherEdDW_OLEDB
Data Source={{DataSource}};Initial Catalog=
{{InitialCatalog}};Provider=SQLNCLI11.1;Integrated Security=SSPI;Auto
Translate=False;

6. Select both Connections and replace the ConnectionString with their modified value.
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7. There should be two ConnectionString property values that were changed. Once for HigherEdDW_ADO

and again for HigherEdDW_OLEDB.

Environment Token Replacement

Using environment token replacement, you can use system environment variables to replace portions of a

property. This allows you to replace pieces of a property instead of the entire property. When using this

method, SentryOne Test interprets these as a parameter.

%EnvironmentVariableName%

The steps to using environment token replacement are identical to parameter token replacement.

Settings Files and Global Parameters

Settings files

The previous tutorial explained how to use parameters within Visual Studio. Within the MSTest and NUnit

command line SentryOne Test can use setting files. These setting files control parameters during runtime.

SentryOne Test even generates the file for you when building the project. This parameters file is located

within the output folder. 
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When a test runs, SentryOne Test looks in the following locations for setting files (in this order):

The directory where the test assembly is located

%PROGRAMDATA%\PragmaticWorks\LegiTest (e.g. C:\ProgramData\PragmaticWorks\LegiTest)

%USERPROFILE%\Documents\PragmaticWorks\LegiTest(e.g.C:\Users\jsmith\Documents\PragmaticWorks\LegiTest)

After this search is done, the same set of directories is searched again, for legitestSettings files that have the

correct applicableTestSuiteId attribute.

Note:  To find the correct applicableTestSuiteId for a test group, open up the file in notepad and

look for the uniqueId attribute on the Test group node in the XML.

Any settings that are found in a location later in the list over-ride any that are found previously.

For example, a setting called TargetServer in the directory where the assembly is located is over-ridden by a

setting called TargetServer in the user profile directory. However, a setting called TargetServer in a file that

has the applicableTestSuiteId attribute correctly set and exists in the assembly directory over-rides the

same setting from a file in the user profile where the applicableTestSuiteId is not present.

To clarify, the following is a list of locations, in increasing order of importance:

Assembly directory without applicableTestSuiteId attribute

%PROGRAMDATA% without applicableTestSuiteId attribute

%USERPROFILE% without applicableTestSuiteId attribute

Assembly directory with applicableTestSuiteId attribute

%PROGRAMDATA% with applicableTestSuiteId attribute

%USERPROFILE% with applicableTestSuiteId attribute

SentryOne recommends using the Program Data location to store legitestSettings files. These

directories can hold many *.legitestSettings files, the file names are not important. SentryOne Test only

searches for files with the *.legitestSettings extension. We recommend renaming setting files after the

tests they belong to.

  Below is sample content of a settings file:
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Parameter Description

applicableTestSuiteId
Associates the collection of parameters and mappings with the test group
that has that specific identifier. Only test groups with the corresponding id
use this setting file.

targetElementId
Associates a parameter value to a specific element within the test group
using the element's unique identifier. The targetPropertyName attribute
reference's the specific property that the parameter value will replace.

Global parameters

In the previous tutorial, we parameterized only the connection strings of a test group. SentryOne Test can use

parameters throughout all its actions, asserts, and assets. The Query asset is another good example where

parameters would be useful.

Through the use of parameters, you can transition between many environments. Parameters help keep the

testing process flowing through the various stages of development.

Global Parameters are parameters applied to all test group executions on a machine. When modifying a

settings file, removing the applicableTestSuiteId creates a global settings file. The most common use would

be between publishing Test assemblies to SentryOne Test. 

Global parameters allow the establishment of commonly named parameters across all environments. After

publishing to a new environment, future executions use that environment's settings file. The most common

use would be redirecting connection strings between database deployments.

Note:  SentryOne recommends using the Program Data location for global legitestSettings files.

Though you can have more, we recommend only one global file per machine.

Parameter Replacement Methods
Elements, Assets, and Assertions within SentryOne Test can use parameters in one of three replacement
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methods : 

Replacement Method Description

Direct Property
Replacement

Users can map a parameter to a property within the test group.

Parameter Token
Replacement

Users can insert tokens within a property value. When using this
method, SentryOne Test interprets these as a parameter.

{{ParameterName}}

Environment Variable
Replacement

Users can insert system environment variables within a property
value. When using this method, SentryOne Test interprets these as
environment variables.

%EnvironmentVariableName%

At test execution, SentryOne Test replaces all parameters with the supplied value. This parameter

replacement occurs regardless of the method used. For examples of the parameter replacement methods in

use, please see the Parameter Tutorial.

 Important:  Direct Property Replacement is the only method of mapping a parameter to a value that is

not a string.

Formatting Parameters

Sometimes it's necessary to format our parameters. For example, consider the SQL Query:

SELECT * FROM [MyTable] WHERE [LastModifiedDate] >= '{{ProcessingDate}}'

In this example, we would like the parameter to be formatted as four digits for the year, two for the month

and two for the day. We can use filters that are defined by the DotLiquid markup to format the parameters as

we would like:

SELECT * FROM [MyTable] WHERE [LastModifiedDate] >= '{{ProcessingDate | date:"yyyyMMdd"}}'

Additional Information: A reference of the available filters can be found on the DotLiquid for

Designers page.

Initializing a Value Once per Run

One-Time Initialization for Values

Sometimes you may want a parameter to apply to all groups or tests in an assembly, and initialize it

dynamically once per run. To do that, we use some custom code. To achieve this, add a new file to the project

by right-clicking on the project in Solution Explorer, and then selecting Add > Class... In this example we name

the file OneTimeInitialization.

https://github.com/dotliquid/dotliquid/wiki/DotLiquid-for-Designers
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Within this file, we define the parameters that we'd like to initialize once only. In this example we have

ProcessingDate that we derive from a database and FileCount that represents the count of files in a

particular directory.

using PragmaticWorks.LegiTest.Runtime;
using System;
using System.Data.SqlClient;
using System.IO;namespace LegiTestProject
{
   static class OneTimeInitialization
   {
       public static Lazy ProcessingDate { get; } = new Lazy(LoadProcessingDate, true);       static object LoadProcessin
gDate()
       {
           var parameterProvider = new ParameterProvider(Guid.Empty, typeof(OneTimeInitialization));
           using (var connection = new SqlConnection(parameterProvider.GetTypedParameter("SystemConnection", strin
g.Empty)))
           {
               connection.Open();
               using (var cmd = new SqlCommand("SELECT MAX(LastProcessedDate) FROM dbo.ProcessTracking", connecti
on))
               {
                   return cmd.ExecuteScalar();
               }
           }
       }       public static Lazy FileCount { get; } = new Lazy(LoadFileCount, true);       static object LoadFileCount()
       {
           var parameterProvider = new ParameterProvider(Guid.Empty, typeof(OneTimeInitialization));
           return Directory.GetFiles(parameterProvider.GetTypedParameter("WorkingPath", string.Empty)).Length;
       }
   }
}

Here we have two properties ProcessingDate and FileCount both of type Lazy. This is a system type that s

upports loading a value once and once only. There are also methods, one for each property, that are run on

ce to initialize the object the first time it's requested.

We are using parameters defined in the test group 'SystemConnection' and WorkingPath. To do this we n

eed to create a parameter provider:

var parameterProvider = new ParameterProvider(Guid.Empty, typeof(OneTimeInitialization));

We can then get the value of the parameter by calling the GetTypedParameter method:

parameterProvider.GetTypedParameter("WorkingPath", string.Empty)

In the examples above, LoadProcessingData connects to the SQL Server using the connection string defin

ed in the SystemConnection parameter, and then we run the query to select the MAX value of LastProces

sedDate from the dbo.ProcessTracking table. The LoadFileCount method gets a list of the files from the 

directory defined in the WorkingPath parameter and returns the count.

Using the Initialized Values in Tests

To use these one-time values in our tests, use the BeforeTest method to set the values into the 

resources. 

Note:   You need to do this in each group where you want to use those values.

To do this, copy content similar to the following into the user file generated for each test group:
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To do this, copy content similar to the following into the user file generated for each test group:

namespace LegiTestProject.TestGroup1_Output
{
   using System.Collections.Generic;
       
   // This file provides a point at which partial methods can be implemented to augment tests.
   // The content of this file is preserved when the test group is regenerated.
   public partial class TestGroup1
   {
       static partial void BeforeTest(string testName, Dictionary testResources, ref bool cancel)
       {
           testResources["ProcessingDate"] = OneTimeInitialization.ProcessingDate.Value;
           testResources["FileCount"] = OneTimeInitialization.FileCount.Value;
       }
   }
}

This code makes the one-time values available as a resource to the test, and they can be referenced like a p

arameter, using the {{resourceName}} syntax. For example, if you wanted to use the ProcessingDate value i

n a SQL query, you would enter the query as:

SELECT * FROM [MyTable] WHERE [LastModifiedDate] >= '{{ProcessingDate | date:"yyyyMMdd"}}'

Using this approach, you can set up and use values that are initialized once and only once throughout your 

test group.
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Data-
Driven Testing
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Data-driven testing allows you to repeat the same test many times, based on dynamic source data. For

example, consider the following scenario: 

You want to ensure that each of a series of 2000 products passes a set of tests, and you don't want to create

2000 of the same test. Additionally, it might not be possible to write a single query that covers all the test

cases (you may want to validate that the results of a REST call for each of the products passes a set of criteria).

This is where data-driven testing comes in to play.

Configuring data-driven testing

In the test tree on the left, under each test node is a Data Driven Source node. Select the desired Data

Driven Source node, and then select the Enable data-driven testing for this test  check-box to display the

following:

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Here, much like in the Interactive Comparison Wizard you are selecting a connection and entering a query or

configuring the source (if using a REST connection, for example). Once you have selected the connection,

select Execute to display the results. 

 Important:  The results are shown in the UI to enable easier configuration. The data returned is not

stored, and the source is run every time the test runs. The only information that's retained is the

metadata about the columns, so that they can be used as resources.

One you've configured the source and executed it, you can see that the data is shown (this example is using a

list of solution items from the DOC xPress metabase):

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-wizards
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Success: This test is now configured for data-driven testing.

Now, when selecting resources for actions or assertions, the columns returned from the Data Driven Source

are reflected in the list of available resources:

Use these values wherever you would use parameters normally. For example, you could write a query in the

following form:

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM LineageService.ItemSets WHERE SolutionItemId = ''

Differences between data-driven testing in MS Test and NUnit

There are differences in how data driven testing works between the test frameworks available. For a
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complete description of the differences, see framework considerations below.

Framework Considerations
Data-driven testing is implemented differently under MS Test and NUnit. Both evaluate the data-driven

source during the discovery phase of the test and use the output of that to generate the list of iterations.

However, there are some differences in the output that displays from each because the test frameworks are

designed differently.

Framework Description Example

MSTest

When using MSTest each iteration of the test is
reported under a single test in the test explorer.
When looking at the output for this test, you see
several different runs. Each one has a link that says
output that can be selected to get a summary of
the rows of data used for that test. When
examining the output of an individual test, the
display looks similar to this example.

Note:  MS Test data driven tests generate an
XML file containing the test cases during the
discovery phase. This is then used as the source of
the test data using the DataSource attribute.

NUnit

When using NUnit each iteration of the test is

reported as an individual test. This can make it a lot

easier to identify the tests. Here is a similar display,

where we are looking at the output of an individual

test iteration and viewing the output.

Note:  The technical implementation of the

NUnit back end is slightly cleaner than MSTest

because NUnit supports the TestCaseSource

attribute meaning that the test data doesn't have

to be written to disk first.
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Integrating SentryOne Test with the Remote
Agent
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

SentryOne Test generated code includes the ability to publish detailed test results to a server system. If

published, each of the individual elements within a test becomes visible on the server every time they are run.

Detailed results can also be found. Rather than just a message saying "your grid comparison failed" you get to

see what that grid actually looked like.

Other benefits available with server integration are the ability to publish tests and run them automatically on

a schedule, the ability to annotate your tests to give meaningful business descriptions to them, and the ability

to specify which parts of your system are covered by the tests that you have implemented.

Connecting to a Server
To connect to a server, open the project settings file. By default, this is called

ProjectSettings.legitestSettings. When opening the project settings file, a view similar to the following is

presented:

Type the URL of the server that you wish to connect to and select Validate. If the server requires credentials

(SentryOne Test Online for example) then a popup may be shown requiring you to log in to your account.

After the server has been validated, this is shown on the display.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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 Important:  Ensure that the scheme (http / https) is set correctly for the server that you are connecting

to. The address required for the SentryOne Test Web Portal is the public API address (https://test-

api.sentryone.com).

Publishing Results
Publishing results can be controlled for each SentryOne Test Group. When selecting on the SentryOne Test

Integration node, the following display is visible:

Select Publish test results to SentryOne Test to send information to the configured server in project

settings when the test runs.
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 Important:  Server integration is controlled by parameters. Whether a test group publishes results is

controlled by the Publish test results to SentryOne Test parameter, and the server where results are

published is controlled by the SentryOneTestServerUrl parameter.

Publishing Test Assemblies
Once you're finished developing tests, you can publish the resulting test assemblies to SentryOne Test to be

run on a schedule, or manually through the web interface. Publish the desired test assemblies to SentryOne

Test by right clicking on the desired project and then selecting Publish to SentryOne Test.

The options available to us are:

Option Description

Target

Specify the server that you are publishing the assemblies to, or specify
a file path to copy the built assemblies. Add a new server by selecting
on the button.

Publish to SentryOne Test

context menu Publish Test Assembly window
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Results Mode

The following options are available:

Result Mode Description

Set all groups to publish
results

All groups in the project are
set to send their results to a
server when they run.

Set all groups not to publish
results

All groups in the project are
set so that results are not
sent at runtime.

Do not change group settings

No settings are changed,
each group publishes results
according to the setting set
on the SentryOne Test
Server Integration node.

Remove group settings to
inherit global configuration

The setting is removed from
each group, and the setting
is picked up from a global
parameter file.

 Results Server The server where results are sent for published assemblies.

Configuration

Specify the Debug or Release configuration for the C# compiler to
use.

Note:  For most situations, Release is the correct configuration to
use for deployed tests.

Run tests immediately after
publish

When this option is checked, tests are run by the server as soon as
publishing is complete.

Option Description

Annotations
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Note:  The Annotations video makes reference to the older version of the web portal known as

LegiTest Server when going between Visual Studio and the web features.

Annotations allow meaningful descriptions to be assigned to tests and appear on the test management page

for a test. These can be useful when business users are trying to make sense of test results on SentryOne

Test.

Configure the annotations in the SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension  by selecting the Annotations node

under a test. You'll then see the following display:
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Add a new annotation by completing the following:

Select Add to add a new annotation, choose the annotation type from the drop-down menu, and then enter

descriptive text that relates to the desired test. 

Note:  Annotations are saved automatically. 

The built in annotation types are :

User Error Message 

Description Resolution 

Steps Custom 

Add custom Annotation types by selecting the Annotation Types node, which then displays a list of all the

annotation types:
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From here you can add new annotation types or delete custom added ones. Select Sync to synchronize the

list of annotation types with the configured SentryOne Test Server.

Note:  The built in annotation types cannot be deleted.
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Custom
Assemblies
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Adding Custom Assemblies
Sometimes you need more flexibility than the available assertions provide, and you want to write some C#

code that adds more logic to your tests. To do this, you can add code to the user file that SentryOne Test

generates. There are four types of code that can be run:

Before Test

After Test

Before Test Element

After Test Element

For each of those, the following method declarations should be added to the user file.

static partial void BeforeTest(string testName, Dictionary  testResources, ref bool cancel)

static partial void AfterTest(string testName, Dictionary testResources)

static partial void BeforeTestElement(string testName, string elementName, Dictionary  testResources,

ref bool cancel)

static partial void AfterTestElement(string testName, string elementName, Dictionary  testResources)

Note:  The before methods have the cancel parameter. This can be set to true within the body of the

method, which would cancel the execution of the element.

For example, you might want to execute some code after an element called Execute Query (Grid)  in a test

called Test 1 is run.

The method implementation might be similar to the following:

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-visual-studio-extension-asserts-overview
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 static partial void AfterTestElement(string testName, string elementName, Dictionary testResources)
       {
           if (testName == "Test 1" && elementName == "Execute Query (Grid)")
           {
               if (!testResources.ContainsKey("ExecuteQuery(Grid)_TargetResourceKey"))
               {
                   NUnit.Framework.Assert.Fail("There was no grid placed in the resources by the test element.");
               }
               var grid = (PragmaticWorks.Common.Sql.RowStoreGrid.IGrid)testResources["ExecuteQuery(Grid)_TargetRes
ourceKey"];
               if (grid.RowCount < 100)
               {
                   NUnit.Framework.Assert.Fail("We needed 100 or more rows to be returned from the execute query eleme
nt.");
               }
           }
       }

First, check that the testName and the elementName are the ones you want. Find these easily by searching

for AfterTestElement in the generated code file.

After this, check that the test resources passed to you contain the desired item. We are using the Resource

key from the execute query (grid) configuration to identify the resource. If the resource is not present, fail

the test. This test was built with NUnit, so we are using NUnit.Framework.Assert.

Once you're sure that the resource in place, get it back as a local variable by casting it to the correct type. Grid

resources are always of the type PragmaticWorks.Common.Sql.RowStoreGrid.IGrid.

Check that the RowCount is 100 or more, and if not fail the test.

 Important:  This code isn't automatically modified when you change the name of tests, elements or

resource keys. Make sure that any changes are reflected in the user code.
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension
Troubleshooting
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The following is a list of situations and their solutions that you may experience when using SentryOne Test: 

Files Showing as XML
If the .legitest file is opening as XML, then you need to change the exe with which it's being opened. To do so,

right click the .legitest file and select open with... to display the Open With-Testsuite.legitest window. Select

LegiTest Files, and then set it as the default.

Note:  If the .legitest file is already open, you may need to close and re-open for the changes to be

applied.

Mixed Mode Assembly Error
If a test fails with the exception: 

Mixed mode assembly is built against version 'v2.0.50727' of the runtime and cannot be loaded in

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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the 4.0 runtime without additional configuration information 

Then a change to the vstest.executionengine.x86.exe.config file is needed. Complete the following steps to

make the change: 

1. Close Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 (and IIS express).

2. Launch notepad.exe as an administrator.

3. Open the file C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio

11.0\Common7\IDE\CommonExtensions\Microsoft\TestWindow\vstest.executionengine.x86.exe.config

4. Add and save the following lines in bold:

    

Adding a NuGet Package Reference
You may find that you need to add a NuGet package reference to your project. For example, when switching a

test project from MSTest to NUnit you would need to add a reference to the NUnitTestAdapter package. To

do this, expand the project node in Solution Explorer, right click on the References node and then select on

Manage NuGet Packages...

In the dialog that displays, select Browse, and then type the name of the package you wish to install. Select

the package you want when the search results are returned and then select Install in the right-hand pane. The

NuGet package is then installed in the project.
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Ordering Data Sets in Low Memory Mode
When extracting data sets for comparison, they must be orderable. Small data sets are no problem, because

they can be stored in memory and ordered simply. For larger data sets you can use low-memory mode which

stores the data in a file on disk. However, data sets in low-memory mode are required to be ordered when

they are produced. Most of the time a simple ORDER BY clause allows us to order the set in the same order as

the comparison keys. 

When using a string as a key, issues can arise from the fact that SQL orders strings according to the collation

defined on the source. SentryOne Test uses binary collation, so the order by clause has to be specified with a

binary collation. For example:

SELECT * FROM [Person].[Person]ORDER BY [LastName] COLLATE Latin1_General_100_BIN

 Important:  It's important to note that the columns specified in the ORDER BY clause must match the

keys specified in the comparison manifest, and in the same order. If your comparison manifest has the

keys LastName, FirstName, and Age, then the ORDER BY clause must also specify LastName,

FirstName, Age.

Migrating from Suites to Groups
Starting with the 2017.4 release, the concept of individual groups was added to SentryOne Test, and is now

the preferred method of implementing tests. There are several advantages to this approach:

Because a smaller set of tests exists in a single file, conflicts between developers are reduced
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Similarly, source control is easier to manage

Assets can be created at the project level and shared more widely

Parameters become project level concerns and are easier to manipulate across a wider range of

functions

To migrate to individual groups, right click on a SentryOne Test suite within solution explorer and then select

Migrate to individual groups...

 Important:  It is always a good idea to ensure you have a backup before performing any sort of

migration.
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Actions are test components that produce an outcome, and are needed to perform the test assertion.

Information returned from actions are stored in resources, and actions often use assets or resources as part

of their input. The following actions are available in SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension .

Action Article

Execute REST Query (grid)
Execute REST Query (scalar)
Execute Salesforce Query Grid
Execute Salesforce Query Scalar
Load File From Cloud Provider
Load Grid From Cloud Provider

Cloud Actions

Data Generation
Execute Query Command
Execute Query Grid
Execute Query Scalar
Extract Grid Checksum
Filter Grid
Get Grid Row Count
Load Excel Scalar
Load Excel Data Grid
Load Flat File Data
Load Grid From Asset
Load Tabular File Table
Table Row Count

Data Management Actions

Directory Copy
Directory Create
Directory Create Editor
Directory Delete
Directory Move
Load Directory Content

Directory Actions

File Copy
File Create
File Delete
File Load
File Line / Match Count
File Move

File Actions

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-cloud-actions
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-ssis-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-data-management-actions
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-directory-actions
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-file-actions
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Execute Process
Load Asset
Read Historical Results
Timing End
Timing Start
Xpath Extract

Miscellaneous Actions

Process Cube
Process Database
Process Dimension
Process Table

SSAS Actions

Execute Package
Execute Task
Get Properties
Load Package
Set Properties

SSIS Actions

Execute Report SSRS Actions

Action Article

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-miscellaneous-actions
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-ssas-actions
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-ssis-actions
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-ssrs-actions
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Cloud Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Cloud actions are responsible for gathering data by connecting to Salesforce or other sites that provide a

REST API. Each action can fulfill a unique roll within a test: 

Prepare tests by ensuring the expected results are up to date. 

Clean-up an environment before or after a test execution. 

Execute REST Query (grid)

Icon Description

The Execute Rest Grid action performs HTTP Requests that parses and
stores the response (table) values into a resource grid.

Function Description

Rest Connection
The cloud connection that's created in the test group level or test level
asset.

Endpoint URL

The web address that accepts the web request. Endpoints can use the
following actions:

Get - Retrieves information from the endpoint.
Post - A request that the endpoint perform "something" with the
provided information.

Settings Tab

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Function Description

Results Format Selects whether the results return in Json or Xml format.

Content Type
The information needed to send in the header. For example, application\json,
application\javascript, application\xml, etc.

Root Json Path

Json can return results that have several root objects. Each object contains
corresponding data. Identifying the root only returns the results for that root.

Example: 

{

"data":

{

"id" : "1",

"data1column": "test1"

}

"data2":

{

"data2key": "1",

"data2column:" "test2"

}

}

Note:  Setting the root Json path to data only returns the results id and

data1column. Setting the root Json path to data2 only returns data2key and

data2column results.

Timeout (s)
Sets the amount of time in seconds the request should fail if there is no response
from the web service.
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Number of
retires

Sets the number of attempts to connect before the execution fails and reports an
error.

Resource key
Identifies the tile's name if it needs to be called in the Execution Track, Assert, or
Teardown steps of the test.

Grid Column(s)

The user defined column names, token paths, and data types for each column.
Using the Json example above, you can add two columns with the data root Json
path.

Example

Column Name Token Path Data Type

ID id System.Int64

NameOfTest data1column System.String

Column Names are user-defined. The token path must be exactly the same as the
path it's pointing to in the returned Json data. (Notice id and data1column paths
identified in the Json example above.)

Function Description

Headers Tab

Function Description
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Headers Tab

Headers are information about the type of data returned.

Add and remove headers by selecting the corresponding buttons. Once a
header is added, select in its corresponding name and value fields to configure
them.

Function Description

Cursor / Paging Settings

Function Description

Token Path Identifies the child token that's used.

Is Return Value
URL

Select this option if the Token Path is a URL.

Query String
Parameter Identifies the (optional) parameters needed to complete the Json request.

Cursor Finished
Value

The value needed to identify the output data is complete.

Test Results Tab
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Select Test to see the results returned based on the configuration in the previous tabs.

Execute REST Query (scalar)

Icon Description

The Execute Rest Query (Scalar) action performs HTTP Requests that
parses and stores the response value into a resource grid.

Funciton Description

Rest Connection
The cloud connection that's created in the test group level or test level
asset.

Endpoint URL

The web address that accepts the web request. Endpoints can use the
following actions:

Get - Retrieves information from the endpoint.
Post - A request that the endpoint perform something with the
provided information.

Settings Tab
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Function Description

Results
Format

Selects whether results are returned in Json or Xml format.

Content Type
The information needed to be sent in the header. For example, application\json,
application\javascript, application\xml, etc.

Root Json
Path

Json can return results that have numerous root objects with corresponding data for
each root. Identifying the root only returns the results for that root.

Example:
{
"data":
{
"id" : "1",
"data1column": "test1"
}
"data2":
{
"data2key": "1",
"data2column:" "test2"
}
}

Note:  Setting the root Json path to data only returns the results id and
data1column.

Timeout (s) Sets the time (in seconds) the request action should take place before it's a failure.

Number of
retires

Sets the number of attempts to connect before the execution fails and reports an
error.

Resource key
Identifies the tile's name if it needs to be called in the Execution Track, Assert, or
Teardown steps of the test.
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Grid
Column(s)

The user defined column names, token paths, and data types for each column. Using
the Json example above, you can add two columns with the data root Json path.

Example:

Column Name Token Path Data Type

ID id System.Int64

NameOfTest data1column System.String

Note:  Column Name can be user-defined, however, the token path must be
exactly the same as the path it's pointing to in the returned Json data (notice id and
data1column paths identified in the Json example above.)  

Function Description

Headers Tab

Function Description

Headers Tab

Headers are information about the type of data returned.

Add and remove headers by selecting the corresponding buttons. Once a header is

added, select in its corresponding name and value fields to configure them.

Test Results Tab
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Function Description

Scalar Value

You can add your own data to populate the column only when testing your
configuration.

Select Test to see the results returned based on your configuration in the previous
tabs.

Execute Salesforce Query Grid

Icon Description

The Execute Salesforce Query Grid action executes a query to gather a data
grid from Salesforce.

Execute Salesforce Query Grid Editor
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Function Description

Batch Size
Sets the amount of records retrieved from Salesforce per trip. The max records in a
batch is 2000.

Connection
asset

The connection asset contains the connection string to the Salesforce source.

Low memory
mode

Selecting this option stores the results on disk instead of on memory. This option is
recommended for large result sets.

Include
deleted

Checking this option includes deleted records in the result set.

Query asset The asset that contains the query you want to execute.

Resource key The name given to the results that's stored in the Test Resources.

Execute Salesforce Query Scalar

Icon Description

The Execute Salesforce Query Scalar  action executes a query that gathers a
single value from Salesforce.

Execute Salesforce Query Grid Editor
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Function Description

Connection
asset

The connection asset contains the connection string to the Salesforce source.

Expected type Defines the expected datatype that's returned.

Query asset The asset that contains the query you want to execute.

Resource key The name given to the results that's stored in the Test Resources.

Load File From Cloud Provider

Icon Description

Loads a file from a selected Cloud asset connection.

Function Description

Connection Asset The connection asset you wish to connect to.
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Source The source of the connection.

Match Pattern The pattern used to specify multiple files.

File Name The file name you wish to use for the connection.

Function Description

Load Grid From Cloud Provider

Icon Description

Loads a grid file from a selected Cloud asset connection.

Settings Tab

Function Description

Resource Key The resource key for the cloud connection.

Connection Asset The asset you wish to connect to.

Source The source of the connection.

Match Pattern The pattern used to specify multiple files.
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File Format

Function Description

Format The file format for the connection.

Delimiter Select the delimiter for the file.

Quote

Lines to Skip Select lines you wish to skip.

Lines to Scan Select the lines you wish the action to scan.

Detect Formats
Select this button to detect the format within
the grid file.

Preview
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Data Management Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Data Management actions are responsible for gathering and / or manipulating data. Each action can be used

to fulfil a unique role within a test: 

They can prepare tests by ensuring the expected results are up to date.

Clean-up an environment before or after a test execution.

Summarize data in preparation for asserts.

Generate test data for usage within a test.

Data Generation

Icon Description

The Data Generation action creates data using a BI xPress Data Generation

solution. 

Required Assets

Connection

Data Generation Solution

Once the editor has loaded, you need to input the following properties:

Asset Description

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Connection Asset The connection string that's used during data generation.

Data Generation Solution
Asset

The property stores the location to the BI xPress Data Generation
solution.

Asset Description

Execute Query Command

Icon Description

The Execute Query Command  action takes the specified query command

and runs it against the desired location. This element uses various assets

to accomplish filling in the required information.

Execute Query Command Editor

Function Description

Connection Asset Determines the database that the command is run against.

Query Asset The query command you want to execute.

Timeout Controls how long the command runs before failing with a timeout.

Execute Query Grid

Icon Description
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The Execute Query Grid action runs a query against a connection, then

stores the information gathered into the resource key defined in the

element's editor. This element is used for retrieving a grid of information

to be compared in the assertion step. If the query pulls multiple grids,

you can specify which grid to use using the Result set index. The default

is zero, which is the first result set pulled.

Icon Description

Execute Query Grid Editor

Function Description

Connection Asset The connection to the data source.

Low memory mode Toggles whether the grid is stored on disk or in memory. 

Query Asset The query that runs against the connection.

Result Set Index Selects the result set to use if multiple sets are returned from the query.

Timeout Controls how long the query runs before failing with a timeout.

Execute Query Scalar
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Icon Description

The Execute Query Scalar action retrieves a single piece of data to
compare and then store in the resource key defined in the element's
editor.

Execute Query Scalar Editor

Function Description

Connection Asset The connection to use for the query.

Query Asset The query that runs against the connection.

Resource Key The resource key where the data is stored from this element.
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Timeout Controls how long the query runs before failing with a timeout.

Function Description

Extract Grid Checksum

Icon Description

The Extract Grid Checksum action checks for changes in a grid set. This
action would be used in conjunction with an integer compare assert.
The grid checksum takes in a grid, and then returns out an integer that
represents its current state. This integer state can then be compared to
another integer to see if there has been any changes to the structure or
content of the grid.

Extract Grid Checksum 

Function Description

Grid Resource The grid where the checksum is extracted.

Target Resource
Key

The name given to the result in the Test Resources. This key is used when
populating an assert.

Filter Grid

Icon Description

The Filter Grid action filters an already loaded grid. If possible, avoid using this
action. For example if the grid being loaded comes from an Execute Query
Grid action, then modifying the query to perform the filtering at the source
performs better. It's not always possible to run sufficient filtering at the
source, and this is why the filter grid action is present.
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Filter Grid Editor

Function Description

Grid to filter The grid that you want to filter.

Filter expression
The filter expression to use. For more information about filter expressions,
please see the filtering topic.

Get Grid Row Count

Icon Description

The Get Grid Row Count action takes in a grid and returns the amount of rows
in the grid.

Get Grid Row Count Editor
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Function Description

Grid The grid where the row count is extracted.

Resource key The name given to the result stored in the Test Resources.

Load Excel Scalar

Icon Description

Loads a selected excel cell file from a connection
asset.

Function Description

Excel Cell Reference

String reference to the excel cell in the following
format :

"SheetName!A1"

Expected type The type of value expected in the cell.

File reference asset
The file reference or content specifying the data
to load.

Refresh data sources before loading
Refreshes all data sources and power pivot
tables in the excel file before loading.

Resource Key Name of the resource key that stores the results.

Load Excel Data Grid

Description
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Loads a selected excel data grid from a connection asset.

Description

Function Description

Flat data
The Delimited File Reference Asset, Delimited Content Asset or Fixed Width
File Reference Asset that contains the information about the file to load.

Resource Key Name of the resource key that stores the results.

Low memory mode
If true, then the grid is loaded in low memory mode - meaning that the data is
stored in a temporary file.

Refresh Data
Sources

Refreshes all data sources in the excel file before loading.

Edit Filter
Opens the filtering window that allows you to apply a SQL-like filter
expression to select data.

Selected Columns
This area allows you to select the columns that are loaded from the Excel
data.

Load Flat File Data

Icon Description
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The Load Flat File Data action loads flat file data into a resource key for

comparison and validation.

The Load Flat File Data action loads data from the following types of assets:

Delimited File Reference
Delimited Content
Fixed Width File Reference

Icon Description

Load Flat File Data Editor

Function Description

Flat data
The Delimited File Reference Asset, Delimited Content Asset or Fixed Width File
Reference Asset that contains the information about the file to load.

Resource Key Name of the resource key that stores the results.

Low memory
mode

If true, then the grid is loaded in low memory mode - meaning that the data is
stored in a temporary file.

Edit Filter
Opens the filtering window that allows you to apply a SQL-like filter expression to
select data.

Selected
columns

This area allows you to select the columns that are loaded from the flat file data.

Load Grid From Asset

Icon Description
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The Load Grid from Asset action loads the grid defined by a grid
collection asset into a resource key for comparison.

Icon Description

Load Grid Editor

Function Description

Asset The Grid Collection asset to use.

Grid Index The index of the grid that loads into the resource key. The default value is zero.

Resource Key Name of the resource key that stores the results.

Load Tabular File Table

Description

Loads a selected tabular file table from a connection asset.
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Function Description

Data Package File
The asset where you want to retrieve a  test run
result.

Browse Search for a desired data package file.

Resource Path
The path to the resource from the data package
file.

Target Resource Key Name of the resource key that stores the results.

Table Row Count

Description

Calculates the number of rows in a table from a selected connection asset.

Function Description

Connection The connection string for your desired table.

Table The selected table from the connection string.

Resource Key Name of the resource key that stores the results.
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Directory Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The Directory actions give you control over creating, moving, copying, and deleting directories that are used

in developing tests.

Directory Copy

Icon Description

The Directory copy action copies one directory to another location. If the
directory that's trying to be copied doesn't exist, the test fails.

Directory Copy Editor

Function Description

Overwrite
Enables overwriting of directory contents at the target. If disabled, and you try to copy
over existing content, the test fails.

Source The location of the directory you want to copy.

Target The location where you want to copy the directory.

Directory Create

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Icon Description

The Directory Create action creates a directory at a user defined
location.

Directory Create Editor

Function Description

Target The location where you want to create the directory.

Directory Delete

Icon Description

The Directory Delete action deletes the target directory. This action has
recursive and strict options that can control the behavior of the test.

Directory Delete Editor
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Function Description

Recursive
If enabled, the element deletes all sub-directories and files. If disabled and the
target directory has content, the test fails.

Strict
If enabled, and the target does not exist, the test fails. If disabled and the target
does not exist, the test continues on as normal.

Target Location of directory you want to delete.

Directory Move

Icon Description

The Directory Move action moves a directory from one location to another.
You can specify to overwrite a directory's contents if the target location
already exists.

Directory Move Editor

Function Description
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Overwrite Overwrites the content of the target directory if it already exists.

Source The location of the folder to move.

Target Location where you want to move the source folder.

Function Description

Load Directory Content

Icon Description

The Load Directory Content action loads the content of a directory into a
grid. This can be useful for verifying that a list of files matches an expected
set, or for use within data driven testing to allow a test to run for each file in
a directory.

Function Description

Directory Reference
This is the directory reference asset that stores the path to the directory
to load. Select the arrow to choose the asset to use.

Resource key This is the resource key of the grid that's loaded.

Include files in sub-
directories

Select this to load files in sub-directories as well as the selected path.

Wild card
This is the wild card used to select files - it could be of the form '*.txt' or
'Report*.*'. For more complicated restrictions, use the filter.

Edit filter
Use this button to edit the filter of files to load. For more information
about filtering, see the filtering topic.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-filtering
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File Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The File actions give you control over creating, deleting, moving, and copying files that are used in the testing

process. 

File Copy

Icon Description

The File Copy action copies a file from one location into another. If the
selected file doesn't exist the test fails.

File Copy Editor

Function Description

Overwrite
Determines if the element should overwrite an existing file at the target location. If
this is not selected, and the file already exists at the target location, the test fails.

Source Location of the file you want to copy.

Target Location where you want to copy the file.

File Create

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Icon Description

The File Create action creates a file based on a text file asset. This creates
the file with the information contained in the text file asset.

File Create Editor

Function Description

File Content Asset The text to put into the file upon creation.

Overwrite
Determines if the element should overwrite an existing file at the target
location. If this is not selected, and the file already exists at the target location,
the test fails.

Target Location where you want to create the file.

File Delete

Icon Description

The File Delete action deletes a file from the target location. If the file
does not exist, the you can control if the test fails or continues using the
strict option.

File Delete Editor
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Function Description

Strict
Determines whether the test fails or continues if the target file does not exist. If
selected, and the file does not exist, the test fails.

Target The location where you want to delete the file.

File Load

Description

Loads a file from a selected connection asset.

Function Description

Encoding
The text file encoding that's used to read the
file.

Resource Key Name of the resource key that stores the results.

Source The source of the loaded file.

File Line / Match Count
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Icon Description

The File Line / Match Count action counts lines in a file, or matches
according to a specified pattern. The result of the count is then stored
in a resource key that's used for comparisons in the assert step.

File Line / Match Count Editor

Function Description

Line By Line Toggle on or off to determine if matches evaluate one line at a time.

Operation Type Specifies if the element counts lines or matches.

Pattern This is the regular expression that's used to count matches.

Target The file you want to count.

Resource Key The result of the count is stored in the resource key.

File Move

Icon Description

The File Move action moves the file from one location to another. You
can specify if the element overwrites an existing file or not.
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File Move Editor

Function Description

Overwrite
Toggle on or off to specify if the element overwrites a file that already exists. If
turned off, and the file exists at the target location, the test fails.

Source The location of the file you want to move.

Target The location where you want to move the file.
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Miscellaneous Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Execute Process

Icon Description

The Execute Process action launches an .exe specified by the user, the
exit code of the .exe that launches is stored in the resource key defined on
this element. This can then be used for comparison later in the assert step.

Execute Process Editor

Icon Description

Arguments Enter in command line arguments to launch this program.

Executable The location of the .exe file you want to execute.

Resource Key User defined key that the exit code of the .exe is stored in.

Load Asset

Icon Description

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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The Load Asset action loads a text file into the resource bag so that it
can be used in asserts. This helps to bypass the need of writing the
content of the asset to a file before comparing it.

Icon Description

Load Asset Editor

Function Description

Text file asset The text file asset you want to load.

Resource Key The name of the resource key to assign.

Read Historical Results

Icon Description

The Read Historical Results actions specifies a past run of an assert, grabs
the results, and compares it to a more recent or previous result. This allows
you to compare results over time, and keep track of test quality over time.

 Important:  The Read Historical Results action only works with test groups that publish their results

to the SentryOne Test Web Portal. For more information about server integration, please see the

Integrating with the Remote Agent article.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
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Read Historical Results Editor

Function Description

Source Element Opens a selection dialogue where you select an assert from the test group.

Target Resource Key The name assigned to the result that's stored in the Test Resources.
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Retrieval Mode

There are three retrieval modes available to choose from:

Option Description

Retrieve result from the most
recent test run

This option gets the result from
the very last time this assert
was run.

Retrieve result from a previous
test run

This option brings up another
option to fill in : 

Number of Runs - This
field determines which
run to get, 1 would be the
previous run, 2 would be
two runs ago and so on.

Retrieve the result from a test
run between two dates/times

This option brings up two new
fields :

Start Date   
End Date

Select a start and end time for

searching for a result, then the

first assert in that time frame is

used.

Default Result Source
The default result source is used when the action isn't able to retrieve an
existing assert in the options provided.

Function Description

Timing End

Icon Description

The Timing End action is used along side the Timing Start action. This
actions serves as the endpoint for measuring the number of seconds that
have elapsed between the start and end.
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Function Description

Timing start point
The starting point to begin timing. This opens a list of available Timing Start
actions to choose from.

Resource Key
The name given to the number of seconds measured that are stored in the Test
Resources.

Timing Start

Icon Description

The Timing Start action is used along side of a Timing End action. When
the test hits the Timing Start action, it starts counting the number of
seconds elapsed, and once the test hits a Timing End action, the number
of seconds are then stored in the Test Resources using the Resource Key
specified by the Timing End action.

There is nothing to edit for a  Timing Start action. The connection of a start to an end is handled in the Timing

End action.

Xpath Extract

Icon Description
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The XPath Extract action is used with an Execute Report action to extract
information from the report. Select the resource key of the report that was
previously executed, and then you supply the xpath with the information you
want to retrieve. The information extracted is then stored in another resource
key that can then be used with one of the assert actions to verify the validity of
the data. If multiple nodes are matched, then only the value of the first node
returns. If no information is found at the node where the path is directed, you
can specify if the test fails or continues.

Icon Description

Function Description

Fail if node not found Specifies whether or not to fail the test if a node can not be found.

Path The XPath to apply to the XML to retrieve the value.

Resource Key The resource key of the XML.

Target Resource Key The resource key to store the extracted value.
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SSAS Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022
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for more information.

The SSAS actions bring cubes, dimensions, databases or tables to a fully processed state. Choose which

processing mode to use depending on your preferences. These actions prepare a test by ensuring they are

only testing against updated objects.

Process Cube

Icon Description

The Process Cube action helps bring a cube to a fully processed
state. This action helps prepare a test by ensuring it's only testing
against an updated cube.

 Important:  The Process Cube action supports the following model types using the listed compatibilty

levels:

Multidimensional Model with compatibility level 1050 and higher

Tabular Model with compatibility levels below 1200

Use the Process Table action to process Tabular tables set to compatibility levels 1200 or higher.

Once the editor loads, you need to input the following properties:

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Function Description

Server
The server location for the cube you want to process. Select Connect to load
all cubes stored on the server.

Process Mode

The following processing modes are available:

Mode Description

Default
Does the smallest amount of work required to bring the
selected cube to a fully processed state.

Full
Discards the data from the selected cube and completely
rebuilds it.

Data
Discards the data from the selected cube and rebuilds the
data without building indexes.

Clear Discards the data from the selected cube.

Index
Rebuilds the indexes for the selected cube. This requires the
cube to already have its data built.

Defrag Optimizes the selected cube.

Fail on Process Fail Determines if the test fails if the process cube action fails.

Selected Displays the currently selected cube.

Server Tree After connecting, the server tree displays all available cubes.

Process Database

Icon Description

The Process Database action helps bring a cube to a fully processed
state. This action helps prepare a test by ensuring it's only testing
against an updated database.
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Once the editor loads, you need to input the following properties:

Function Description

Server
The server location for the database the user is planning to process. Select
Connect to load all databases stored on the server.

Process Mode

The following processing modes are available:

Mode Description

Default
Does the smallest amount of work required to bring the selected
database to a fully processed state.

Full
Discards the data from the selected database and completely
rebuilds it.

Clear Discards the data from the selected database.

Fail on
Process Fail

Determines if the test fails if the process database action fails.

Selected Displays the currently selected database.

Server Tree After connecting, the server tree displays all available databases.

Process Dimension

Icon Description
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The Process Dimension action helps bring a cube to a fully processed
state. This action helps prepare a test by ensuring it's only testing against
an updated dimension.

Icon Description

Once the editor loads, you need to input the following properties:

Function Description

Server
The server location for the dimension you want to process. Select Connect to load all
dimensions stored on the server.
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Process
Mode

The following processing modes are available:

Mode Description

Default
Does the smallest amount of work required to bring the selected
dimension to a fully processed state.

Full
Discards the data from the selected dimension and completely
rebuilds it.

Data
Discards the data from the selected dimension and rebuilds the data
without building indexes.

Clear Discards the data from the selected dimension.

Index
Rebuilds the indexes for the selected dimension. This requires the
dimension to already have its data built.

Update
Incrementally brings the selected dimension to a fully processed
state.

Fail on
Process Fail

Determines if the test should fails if the process dimension action fails.

Selected Displays the currently selected dimension.

Server Tree After connecting, the server tree displays all available dimensions.

Function Description

Process Table

Icon Description

The Process Table action helps bring a cube to a fully processed
state. This action helps prepare a test by ensuring it's only testing
against an updated table.
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 Important:  The Process Table action supports the following model types using the listed

compatibilty levels:

Tabular Model with compatibility levels above 1200

Use the Process Cube action to process Tabular tables set to compatibility levels below 1200.

Once the editor loads, you need to input the following properties:

Function Description

Server
The server location for the table you want to process. Select Connect to load all
tables stored on the server.

Process Mode

The following processing modes are available:

Mode Description

Default
Does the smallest amount of work required to bring the
selected table to a fully processed state.

Full
Discards the data from the selected table and completely
rebuilds it.

Data
Discards the data from the selected table and rebuilds the data
without building indexes.

Clear  Discards the data from the selected table.

Defrag  Optimizes the selected table.
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Fail on Process
Fail

Determines if the test fails if the process table action fails.

Selected Displays the currently selected table.

Server Tree After connecting, the server tree displays all available tables.

Function Description
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SSIS Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The SSIS actions allow testing of packages, their properties, and their tasks. A package can be loaded from a

package reference asset and then used to get its properties, set its properties, or select individual tasks to

execute.

Execute Package

Icon Description

The Execute Package action allows launches a package from the test.
Decide if the test fails on package failure or continues.

Function Description

Fail On Package
Failure

Toggle on or off to determine the behavior of the test on package failure.

Package The resource key of the package you want to execute.

Resource Key The result of the package is placed in the resource key.

Execute Task

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Icon Description

The Execute Task action is used together with a Package Reference
and Load Package element. Select the task you wish to execute when
the test runs.

Function Description

Target Package
The resource key of the package that's used from a previous load package
action.

Resource Key The resource key that stores the result of the package.

Fail on task failure Specifies whether or not to fail the test if the task being executed fails.

Package Selection
Window

A list of available tasks from the chosen package are selectable here.

Get Properties

Icon Description
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The Get Properties action gets the properties of various items of a package.
For example, getting the value of a variable, or getting the type of a
parameter or variable.

Icon Description

Function Description

Target Package The package reference key from the previous load package action.

Properties to
get

A list of properties to retrieve when this action runs.

Add

Select Add to open the Add Property window. Select the package, the object, and
then the property in the Add Property window. The value of the property can be
set to a resource key defined at the top of the editor.

Edit Select Edit to open the Add screen with the selected property in focus.

Delete Deletes the selected property from the get list.

Example: In this image, the data type of the count variable is being retrieved and stored in the resource bag

with the key CountValue.
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Load Package

Icon Description
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The Load Package action prepares a package from a package reference
asset and gives it a resource key to use in another element.

Icon Description

Function Description

Package Reference
Asset

The package asset previously defined.

Resource Key
The location where the package is stored. This is used to select the package
in the execute package element.

Set Properties

Icon Description

The Set Properties actions sets the properties of a package during the test
run. Set multiple properties using just the one element.
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Function Description

Target
Package

The reference key of the package to use.

Properties to
set

The list of properties added to the element you want to set.

Add Opens the Add Property window where you select the property to change.

Edit Opens the Add Property window with the focus on the selected property.

Delete Deletes the selected property from the set editor.

In this image the variable @User::Count is having its value set to 23456.
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SSRS Actions
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The available SSRS action items execute a report and store the results for comparison.

Execute Report

Icon Description

The Execute Report action runs a report, and stores the XML of the report
in the resource bag using the resource key. This XML can be used with an
XPath extract action to get a value from a selected node.

Execute Report Editor

Function Description

Service Address The server name for the location of reports.

Initial Path The path to the report you want to execute.

Is SharePoint Toggle on or off to specify if the report is SharePoint or not.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
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Use Windows
Authentication

Toggle on or off to specify whether to use Windows Authentication or
not.

Resource Key The resource key name to store the data returned by running the report.

Parameters
If the report has any parameters the UI extends to allow input of these
parameters.

Function Description
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Asserts
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Asserts Overview

Asserts are generally what determines if a test passes or fails. The data gathered through the test and stored

in resource keys, can be used here to test for actual vs. expected results. The following asserts are available in

SentryOne Test.

Assert Article

Dimension Validation
Grid Comparison
Grid Validation

Data Management Asserts

Directory Existence Directory Asserts

File Content Comparison
File Existence

File Asserts

Expression
Integer Comparison
Range Check
Scalar Comparison
Value Comparison
Xml Comparison

Miscellaneous Asserts

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-data-management-asserts
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-ssis-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-directory-asserts
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-file-asserts
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-miscellaneous-asserts
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Data Management Asserts
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Data Management asserts allow for a quick and easy way to compare and validate data. These asserts can

compare large amounts of data with one simple assert.

Dimension Validation

Function Description

Dimension Validation Structure Defines the grid validation rules.

Grid The grid resource that's validated.

Grid Comparison

Icon Description

The Grid Comparison assert compares two grids, and expects both
sides to be equal. You can specify different criteria for the
comparison.

Grid Comparison Editor

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Function Description

Difference log maximum
size

The maximum number of rows to send to the SentryOne Test Web
Portal if the test group is configured to send results to the server.

Ignore aggregates Specifies whether to ignore aggregate comparisons.

Ignore different rows Specifies whether to ignore rows that differ.

Ignore expected-only
rows

Specifies whether to ignore rows only appearing in the expected grid.

Ignore actual-only rows Specifies whether to ignore rows only appearing in the actual grid.

Include equal rows
Specifies if rows that match are sent to SentryOne Test. By default, only
rows that differ or exist on only one side of the comparison are sent.

Expected results grid
The grid of expected results, the result set that we want our test to
match. A previous action loads the grid to a specific resource key.

Comparison manifest
asset

The comparison manifest asset that determines the items to compare.

Actual results grid
This is the grid of actual results, the result set that our test produced. A
previous action should load the grid to a specific resource key.

Test output message row
limit

Specifies the number of detail rows to include in the error message.

Grid Validation
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Icon Description

The Grid Validation assert is used with a Validation Manifest. The
assertion uses the rules outlined in the Validation Manifest and runs
the asserts to validate the grid.

Grid Validation Assertion Editor

Function Description

Grid The grid you want to run the validation against.

Grid Validation
Manifest

The validation manifest containing the validation rules used in the assert.
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Directory Asserts
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The following assert checks against directories.

Directory Existence

Icon Description

The Directory Existence assert checks if a specified directory exists.

Directory Existence Editor

Function Description

Exists
If selected, the assert checks that the directory exists.  If unchecked, the assert
checks that the directory does not exist.

Target Directory
Path

The path to the directory being checked.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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File Asserts
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The following is a list of asserts for checking if a file exists, or to compare the contents of files:

File Content Comparison

Icon Description

The File Content Comparison assert compares the contents of two
files or the contents of one file against a File Content asset. You can
specify several parameters to meet your comparison needs.

File Content Comparison Editor

Function Description

Comparable File
Source

Select whether to compare a file to a File Content Asset or to another file.

Comparison File
The file comparison's location if you selected to compare a file to a file.
Otherwise, if using a File Content Asset, this can be left blank.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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File Content
Asset

Select the File Content Asset to compare your file to if you selected to use an
asset to compare your file.

Ignore Case Specifies if the comparison ignores letter case.

Ignore Line
Endings

Specifies if the comparison ignores line endings.

Target The location of the file you want to compare.

Trim Spaces Specifies if the comparison ignores spaces on the end of the file.

Function Description

File Existence

Icon Description

The File Existence assert checks if a specified file exists.

File Existence Editor

Function Description

Exists
Determines whether the assert checks that the file exists, or checks that the file
does not exist.

Target File
Path

The location of the file you want to check.
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Miscellaneous Asserts
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The following list is a collection of asserts that can compare a variety of object types.

Expression

Icon Description

The Expression assert lets you enter a free-form expression to use more
powerful combinational logic to validate that one or more resource values
are correct.

Expression Editor

Function Description

Language Select the expression language. Currently only the SimpleFilter language is available.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
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Filter
Expression

To add a clause to the expression, simply select the resource in the left hand combo

box, choose the operator in the middle combo box and type the value you require in

the right hand text box. Selecting the + button adds the specified clause to the

expression. For more information about filter expressions, please see the filtering

topic.

Note:  Help on the filtering language is also available in the editor directly by

selecting on the ? icon in the bottom right.

Function Description

Often when filtering, whether in SQL or using SentryOne Test filters, the identifiers relate to field

names. In this instance, the identifiers relate to resource keys. For example, if there was an Execute

Query Scalar action that generated a resource called MyScalarValue then the expression could include

a clause such as [MyScalarValue] > 10.

Integer Comparison

Icon Description

The Integer Comparison assert tests two integers for different levels of
equality. Specify to test for greater than, less than, or even user defined
tolerances. The integer to compare your actual value to can either be a static
value defined in the element's editor, or from another resource key.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-filtering
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Icon Description
 Important:  The Integer Comparison assertion is now deprecated. While existing projects can still

continue to use it, new products should migrate to using the Value Comparison assertion.

Integer Comparison Editor

Function Description

Comparable Resource
Key

 Select a resource key you want to compare against if you opt not to use a
static value to compare.

Comparable Value
Source

Specifies if the element should use a static value or a resource key to make
the comparison.
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Comparison Mode

Mode Description

Equal
Asserts that the two integers are
equal.

NotEqual
Asserts that the two integers are not
equal.

LessThan
Asserts that the integer is less than
the static value or resource.

GreaterThan
Asserts that the integer is greater
than the static value or resource.

Within Percentage
Tolerance

Asserts that the integer is within a
specified percent of the static value
or resource.

Within Fixed Tolerance
Asserts that the integer is within the
specified tolerance range of the
static value or resource.

Comparison Value The static value to use if you opt for a static value over a resource.

Resource Key The resource key of the integer you want to compare.

Tolerance Specifies the fixed or percent tolerance.

Function Description

Range Check

Icon Description

The Range Check assert checks a resource key's value to see if it's between
the user set maximum and minimum value.

Range Check Editor
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Function Description

Maximum
Value

The maximum allowable value for the Value Resource Key.

Minimum Value The minimum allowable value for the Value Resource Key.

Value
Resource Key

Selects a resource key where you want to compare a value.

Scalar Comparison

Icon Description

The Scalar Comparison assert takes the result of an Execute Scalar action and
compares with either a static value or another scalar result. The scalar values can
be several different types, each with their own specifications of equality.

 Important:  The Scalar Comparison assertion is now deprecated. While existing projects can still

continue to use it, new products should migrate to using the Value Comparison assertion.

Scalar Comparison Editor
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Function Description

Comparable
Resource Key

Enter the resource key for the dynamic value if you do not opt to use a static
value to compare against.

Comparable Value
Source

Specify whether to use a static value or a dynamic value from another
resource key.

Comparison Type

Specify the type of the value to compare:

Boolean Decimal Guid Text

DateTime
Floating
Point

Integer

Equality Type

Specify the equality type:  

Equal
Within Percent
Tolerance

Not
Equal

Within Fixed
Tolerance

Resource Key The value to compare.

Tolerance Specify fixed or percent tolerance for certain value types.

Value Comparison
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Icon Description

The Value Comparison assert is a general purpose comparison for comparing
two single values. It supersedes both the Integer Comparison  and the Scalar
Comparison assertions, presenting a simpler configuration while also
significantly extending the available options.

Value Comparison Editor

There are four main sections to the editor: 

Function Description

Actual Value
This is the value that you want to validate. It always comes from a resource that's
available in the test. To select the resource to test, select the arrow to the right of
the resource name box.

Expected
Value

This is the value that you expect the actual value to match. This can either come
from a static value that you configure in the user interface or from a resource. If
you're using a static value, type the value that you want into the static value box. If
your're using a resource then select that option and pick the resource in the same
way you did for the actual value.

This section specifies the options that we use for comparison:

Comparison Description

Data type
Detected automatically when the actual and expected values
are entered, but can be changed manually to use a different
type for the comparison if necessary.

Static Value Resource
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Comparison

Comparison
type

This is the type of comparison that you want to use, and
different types are available for different comparison types.

For example, 'GreaterThan' is not available for boolean
comparisons and 'StringMatch' is not available for integers.
Some comparison types have additional configuration options,
which are detailed below.

For comparison types 'WithinFixedTolerance' and
'WithinPercentageTolerance' the tolerance options are visible.
There is the choice of entering a symmetric tolerance (i.e.
same amount of tolerance up and down) or the values for the
upper and lower tolerance can be entered specifically. By way
of example, in the image above where we are validating within
a fixed tolerance of 11 with 5 down and 10 up, values between
6 (11-5) and 21 (11+10) would pass the check.

For comparison types 'StringMatch' and 'RegexMatch',

additional string comparison options are available - including

whether to ignore case, ignore line endings and trim spaces

from the start / end of the values to compare. An example of

this is shown in the image below.

Comparison Description

Summary Provides a plain text description of what's configured in the assertion editor.

Function Description

Xml Comparison
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Icon Description

The Xml Comparison assert compares two Xml resources. These
resources can be loaded many different ways, such as a from a Load Asset
that's loading a File Content Asset, result of a query, or even from a Get
Properties Action. The Xml in the resource passes in as a string, and
checks if it's valid Xml compared to the other resource.

Xml Comparison Editor

Function Description

Actual Xml Resource
Key

 The resource key for the Xml you want to compare.

Compare Attribute
Order

When enabled, the comparison compares the order of attributes in an
element, before comparing the content. If left disabled, only the attribute
value is compared.

Expected Xml Resource
Key

The resource key for the Xml you want to compare the Actual Xml against.

Ignore White Space
Specifies whether to ignore any extra spaces or white spaces in or around
elements.

Actual XPath Exclusion

This field takes an XPath string that executes against the Actual Xml once
it loads. Elements found by the XPath are excluded from the comparison
on the Actual side only. This field can be a | (pipe) delimited string,
allowing for multiple XPath items to execute.
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Expected XPath
Exclusion

This field takes an XPath string that executes against the Expected Xml
once it loads. Elements found by the XPath are excluded from the
comparison on the Expected side only. This field can be a | (pipe) delimited
string, allowing for multiple XPath items to execute.

Actual XPath
Comparison

This field takes an XPath string that executes against the  Actual Xml once
it loads. Only the elements found by the XPath are used in the comparison
for the Actual side only.

Expected XPath
Comparison

This field takes an XPath string that executes against the Expected Xml
once it loads. Only the elements found by the XPath are used in the
comparison for the Expected side only.

Function Description
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SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension Assets
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Asset elements are designed to be reusable pieces throughout test development. Many different items may

require the same connection or query, but those elements achieve different goals. Instead of needing to

retype a connection string every time, you can store that connection string in a connection asset. Now every

time that you need the connection, you can select it from a list of available assets.

Assets can be defined at the project, group, or test level. Assets within each of those locations may only be

used by elements within that location. For example, an asset defined at the test level can only be used by that

test, whereas an asset defined at the project level can be used anywhere within that project.

The following assets are available in SentryOne Test Visual Studio Extension.

Asset Article

Azure Storage Rest
Connection
Rest Connection (Basic)
Rest Connection OAuth1
Rest Connection OAuth2
S3 AWS Storage REST
Connection
Salesforce Connection

Cloud Assets

Comparison Manifest
ADO.NET Connection
Data Generation Solution
Delimited Content
Delimited File Reference
Excel File Reference
Fixed Width File
Reference
Grid Collection
Query
Validation Manifest

Data Management Assets

Directory Reference Directory Assets

Text File File Assets

T-SQL Backup / Restore
T-SQL Bulk Insert

SQL Server Assets

Package Reference SSIS Assets

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-cloud-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-data-management-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-directory-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-file-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-sql-server-assets
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-ssis-assets
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Cloud Assets
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The Cloud assets include the items needed to gather data for actions and asserts.

Azure Storage Rest Connection

Description

The Azure Storage Rest Connection asset connects to an Azure Storage API. 

Function Description

Account name
The name of the account required to make the
connection.

Access key
The Access Key for the account that's required
for the connection. 

Rest Connection (Basic)

Icon Description

The Rest Connection (Basic) asset connects to a web API. It's used in the
Execute Rest Query (Grid)  and Execute Rest Query (Scalar) actions.

Settings Tab

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Function Description

User Name The username needed to authenticate to the endpoint Url.

Password The password that authenticates to the endpoint Url.

Use Base 64
Header

Check this option when your endpoint requires you to use a basic authentication
header using Base 64 Encoding.

For example, this is how the header is added to the request:

webRequest.Headers.Add("Authorization", string.Format("Basic {0}",
Convert.ToBase64String(Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(string.Format("{0}:{1}",
UserName, Password)))));

Security
Protocol

Identifies the transport layer security or secure sockets layer used by the
endpoint. The following options are available:

Default TLS1.0 TLS1.2

SSL3 TLS1.1

Headers Tab

Add headers to every request being used by the connection.

Proxy Tab
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Icon Description

Host When connecting to an endpoint using a proxy, enter the address of the proxy server.

Domain (Optional) The domain of the user logging in.

User Name The username to authenticate to the proxy.

Password The password to authenticate to the proxy.

Port The port number needed to connect to the proxy.

Rest Connection OAuth1

Icon Description

The Rest Connection (OAuth1) asset connects to a web API that uses
OAuth1 security. It's used in the Execute Rest Query (Grid)  and Execute
Rest Query (Scalar) actions.

Token Settings Tab

Function Description

API Key Authentication key provided at the application's developer site.

API Secret Authentication secret provided at the application's developer site.

Token The token required by the web API that's provided at the application's developer site.
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Token
Secret

The token's secret password provided at the application's developer site.

Security
Protocol

Identifies the transport layer security or secure sockets layer used by the endpoint.
The following options are available:

Default TLS1.0 TLS1.2

SSL3 TLS1.1

Function Description

Headers Tab

 Add headers to every request being used by the connection.

Proxy Tab

Function Description

Host When connecting to an endpoint using a proxy, enter the address of the proxy server.

Domain (Optional) The domain of the user logging in.

User Name The username to authenticate to the proxy.

Password The password to authenticate to the proxy.

Port The port number needed to connect to the proxy.

Rest Connection OAuth2
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Icon Description

The Rest Connection (OAuth2) asset connects to a web API that uses
OAuth2 security. It's used in the Execute Rest Query (Grid)  and Execute
Rest Query (Scalar) actions.

Access Token Tab

Function Description

Access Token
Carries the necessary information the API uses to determine whether the client is
authorized or not. The access token is provided at the application's developer site.

Is Bearer
Token

An authorization header that's required by some API's.  Select this option If the API
issues a bearer token.

API Key Authentication key provided at the application's developer site.

API Secret Authentication secret provided at the application's developer site.

Security
Protocol

Identifies the transport layer security or secure sockets layer used by the endpoint.
The following options are available:

Default TLS1.0 TLS1.2

SSL3 TLS1.1

Refresh Token Tab
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Function Description

Refresh Token
The token provided by the application or service. This call allows you to
request new access tokens.

Refresh Token
Endpoint

The refresh token URL.

Example: 
https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/auth

Refresh Token
Endpoint Parameters

The query parameters used during the refresh token request.

Example:
 
scope=https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive.file&
 state=security_token%3D138r5719ru3e1%26url%3Dhttps://oa2cb.example.com/myHome&
 redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fmyapp.example.com%2Fcallback&
 response_type=code&
 client_id=8127352506391.apps.googleusercontent.com&
 approval_prompt=force&
 include_granted_scopes=true

Access Token Json
Path

When making the request to get a new access token, the service returns
that access token in Json. This property is the path to that token.

For example the path to the access token below is access_token.
{ "access_token": "ERLKJDSLKDJLK!1231223", "expires_in" : 3180
}

Headers Tab

Add headers to every request being used by the connection.

Proxy Tab

Function Description
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Host When connecting to an endpoint using a proxy, enter the address of the proxy server.

Domain (Optional) The domain of the user logging in.

User Name The username to authenticate to the proxy.

Password The password to authenticate to the proxy.

Port The port number needed to connect to the proxy.

Function Description

S3 AWS Storage REST Connection

Description

The S3 AWS Storage Rest Connection asset connects to an S3 AWS service.

Function Description

Access Key Id The Access Key Id required for the connection.

Access Key The Access Key required for the connection.

Salesforce Connection

Icon Description

The Salesforce Connection asset creates a connection to your Salesforce
source. The editor also allows you to set up a connection through a proxy.

Salesforce Connection Editor
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Function Description

User Name The Salesforce user name.

Password + Security
Token

This field requires both the password and the security token provided by
salesforce to be enetered together.

Server Url An optional field to specify the server that hosts the connection.

Timeout The amount of time to wait before the connection times out.

Use Proxy Check to enable the use of the proxy settings below.

Proxy Host The address of the proxy you want to use.

Proxy Domain Domain address of the proxy.

Proxy User Name User name to log into the proxy.

Proxy Password Password to log into the proxy.

Proxy Port Specify a port to use the proxy connection.

Test Connection Tests the current settings and ensures they can connect.
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Data Management Assets
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The Data Management assets include the items needed to gather data for actions and asserts.

Comparison Manifest

Icon Description

The Comparison Manifest asset is used in the grid comparison
assert. This asset defines how the two grids in the assert compare
to each other. First the you need to gather the left side of the
comparison, then the right. Once both sides of the comparison
have been gathered, you may set which columns to compare and
how to compare them.

Gather Left Columns / Gather Right Columns

Function Description

Expected Results Grid Select the grid you wish to be the left side of the comparison.

Actual Results Grid Select the grid you wish to be the right side of the comparison.

Gather Columns Select Gather Columns to proceed through the Comparison Manifest.

Connection
The location of the data you want to compare. The connection can be set
from an existing connection asset or typed into the connection string box.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Query
The query you want to use to gather the data you want to compare. This
can be typed in the editor box, or pulled from an existing query asset.

Function Description

Comparisons

Function Description Image

Key Columns

Add, edit, or delete the key columns from
each side of the comparison. Select the left
and right column that match as the key
column, and specify if the key is descending.

Comparison
Columns

Set the columns you want to compare.
Columns with the same name and data type
automatically populate to compare. In the
key columns, choose a comparison type
based on the type of the column. Integers
have fixed tolerance options, and strings
have an exact value option or a string match
option with additional parameters.

Aggregate
Comparisons

Set aggregate comparison of columns.
There are several aggregation types to
choose from depending on the types being
compared, as well as standard choices for
comparison types.
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Function Description ImageADO.NET Connection

Icon Description

The ADO.NET Connection asset creates and stores a connection string to a
data source. If you know the connection string, you can simply type it into the
Connection string field, otherwise you can use the connection string builder.

Connection Editor

Function Description
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Provider

The provider type for the connection string.

The following providers are available:

Odbc OracleClient
Microsoft SQL
Server
Compact 4.0

OleDb SqlClient MySQL

Connection String The connection string for the data source.

Configure
Launches the connection string builder, and walks the you through creating the
connection string that's stored in the asset.

Function Description

Connection Properties Window

Function Description

Data Source This is the provider type specified in the element's editor.

Server Name The name of the server where the data source is located.

Log on to the
server

Use window's authentication or provide a specific user name and password.
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Connect to a
database

Select a database located on the server specified, or attach a database file.

Function Description

Note:  Once all items are populated you can select Test Connection to ensure that everything

connects as expected. The connection populates the connection string based on the properties provided

in the element's editor.

Data Generation Solution

Icon Description

The Data Generation Solution asset picks an existing data generation solution
that was created in Pragmatic Workbench, and is later executed with the Data
Generation action.

Data Generation Solution Editor

Function Description

Load
Solution

Select Load solution to open the file picker window. Browse for an existing .dgsln file
and load it into the asset. Once loaded, the editor informs you about the number of
tables affected.

Delimited Content

Icon Description
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The Delimited Content asset stores some delimited data that becomes part
of the test assembly. This enables, for example, an easy set up for static data
as a data driven testing source.

Icon Description

Initial view

Function Description

File content
Type the data that you would like to store in the test assembly. This data
stores in asset files and can be in any delimited format.

Delimiter / Quote

These are the delimiter and quote that the file has. The asset's format
detection routine always checks tab, pipe and comma for delimiters and both
single and double quotes for the quote. If your file uses a different delimiter
or quote, you can enter them here.

Detect format Begins the process of detecting the format of the file and columns.

After scan view
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Function Description

Format

This lists the formats that have been evaluated, along with their scores. A higher
score indicates better compliance (consistent number of columns across rows
and a higher number of columns in total). The format with the highest score is
pre-selected; unless a custom delimiter or quote was specified, in which case the
custom format is pre-selected. Note:  The format selection is only available
immediately after running the format detection process. When coming back to
edit the asset later, this option disappears.

Delimiter / Quote Shows the currently selected delimiter and quote.

Lines to skip The number of lines of pre-amble to skip.

Has header row
Select this if the file has a header row containing column names. The header row
comes after any pre-amble.

Treat empty as
NULL

Select this if empty values should be rendered as values.

Encoding
the encoding that's used to read the file. If your file contains special characters
that are represented incorrectly on preview, it's likely that the encoding needs
changing.

Culture
This is the culture that's used to interpret the source data as typed values.
Decimal points and date formats are those where the culture requires particular
attention.

Preview Data Displays the preview of the data using the selected option in a grid view.

Delimited File Reference

Icon Description
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The Delimited File Reference asset selects a delimited file and gathers
information about both its format and the data it contains.

Icon Description

Initial view

Function Description

File name
Paste the file name here or use the ellipsis button to select a file. A parameterized
value may be used in the form %parameterName% or.

Delimiter /
Quote

These are the delimiter and quote that the file has. The asset's format detection
routine always checks tab, pipe and comma for delimiters and both single and double
quotes for the quote. If your file uses a different delimiter or quote, you can enter
them here.

Lines to skip
This is the number of rows of pre-amble to skip. Auto automatically finds out how
much pre-amble there is. Note:  Header rows are automatically detected.

Lines to
scan

This is the number of lines of data to scan while detecting column formats.

Detect
format

Begins the process of detecting the format of the file and columns.

After scan view
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Function Description

File name
Paste the file name here or use the ellipsis button to select a file. A
parameterized value may be used in the form %parameterName% or.

Format

This lists the formats that have been evaluated, along with their scores. A higher
score indicates better compliance (consistent number of columns across rows and
a higher number of columns in total). The format with the highest score is pre-
selected unless a custom delimiter or quote was specified, in which case the
custom format is pre-selected. Note:   The format selection is only available
immediately after running the format detection process. When coming back to
edit the asset later, this option disappears.

Delimiter /
Quote

Shows the currently selected delimiter and quote.

Lines to skip The number of lines of pre-amble to skip.

Has header row
Select this is the file has a header row containing column names. The header row
comes after any pre-amble.

Treat empty as
NULL

Select this if empty values should be rendered as values.
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Encoding
The encoding that's used to read the file. If your file contains special characters
that are represented incorrectly on preview, it's likely that the encoding needs
changing.

Culture
The culture that's used to interpret the source data as typed values. Decimal
points and date formats are those where the culture requires particular attention.

Preview Data Displays the preview of the data using the selected option in a grid view.

Change
delimiters

Change the custom delimiters and run the format detection again.

Column list
Each column is presented along with a list of types. This list is derived by
attempting format conversion on a variety of formats. You can change the
resulting type to any of the allowable formats.

Function Description

Excel File Reference

Description

Stores an excel file as a connection asset.

Function Description

File Name
The name of the excel file that's used for the
asset connection.

Sheet name, range reference, or named range
name

The name of the excel sheet that's used for the
asset connection.

Start from row Select the row where the asset starts the count.

Has Header row
Select whether the first row is recognized as the
header row.

Detect Format
Begins the process of detecting the format of
the columns.
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Function Description

Function Description

File Name
The name of the excel file that's used for the
asset connection.

Sheet name, range reference, or named range
name

The name of the excel sheet that's used for the
asset connection.

Start from row Select the row where the asset starts the count.

Has header row
Select whether the first row is recognized as the
header row.

Preview Data Preview the selected data in the asset.

Fixed Width File Reference

Icon Description

The Fixed Width File Reference asset references a fixed width file and,
after specifying the column widths, determines the format data each
column represents.

Initial view
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Function Description

File name
Paste the file name here or use the ellipsis button to select a file. A parameterized
value may be used in the form %parameterName% or.

Lines to scan The number of lines of data to scan while detecting column formats.

File type

The type of flat file that's being referenced. Three file types are available:

Type Description

Ragged right

This is a file where the last column is not fixed
width, with each line terminated by a carriage
return and/or line feed. A line is parsed if it's at
least as long as the sum of the widths of all but the
last column.

Fixed width with line
breaks

This is a file where lines terminated by a carriage
return and/or line feed. A line is parsed if it's at
least as long as the sum of the widths of all
columns.

Fixed width without
line breaks

This is a file where there are no line breaks, and the
data comes in a continuous stream. Every x
characters are parsed where x is the sum of the
widths of all columns.

Columns

This is the list of column widths that is parsed from the file. You can use the + and -
buttons to add or remove columns to/from the end of the list. Alternatively, you can
place the caret in the first column width box, type the width and then press enter.
This adds a new column where you can repeat the same process. Note:  Pressing
enter in a width box only adds a new column if you are currently in the last box.
Pressing enter on any other boxes moves focus to the next box.

Detect
format

Begins the process of detecting the format of the columns.
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After scan view

Function Description

File name
Paste the file name here or use the ellipsis button to select a file. A
parameterized value may be used in the form %parameterName% or.

Has header row
Select this if the file has a header row containing column names. The header row
comes after any pre-amble.

Treat empty as
NULL

Select this if empty values should be rendered as values.

Encoding
The encoding that's used to read the file. If your file contains special characters
that are represented incorrectly on preview, it's likely that the encoding needs
changing.

Culture
The culture that's used to interpret the source data as typed values. Decimal
points and date formats are those where the culture requires particular
attention.

Preview Data Displays the preview of the data using the selected option in a grid view.

Change
delimiters

Change the custom delimiters and run the format detection again.

Column list
Each column is presented along with a list of types. This list is derived by
attempting format conversion on a variety of formats. You can change the
resulting type to any of the allowable formats.

Grid Collection

Icon Description
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The Grid Collection asset stores the details of a grid that can be used
over and over using the Load Grid from Asset action. Supply a
connection string and a query that pulls the information for the grid.
Both the connection and the query can be typed or pulled from
another asset.

Icon Description

Grid Collection Editor

Function Description

Connection
Connection string to the data source, can either be typed manually or pulled from an
existing connection asset.

Copy From
Asset

Copy the connection string data from the connection asset.

Connection
String

Connection string to the data source, can either be typed manually or pulled from an
existing connection asset.

Low memory
mode

Toggles whether the grid is stored on disk or in memory.

Is Disk Based
Store the query restuls within a temporary file instead of in memory. This option is
best used for larger data sets.

Query The query responsible for gathering the data for the grid.

Query 

Icon Description
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The Query asset stores queries.

Icon Description

When connecting to a SQL Server or Azure SQL instance, the query editor includes an advanced editing

experience. You can select the connection from the drop-down at the top of the editor, which loads

information about the schema of the database where the query runs. The selection is remembered for the

duration of the session.

When connecting to a SQL Server or Azure SQL instance, the query editor provides the following features:

Feature Description

Code completion Suggestion lists after . or when Ctrl+Space is pressed.

Quick info Hover over an object name for information about that object.

Refactoring
Tracked renaming of variables and temporary objects, query formatting, object
qualification.

Parameter
information

Shows the parameters expected for procedure and function calls.

Column choosers Select table that you want to resolve an ambiguous column.

Synonym
resolution

Work with synonyms with the full IntelliSense experience.
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Shortcuts e.g. 'ssf' -> 'SELECT * FROM', st100 -> 'SELECT TOP 100 * FROM'.

Tab expansion Select tab when the caret is to the right of a * to specify all columns.

Feature Description

Note:  A summary of the available functions can be found by selecting the ? icon in the bottom right

hand corner of the editor.

Validation Manifest

Icon Description

The Validation Manifest selects a grid, and then add rules to validate the
content of the grid. There are different available rules for any given type
available in the grid.

Validation Manifest Editor

Function Description

Select
Grid

When the editor first opens, the only available option is the Select Grid button which
displays all available grids in the test to validate. Once a grid is selected, then the ability
to add validation columns will be available.

Note:  If you want to validate the fact that the grid is empty (for example, because
your query only returns rows that fail) you can select the Only pass validation if no rows
are present option.
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Remove Deletes the selected rule from the manifest.

New Expands the editor to show the column selector and comparison type picker.

Function Description

Function Description

Column Selects a column from the grid to apply the comparison.

Comparison
Type

The available comparison types vary depending on the type of the selected column.
The comparison type uses the Comparison Value field to execute the validation.

Is
Aggregated

If selected, and the column's type allows for aggregation, then another field allows
you to select the type of aggregation.

Comparison
Value

The comparison value is compared to the row of each column using the previoulsy
selected Comparison Type.

Cancel Cancels out of the new comparison without saving.

Add
Enables once all fields are populated for the new rule and saves the rule to the
Validation Manifest.
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Directory Assets
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Directory Reference

Icon Description

The Directory Reference asset stores a reference to a directory path.

The Directory Reference asset editor allows you to enter the directory path that you want to reference.

Select the ellipsis to choose the directory with a normal directory browser. The path can also be

parameterized.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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File Assets
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Text File

Icon Description

The Text File assets is specifies the content of a text file. This
asset is used for the File Create action as well as the File Content
Comparison assert.

Text File Editor

Function Description

File Content
The text to make up the file. Select Pop Out to display a larger space to type
the content of the file.

Pop Out Editor

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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SQL Server Assets
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The SQL Server assests provide a way to Backup, Restore, or initiate a Bulk Insert. Having these items as

assets allows for quick development of tests without needing to duplicate the commands contained within

the asset.

T-SQL Backup / Restore

Icon Description

The T-SQL Backup / Restore asset stores a backup or restore SQL
command, that can later be used with the Execute Query Command
action. Backups and restores use the default backup location of the
system running the test.

Backup / Restore Editor

Function Description

Mode Select either Backup or Restore.

Database The name of the database to back up or restore.

File Name The name of the file to restore, or the name to give the backup.

T-SQL Bulk Insert

Icon Description

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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The T-SQL Bulk Insert asset stores the information for a bulk insert
that can be executed using the Execute Query Command action.
Specifiy the table that the data is inserted into, a file that contains the
information, and the field separator.

Icon Description

Bulk Insert Editor

Function Description

Table The table where the data is inserted.

File Name The location of the file that holds the data to be inserted.

Field
Separator

Specify if the data uses a separator other than the default tab.
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SSIS Assets
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The SSIS asset allows for a quick way to reference a package for tests multiple times, without the need to re-

select it for each test you want to execute against it.

Package Reference

Icon Description

The Package Reference assets holds the location of an SSIS package.
SentryOne Test has support for 2008, 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2017 packages.
Browse for a package stored in a file system, or provide the connection string
for packages stored on a server or catalog. The catalog option is only available
for 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2017 package references. Once the file location is
added or the connection string is supplied, select Load to obtain a list of
available packages. Once selected, the package can be loaded using the Load
Package action.

For 2008, 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2017

File Tab

Function Description

File
Location of the package on the file system. The user can either type in directly, or use the
browse button to search the machine for location of the package.

Selected Specify a location and select load to populate the area with available packages.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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SQL Tab

Function Description

Connection
The connection string to the location of stored packages. This can either be typed or
pulled from an existing Connection asset.

Selected
Enter a connection string and select load to populate the area with packages found on
the server.

For 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2017

Catalog Tab

Function Description

Connection
The connection string to the catalog's location. This can either be typed or pulled from
an existing Connection asset.

Selected
Enter a connection string and select load to populate the area with packages found in
the catalog.
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SentryOne Test Web Portal Recipes
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Create tests quickly and easily with the Recipes page on the SentryOne Test Web Portal. Recipes are pre-

defined templates that make creating tests without Visual Studio a simple task. The following recipes are

templates for common test case scenarios that enable you to build tests without using the Visual Studio

environment. 

Note:  The recipes available on the SentryOne Test Web Portal are also available in the Visual Studio

Extension. For more information about the recipes in the VSE, see the Visual Studio Extension Recipes

article. 

Select Build Recipe from one of the following recipes to open that recipe's configuration page:

Database column uniqueness check
The Database column uniqueness check verifies the uniqueness of a column or set of columns in a database

table. 

Create a Database column uniqueness check test by completing the following steps on the Recipe's

configuration page: 

1. Enter a meaningful Name for your test.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-recipes
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2. Select a test framework from the Test Framework drop-down list. 

3. Select the remote agent you’d like to use to run the test from the Remote Agent drop-down list.

Note:  Selecting a remote agent opens the Retrieving list of database providers... pop up window,

which verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection makes the Select a Provider

drop-list available for selection.

4. Select a provider from the Select a Provider drop-down list, enter the connection string for your

connection, then select Connect to verify the connection. 
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Note:  Selecting Connect opens the Retrieving a list of database providers...  pop up window, which

verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection makes the Table drop-down box

available for selection.

5. Select a table from the Table drop-down list. 

Note:  Selecting a table opens the Retrieving list of database providers... pop up window, which

verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection displays a list of columns from the

selected table.

6. Select the desired columns from the Column(s) list, and then select Build Test Assembly to create your

Database column uniqueness check. 

Success: The test assembly is created and available in the Unexecuted Assemblies data testing

dashboard.
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Database column range check
The Database column range check verifies the values within a specific database table column are within a

defined range.

Create a Database column range check test by completing the following steps on the Recipe's configuration

page: 

1. Enter a meaningful name for your test.

2. Select a test framework from the Test Framework drop-down list.

3. Select the remote agent you’d like to use to run the test from the Remote Agent drop-down list.

Test Assembly Built Successfully

Test Assembly in Unexecuted Assemblies
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Note:  Selecting a remote agent opens the Retrieving list of database providers... pop up

window, which verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection makes the Select a

Provider drop-down list available for selection.

4.  Select a provider from the Select a Provider drop-down list, enter the connection string for your

connection, then select Connect to verify the connection.

Note:  Selecting Connect opens the Retrieving a list of database providers...  pop up window, which

verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection makes the Table drop-down list

available for selection.

5. Select a table from the Table drop-down list.

Note:  Selecting a table opens the Retrieving list of database providers... pop up window , which
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verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection makes the Column(s) drop-down list

available for selection.

6. Select a column from the Column(s) drop-down list.

7. Enter a minimum and maximum value for the range check, select any desired informational columns to

include in the assembly, then select Build Test to create your Database column range check. 

Success: The test assembly is created and available in the Unexecuted Assemblies data testing

dashboard.
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Database column standard deviation
The Database column Standard deviation verifies the standard deviation of values within a database table

column. 

Create a Database column standard deviation test by completing the following steps on the Recipe's

configuration page:

1. Enter a meaningful Name for your test.

2. Select a test framework from Test Framework the drop-down list.

3. Select the remote agent you’d like to use to run the test from the Remote Agent drop-down list. 

4. Select a provider from the Select a Provider drop-down list, enter the connection string for your

connection, then select Connect to verify the connection.
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Note:  Selecting Connect opens the Retrieving a list of database providers...  pop up window,

which verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection makes the Table drop-down

list available for selection.

5. Select a table from the Table drop-down list.

Note:  Selecting a table opens the Retrieving list of database providers... pop up window , which

verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection makes the Standard Deviation

Column drop-down list available for selection.

6. Select a column from the Standard Deviation Column drop-down list.
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7. Select any desired grouping columns from the Grouping columns check list, enter a value for the Max

Standard Deviation, then select Build Test Assembly to create your Standard Deviation Test.

Success: The test assembly is created and available in the Unexecuted Assemblies data testing

dashboard.

Database table row count comparison
The Database table row count comparison verifies the row counts between database tables. 

Create a Database table row count comparison test by completing the following steps on the Recipe's

configuration page:
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1. Enter a meaningful Name for your test.

2. Select a test framework from the Test Framework drop-down list.

3. Select the remote agent you’d like to use to run the test from the Remote Agent drop-down list. 

4. Select a provider from the Source Database Provider drop-down list, enter the connection string for the

connection, then select Connect to verify the connection. 
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Note:  Selecting Connect opens the Retrieving a list of database providers...  pop up window, which

verifies that a connection can be made. A successful connection makes the Use Source Provider and

Connection for Target checkbox, and Source Tables drop-down box available for selection.  

5. Repeat step four for the Target Database Provider if you wish to connect a different source connection

for the comparison, or select Use Source Provider and Connection for Target to use the same connection. 

6. Select a Source Table, and a Target Table from the drop down lists, then select Add to add the

comparison. Repeat this step as many times as desired.

7. Select Build Test Assembly to create your row count comparison test. 
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Success: The test assembly is created and available in the Unexecuted Assemblies data testing

dashboard.
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SentryOne Test Web Portal System Settings
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Manage the System settings within your testing environment in the SentryOne Test Web Portal System

Settings tab. 

Manage Annotation Types

Annotations allow meaningful descriptions to be assigned to tests. These can be useful when business users

are trying to make sense of test results on the SentryOne Test Web Portal, and appear on the test

management page for a test. 

Note:  Annotation types can also be created in the Visual Studio Extension. For more information, see

the Visual Studio Extension Integrating with the Remote Agent  article.

SentryOne Test has the following Annotation Types built in by default:

Type Description Explanation

LegiTest.Description Description
Displays a user entered
description for the Test object
or assembly.

LegiTest.ResolutionSteps Resolution Steps

Displays the user entered
resolution steps for the test
object or assembly.

LegiTest.UserErrorMessage User Error Message
Displays an error message for
the test object or assembly.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-integrating-remote-agent
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Note:  The default Annotation Types within the SentryOne Test Web Portal cannot be edited or

deleted.

Create a new Annotation Type in the SentryOne Test Web Portal by completing the following steps:

1. Select New to open the Add Annotation Type  window.

2. Enter a Type Name and Description for your Annotation Type, then select Save to create the annotation. 

Edit custom Annotation Types by selecting .

Save the edits made by selecting or cancel by selecting .

User Settings

Manage the users and organizations within the SentryOne Test Web Portal via User Settings. 

Switch to a different organization by completing the following steps: 

Select your organization name to open the Organization window. Select an organization from the drop down

menu and then select OK to apply the changes. 
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User Options Context menu

Select to open the User Options context menu. 

Button Description Image

Opens the License Status page which provides
details about your SentryOne Test license.

Opens the End User License Agreement for
SentryOne Test.

Opens the SentryOne User Management page.

Select Manage Users to be able to add new or
manage existing users for your SentryOne
software. 

Log out of the SentryOne Test Web Portal. 

Select Organization name

Choose Organization
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SentryOne Test Web Portal Notification Engine
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

The Notification Engine in the SentryOne Test Web Portal allows you to create notification subscriptions, as

well as actions to take for those subscriptions across the events in your testing environment. You can apply

message templates to events, or create custom message templates. The Notification Engine allows you to

configure notification targets that can be used and reused across the subscriptions and events in your

testing environment. 

Notification Subscriptions

The Notification Subscription page allows you to create and manage the notification subscriptions for test

assemblies across your testing environment. Opening the page displays all of your current test subscriptions.

Page Function Description

Subscription
Name

The name of the test that you are subscribed to.

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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Event Name

The event outcome that your subscription is monitoring.

The following Event types are available:

Event Type Description

LegiTest.TestObjectFailed
An object(s) in the test assembly
failed during execution.

LegiTest.TestExecutionFailed
The test assembly failed during
execution.

LegiTest.TestObjectPassed
An object(s) in the test assembly
passed during execution.

Created The date and time when the test assembly subscription was created.

No. of Executions The number of tests executed within the test assembly.

Last Execution The date and time of the most recent test execution. 

Last Status The status result of the most recent test execution.

Page Function Description

Button Description Image

/

Displays whether the subscription is
enabled or disabled. Select the button
to toggle the test subscription on or off
.

Note:  Newly created Notification
Subscriptions are set to Disabled by
default. Select the Disabled button to
enable the subscription.

To disable the subscription, select the
Enabled button to open the Confirm
Disable window, and then select OK.

Opens the Edit Subscription page for
the desired subscription.  
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Deletes the desired Test Notification
Subscription from the SentryOne Test
Web Portal.

Select the Delete Subscription button
to open the Confirm Subscription
Deletion window, and then select
OK to delete the subscription. 

Displays the Notification Log page for
the desired subscription. 

Button Description Image

Creating a New Test Subscription

Create a new test Subscription by completing the following steps:

1. Select New on the Notification Subscription page to open the Create subscription page.

Note:  You can also create a new subscription for a selected test on the Dashboard Summary page.

Select on the desired test to open the Create subscription page.

2. Enter a Name for the Test Subscription, and then select an Event type from the drop-down list that you

want the subscription to monitor. 
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Note:  Selecting an event type displays a Sample Event schema for the event type.

Minimize the Sample Event schema by selecting View Sample Event Schema.

3. Enter a filter for your test, or select to Hide Filters. 

Note:  Selecting to create a subscription for a test assembly or test object on the Data Testing

dashboard automatically filters the subscription to only include the selected test assembly or object.
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For more information about filtering within SentryOne Test, see the Notification Subscription Filtering

topic.

4. Create a target action to take place when this subscription triggers. At least one target action needs to be

added to the subscription. Select a pre-configured target action type, or select to configure a new target

action from the Type drop-down list. 

Note:  Selecting a pre-configured target displays that target's form. Selecting to configure a new

target action displays the form for you to configure.

5. Select a Message Template to launch for your action from the Message Template drop-down list. 

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-subscription-filters
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Note:  For more information about the Message Templates available in the SentryOne Test Web

Portal, see the Message Template section.

6. Select Add Target if you would like to add more targets to the subscription. After you're finished adding

targets, select Test Subscription to open the Test Subscription window, and then select Test Now to test

the subscription. 

7. Select Save Subscription to save your subscription to the Notification Subscriptions page. 

Test Now Test Subscription Successful
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Success: Your subscription is now on the Notification Subscriptions page!

Note:  Selecting to create a subscription for a test assembly on the Data Testing  dashboard

automatically filters the subscription to only include the selected test assembly.

Actions

Create custom actions to trigger in the event of user-specified testing outcomes within your testing
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environment.

Function Description

Action Name The name of the action.

Created The date and time when the action was created.

No. of Executions The number of times the action has executed.

Last Execution The date and time of the most recent action execution.

Last Status The result of the most recent action execution.

Button Description Image

Opens the Edit Action page for the desired
action. 

Deletes the desired action from SentyOne Test.

Select the Delete Action button to open the
Confirm Action Deletion window, and then
select OK to delete the action.

Creating a New Action

Create a new action in the SentryOne Test Web Portal by completing the following steps:

1. Select New on the Actions page to open the Create Action window.

2. Enter a name for the new action.
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3. Select an existing, or create a new type of target for the action. For more information about targets, see the

Notification Targets section of this article.

4. Select a message template to trigger for the action, and then select  Save Action to create the action.

Note:  LegiTest Action is the recommended template to use for an action.
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Success: Your action is created and available on the Actions page.

Triggering an Action

Actions can be triggered as a result of a user-specified test outcome. Launch actions directly from the

Assertion Details page of a selected test assembly to draw attention to specific information.

Select the action you want to trigger from the drop-down menu, and then select  to trigger the action. 

Success: Your action has successfully triggered. 

Select Action Trigger action for selected row
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Message Templates

Message templates apply to events received by the Notification Engine. The templates are used to create

formatted output that forms the content of a notification. You can create message templates that generate

the content for a notification email, and include specific data from the event that triggered it.

Function Description

Name The name of the message template.

Content
Type

The format type of the message. The following message formats are available for the
SentryOne Test Web Portal:

HTML
Plain Text

Button Description Image
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Opens the Edit Message window for the selected
template in a view-only mode.

Note:  The default message templates in the
SentryOne Test Web Portal cannot be edited or deleted.

Opens the Edit Message template window for the
selected custom template.

Deletes the selected message template.

Button Description Image

The following Message Templates are available in the SentryOne Test Web Portal : 

HTML Plain Text

LegiTest Dynamic Status With Annotations
Html

LegiTest Failure Plaintext

LegiTest Dynamic Status Html LegiTest Success Plaintext

LegiTest Failure HTML LegiTest VSTS

LegiTest Success HTML LegiTest Execution Failure Plaintext

LegiTest Execution Failure Html

LegiTest Action
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Open a message template by selecting .

Edit Message Template Window

Message Template

Note:  The default message templates within the SentryOne Test Web Portal cannot be edited.
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Function Description

Name The name of the message template you are viewing.

Content Type The format of the message template.

Template
Content

A code view of the message template. 

Event Type Schema Reference

Function Description

View sample schema for event
type

Displays a sample schema of the message template for a
selected event type. The following event types are available:

LegiTest.TestObjectFailed
LegiTest.TestExecutionFailed
LegiTest.TestObjectPassed

Preview
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Function Description Image

Preview message using
sample schema for event
type:

Select a sample message schema
for a selected event type.

Show Preview
Displays the sample message
schema.

Creating a New Message Template

Create a new message template in the SentryOne Test Web Portal with the existing default templates by

completing the following steps:

1. Copy the desired default message template.
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2. Select New to open the Create New Message Template window.

3. Enter a name for the test, select a content type, and then paste the desired schema into the Template

Content text box.
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4. Select Add to create the new message template.
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Success: Your custom Message Template is now available for selection!

Notification Target
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A notification target is an action or outcome destination that triggers in response to an event occurring.

SentryOne Test has the following built-in base targets that you can configure on a per-subscription basis : 

Create Visual Studio Team
Services Work Item

REST Call (Basic
authentication)

REST Call (OAUTH2
authentication)

Email (SMTP)
REST Call (OAUTH1
authentication)

SMS Text Message

Use these base targets to create custom targets that are pre-configured for your testing environment.

Custom targets can be reused across multiple subscriptions. Select to begin configuring a custom target.

Function Description

Name The name of the target or target form.

Type The type of target ( Base or Custom).

Button Description Image

Opens the selected Create Custom
Notification target configuration
form.

Opens the Edit Custom Notification
Target window.
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Deletes the selected custom target.

Button Description Image

Create Visual Studio Team Services Work Item form

Function Description

Name The name of your target.

Username
The username that's needed to authenticate with Visual Studio.

Note:  Alternate credentials must be enabled by the desired username. 

Password The password that's needed to authenticate with Visual Studio.

Host Name The name of the Visual Studio Team Services host that contains the target project. 

Collection
Name

The name of the team project collection that contains the project.

Project
Name

The name of the target project.

Work Item
Type

The type of work item you want to create.

Create Email (SMTP) form
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Function Description

Name The name of your target. 

Host The host address for your SMTP server.

Port

The port number that your SMTP server requires.

Note:  The most common port for non-secured email servers is 25, and is
443 for secured email servers.

Enable SSL Turn on SSL for your target.

Use Default
Credentials

Uses the default credentials for your target authentication. 

Timeout in Seconds
The time to wait before the email server sends your message(s) in seconds.

Note:  The default timeout is 100 seconds.

Service Provider
Name

The Service Provider Name (SPN) to use for authentication when using
extended protection.

Username The username to authenticate with the email server.

Password The password to authenticate with the email server.

Subject The subject of the email message.
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Reply To Email
Addresses

An alternate email to reply to rather than the From Address.

Priority

The priority of the email alert being sent. The following priority levels are
available:

Low
Normal
High

Is Message HTML Determines whether the message renders as HTML or Plain text.

CC Email Addresses Email addresses you want to carbon copy.

BCC Email Addresses Email addresses you want to blind carbon copy.

To Email Addresses The email address(es) where the message is sent.

From Email Address The email address that displays as the sender of the message.

From Display Name The name that displays as the sender of the message.

Function Description

Create REST Call (Basic authentication) form

Function Description
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Name The name of your target.

Username The username needed to authenticate with the host.

Password The password needed to authenticate with the host.

Use base64 authentication
header

Enables the base64 authentication header.

Endpoint URL The URL where the notification is posted.

Content Type The content type used to send data to the server.

HTTP request method

The HTTP request method to use for the REST call. The following
request methods are selectable: 

Get
Post
Put
Delete
Patch

Headers

Any custom headers required.

Note:  Enter one header per line in the following format:
header=value

Security protocol

Identifies the transport layer security, or secure sockets layer used by
the endpoint. The following security protocols are selectable :

Default
SsI3
TIs
TIs11
TIs12

Proxy host name
The host name of the proxy to use.

Note:  Proxy settings are optional.

Proxy port The port of the proxy to use.

Proxy username The username needed to authenticate with the proxy.

Proxy password The password need to authenticate with the proxy.

Proxy domain The domain needed to authenticate with the proxy.

Function Description

Create REST Call (OAuth1 authentication) form
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Function Description

Name The name of your target.

Api key The authentication key that's provided at the application's developer site.

Api secret The authentication secret that's provided at the application's developer site.

Token
The token that's required by the web Api. This information is provided at the
application's developer site.

Token secret The token's secret password that's provided at the application's developer site.

Signature type

The signature type to use.

The following signature types are available:
HMACSHA1
HMACSHA256
Plain text

Endpoint URL The URL where the notification is posted.

Content type The content type used to send data to the server.
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HTTP request
method

The HTTP request method to use for the REST call.

The following request methods are available: 
Get
Post
Put
Delete
Patch

Headers

Any custom headers required.

Note:  Enter one header per line in the following format:
header=value

Security protocol

Identifies the transport layer security, or secure sockets layer used by the
endpoint.

The following security protocols are available:
Default
SsI3
TIs
TIs11
TIs12

Proxy host name
The host name of the proxy to use.

Note:  Proxy settings are optional.

Proxy port The port of the proxy to use.

Proxy username The username needed to authenticate with the proxy.

Proxy password The password need to authenticate with the proxy.

Proxy domain The domain needed to authenticate with the proxy.

Function Description

Create REST Call (OAuth2 authentication) form
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Function Description

Name The name of your target.

Api key
The authentication key that's provided at the application's developer
site.

Api secret
The authentication secret that's provided at the application's
developer site.

Access token
The Access Token that's provided at the application's developer site
and carries the necessary information to determine if the client is
authorized. 

Is bearer token
An authorization header that's required by some APIs.

Note:  Check this box if the API issues a bearer token.

Refresh token
The token given to you by the application or service.

Note:  Refresh tokens allow you to request new Access Tokens.

Refresh token request URL The URL where refresh tokens are sent.

Refresh token request
parameters

The query parameters that are used when the refresh token is
requested. 

Refresh token access JSON
path

If you make a request for a new access token, the service returns the
access token in JSON. This property is the path to the JSON access
token.
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Endpoint URL The URL where the notification is posted.

Content type The content type used to send data to the server. 

HTTP request method

The HTTP request method to use for the REST call.

The following request methods are available: 
Get
Post
Put
Delete
Patch

Headers

Any custom headers required.

Note:  Enter one header per line in the following format:
header=value

Security protocol

Identifies the transport layer security, or secure sockets layer used by
the endpoint.

The following security protocols are available :
Default
SsI3
TIs
TIs11
TIs12

Proxy host name
The host name of the proxy to use.

Note:  Proxy settings are optional.

Proxy port The port of the proxy to use.

Proxy username The username needed to authenticate with the proxy.

Proxy password The password need to authenticate with the proxy.

Proxy domain The domain needed to authenticate with the proxy.

Function Description

Create SMS Text Message form
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Function Description

Name The name of your target.

Host The host address for your SMTP server.

Port

The port number that your SMTP server requires.

Note:  The most common port for non-secured email servers is 25, and is
443 for secured email servers.

Enable SSL Turn on SSL for your target.

Use Default
Credentials

Uses the default credentials for your target authentication.

Timeout in Seconds
The time to wait before the email server sends your message(s) in seconds.

Note:  The default timeout is 100 seconds.

Username The username needed to authenticate your SMTP server. 

Password The password needed to authenticate your SMTP server.

Subject The subject of the message. 
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Priority

The priority of the alert being sent.

The following priority levels are available:
Low
Normal
High

SMS Provider The provider of the SMS or MMS services.

Phone Numbers
The phone numbers where the message is sent.

Note:  Separate phone numbers by a semicolon ( ; ) or comma ( , ).

From Email Address The email address that displays as the sender of the message.

From Display Name The name that displays as the sender of the message.

Function Description

Creating a New Target

Create a new target in the SentryOne Test Web Portal by completing the following steps:

1. Select to open the desired target configuration form. 

2. Enter the appropriate configuration information into the form, and then select Save to create your target. 

Success: Your new notification target is now available!

Complete form Select Save
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SentryOne Test Web Portal Remote Agents
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Overview
Manage the remote agents within your testing environment on the Remote Agents page. Add or Delete

remote agents, or verify the connection with the Remote Agent.

Note:  For more information about installing a Remote Agent for your testing environment, see the

Installing SentryOne Test  article. 

Function Description

Machine Name The name of the remote agent.

Date Registered
The day and time when the remote agent was successfully registered with the
SentryOne Test Web Portal.

Description Details about the remote agent.

Last Signal
Received

The day and time when the SentryOne Test Web Portal last made a successful
connection to the Remote agent.

Button Description Image

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-installation
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Select this button to edit the
description of the selected remote
agent.

Note:  Editing the description of
the remote agent only changes the
description on the SentryOne Test
Web Portal .

Select this button to open the Check
Remote Agent Connectivity
window. Select Start Connectivity
check to begin a check of the
Remote Agent connection. 

Select this button to open the
Delete Remote Agent window.
Select Delete Remote Agent  to
delete the selected Remote Agent
from SentryOne Test.

Note:  You can't delete a Remote
Agent that is running.

 Important:  Selecting to delete a
Remote Agent does not uninstall the
Remote agent from the machine.

Select this button to open the
Assembly Run Logs  page for the
selected Remote Agent. 

Button Description Image

SentryOne Test Remote Agent Log Files
The SentryOne Test remote agent produces logs that can assist with troubleshooting. 

For example:

If the remote agent encounters a communication or authentication problem with the SentryOne Test

server, you should check the log files. The issue can't be debugged from the SentryOne Test Portal if the

remote agent can't authenticate and push the information up to the server.

If you have a remote agent that has executed tests, but they failed, then the test execution log output

Check Connectivity Check Successful
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captured from NUnit/MSTest is uploaded to the SentryOne Test Portal and those types of issues can be

debugged from the portal side. 

Access test run logs by selecting the View Test Logs icon for the remote agent via the Remote

Agents screen.

In addition, for the most recent test run, you can go directly from the main Summary dashboard. If

the log file for that execution is available, the Most Recent Execution column for a solution has a

file icon after the time to view that log information.

Log Files Location

View the remote agent log files at the following file path: 

%programdata%\Pragmaticworks

There are two different types of log files:

SentryOneTestRemoteAgent.log

SentryOneTestRemoteAgent_{YourRemoteAgentName}.log

SentryOneTestRemoteAgent.log

This is a general log file that contains only the initialization information about the remote agents you have

installed.

SentryOneTestRemoteAgent_{YourRemoteAgentName}.log

Once a remote agent has been fully initialized and has its identity, it switches from the general

SentryOneTestRemoteAgent.log file to its own isolated file

(SentryOneTestRemoteAgent_{YourRemoteAgentName}.log).
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SentryOne Test Web Portal Data Driven Testing
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

Data Driven Testing
Data driven testing allows you to repeat the same test many times, based on dynamic source data. Each row

of evaluated data in a Data Driven test represents a separate scenario based around a testing structure, with

different variables, and possibly different results. Data Driven Tests that are published to the SentryOne Test

Web Portal display in this way, with each row from the evaluated data representing an individual testing

component. In the SentryOne Test Web Portal users can inspect each individual scenario as a separate test

online.

Note:  For information about creating a Data Driven Test in the Visual Studio Extension, see the Data

Driven Testing Visual Studio Extension article.

Data Driven Tests  that are published to the SentryOne Test Web Portal display on the Data Testing

Dashboard. Drill down into a selected test assembly, and select the test component with the page icon  to

open the Data Driven Test Cases  page. 

Data Driven Test Cases

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-extension-data-driven-testing
http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-dashboard
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The Data Driven Test Cases page displays detailed data about the most recent Data Driven test execution.

Each line represents a row of data that was tested, and is considered to be an individual test in the assembly. 

Function Description

Start The time when the individual row was tested during the execution.

Parameter
The parameters that are set within the test assembly display detail data about the
contents of the tested row. These parameters are configured within the Visual Studio
Extension. 

Status The result of the test.

Duration The amount time taken to execute the test.

Select a Start time to open the Execution details page for the selected test. 

Select the assertion on the Data Driven Test Execution Details (Test Case)  page to open the Assertion

Details page. 

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-dashboard-details
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Creating a Data Driven Test

Example: Create a Data Driven test via the SentryOne Test Web Portal with the Database table row count

comparison Recipe. 

Select Create a data-driven test with a case for each table to enable Data Driven Testing during the recipe

configuration.

Additional Information: For more information about the recipes in the SentryOne Test Web Portal,

see the Recipes topic.

http://app.knowledgeowl.com/help/sentryone-test-recipes
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SentryOne Test Web Portal Notification
Subscription Filters
Last Modified on 15 February 2022

EOL: SentryOne Test will reach its end of life  date on June 15, 2022. See the Solarwinds End of Life Policy

for more information.

SentryOne Test Subscription Filters
You can add filter expressions to SentryOne Test Subscriptions on the Create Subscription page.

Hide subscription filters by selecting the Hide Filters button. 

Selecting the button displays the following explanation of Filters in SentryOne Test :

Filter Expressions
Filter expressions are very similar to SQL WHERE clauses. You can enter text that refers to column names and

uses operators to compare with other columns or static values. Filter expressions also support combinational

logic using AND/OR.

Samples

[Size] > 50000

Filters Hidden

https://support.solarwinds.com/SuccessCenter/s/article/Currently-supported-software-versions?language=en_US#S1Test
https://www.solarwinds.com/legal/end-of-life-policy
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[DateModified] BETWEEN '2017/01/01' AND '2017/02/01'

[CustomerName] LIKE 'Fred%' AND [OrderComplete] != 1

Available Operators

Filter
Operator

Description

= Equals

!= Not Equal

<> Not Equal

> Greater Than

>= Greater Than Or Equal To

< Less Than

<= Less Than Or Equal To

!> Not Greater Than

!< Not Less Than

LIKE Value matches SQL-style string pattern

NOT LIKE Value does not match SQL-style string pattern

BETWEEN Value falls between [x] and [y]

NOT
BETWEEN

Value does not fall between [x] and [y]

IS NULL Value is null

IS NOT
NULL

Value is not null

Combinational Operators

AND/OR can be used to combine expression clauses, and parenthesis can be used to group clauses.

[a] = 5 AND [b] = 2 AND [c] = 9
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[a] > 1 AND ([b] > 10 OR [c] > 20)

Static value formatting

Values are formatted as they would be in SQL. Strings, GUIDs and Date/Time values are enclosed in quotes,

Boolean values are 0 or 1 and numeric values are represented naturally.

Value Example

String 'a string'

GUID '6264E1FD-D1DA-49B2-977E-5BAD05BCAC9D'

Date/Time '2017/03/01'

Boolean 1

Integer 16107

Float 753.452
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LegiTest Server
Last Modified on 13 September 2019

Note:  This is an archive of the help guide for LegiTest Server. Please upgrade to SentryOne Test for

the latest product.

See the Upgrading from LegiTest to SentryOne Test FAQ  for current LegiTest and Workbench

customers and Migrating from LegiTest to SentryOne Test video  to learn more about the upgrade

process.

About LegiTest Server
LegiTest Server gives you an easier glimpse at your tests and the results of the tests. You can drill into any

given element to detect where a failure may have occurred. LegiTest Server also allows you to integrate test

runs and alerts with the Notification Engine.

Release Notes
An archive of the release notes for LegiTest Server may be downloaded here as a PDF.

Installation
Workbench Server is the main application that LegiTest Server is hosted within. 

Note:  Features only become available if you have purchased a license for the product you are trying

to use.

1. After ensuring you meet the Hardware and Software Requirements, open the installer.

2. Uncheck the box Send feature usage statistics to SentryOne if you don't want to send feature usage

statistics. Read the License terms and conditions, then select I agree to the License terms and conditions .

Select Next to continue the installation. 

https://www.sentryone.com/products/sentryone-test
https://www.sentryone.com/products/legitest-sentryone-test-faq-upgrade
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0xHfLmJCgQ&feature=youtu.be
http://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/5d1f664eec161cb3583ec618/n/legitest-server-archive-of-release-notes.pdf
https://help.sentryone.com/legitestServer/SetupInstructions.html#Step10.2
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Note:  The Use previous installation settings option helps you upgrade from older versions by

attempting to gather as much of the previous installation's settings as possible. For example, the

application pool identities may need reconfiguring.

3. Review the itemized list of components that Workbench Server will install and the total space required on

the Select Components page. Select Next to continue the installation.
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4. Configure the website where Workbench Server will be accessed. The following configuration options are

available:

Configuration Option Description
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Workbench Server
URL

The URL that you enter in a browser to access Workbench Server.

Note:  If you want to associate Workbench Server with a different port
number than the industry standard port 80 (or 443 for https), include the
port number using the following syntax: http[s]://[:]/

Run application pool
as

The user account that the website uses for accessing the database, server
files, and resources.

Note:  The account should already have access to the database(s) and
server(s) that you want to access and document. The account should have
database access that includes the ability to create, update, and delete
tables, stored procedures, and other database objects. The following
accounts are selectable:

Application Pool Identity - An IIS controlled user account designed to
have minimal permissions to only the server where Workbench Server
is hosted.
Network Service - A built-in Windows user account that has limited
network permissions. Generally, the Network Service account only has
access to resources on the same computer hosting Workbench Server.
User specified below (Recommended) -  A local or domain user
account created by the user or a system administrator that must have
permissions to local and remote databases and local and remote
resource files or folders. Using a specific local or domain user account
makes it easier for system administrators to maintain and grant
permissions to local and remote databases.

Configuration Option Description

Select Next to continue the installation.

 Important:  The user account that Workbench Server Website's Application Pool is authorized to use,

dictates the option that's used for BI xPress Server Website and DOC xPress Server Website's Application

Pools. If the websites are authorized to run as a specific user, unique users can still be selected for each

Application Pool.

If Workbench Server needs access to services, databases, or assets on any other computer than the

machine where Workbench Server is installed, then a specific domain user must be used by the

Application Pool Identities and the DOC xPress Data Handler Service.

5. Enter the connection information for the database that's used to store the user and administration

information. Select Next to continue the installation. 
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 Important:  If you want the User and Administration Database located on a different system than the

Workbench Server website and the setting Windows Authentication, then the Workbench Server

Application Pool configured in Step four must be run using a domain user account.

6. If you selected User specified below for the Workbench Server Application Pool, then you can enter a

different User name and password. If you did not select User specified below, select Next to continue the

installation.
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7. Enter the connection information for the database that's used by BI xPress Server within the Monitoring

Console. Select Next to continue the installation. 

 Important:  The BI xPress Application Pool configured in Step 6, and the Workbench Server

Application Pool configured in Step 4, must be running a domain user account if you want the BI xPress

Database located on a different system than the Workbench Server website.
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8. If User specified below was selected for the Workbench Server Application Pool, then you can enter a

different User name and password. If User specified below was not selected, select Next to continue the

installation.

9. Review the settings for how the DOC xPress Server meta data is distributed. Select Next to continue the

installation.

 Important:  The DOC xPress Application Pool configured in Step 8 must be run using a domain user
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account if you want the DOC xPress Database located on a different system than the Workbench Server

website.

10. Single Database: If you want to store all of the meta data in a single DOC xPress Server database, select

Use a single database for DOC xPress Server storage . Enter the connection information for the database

used to store the DOC xPress Server meta data information. Select Next to Continue the installation. 

Multiple Databases: If you want to store your meta data in up to four separate databases, select Use up to

four separate databases for DOC xPress Server. Enter the connection information for the databases that

used to store the DOC xPress Server meta data information. Select Next to continue the installation.

Configuration Description

Command Query Store
The DOC xPress metabase that DOC xPress Desktop Application users
connect to in order to manage and create snapshots and data dictionary
categories.

Dictionary Query Store
An optimized database used to store Data Dictionary content for use within
DOC xPress Server.

Generator Query Store
An optimized database used to store metadate regarding DOC xPress Server
generated documentation.

Browser Query Store
An optimized database used to store the structure of objects for use within
DOC xPress Server.
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 Important:  For management or scalability reasons, all database information can point to the same

database, shared databases between any number of DOC xPress Server database(s), or even separate

databases for each database required by DOC xPress.

11. Configure the DOC xPress Data Handler Service and the service login settings. Select Next to continue the

installation.
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 Important:  The DOC xPress Data Handler Service runs in the background and performs all of the DOC

xPress document generation and processing. This service runs after installation, and when the computer

starts up by default. 

If the DOC xPress Data Handler Service is set to run as a specific user, that user must be contained within

the "Log on as a service" local security policy.

If documentation is not being generated, make sure that the service is running, and that the user account

running the service has access to create, update, and delete tables, stored procedures, and other

database objects within the DOC xPress Server database(s) that were created in Step 10.

12.   Configure the server paths to the server directories. The following configuration options are available:

Directory
Configuration

Description

 DOC xPress Templates
Directory

This directory that contains server templates that are used to lend form and
reason to the output in DOC xPress Server.

DOC xPress Output
Directory

This is the directory that contains all of the documentation that is generated
by DOC xPress Server.

CHM Compiler
Application Path

This is the path to the CHM Compiler that is installed on the server.

 Select Next to continue the installation.
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 Important:  Currently, DOC xPress Server only supports local folder locations for the DOC xPress

Output Directory. Without the HTML Help Compiler application (hhc.exe), generating CHM

documentation will fail.

13. Enter the connection information for the database that's used to store the LegiTest Server test suite

history and assemblies. Select Install to begin the installation. 
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 Important:  Selecting Install downloads and installs the necessary software prerequisites. After

installing the software prerequisites, Workbench Server begins installing the necessary software. After

installation has completed, it may take several minutes while the server self configures before the

website becomes operational. 

Allowing IIS Access

After the Workbench Server installation has completed, the administrator must allow users and groups within

IIS to access the homepage of Workbench Server.  Allow access by completing the following steps:

Note:  Control over users is handled within Workbench Server's administrative area. 

1. Open IIS, right-click on the Workbench Server site, and then select Edit Permissions.
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2. Navigate to the security tab, then select Edit to open the Permissions for Workbench Server Host

window. 

3. Select Add to open the Select Users or groups window.
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4. Add any individual users and groups needing access to Workbench Server's homepage. Select OK for all

of the remaining dialogs to save your changes.

Hardware Requirements

Determine your hardware requirements based on your environment's deployment model. LegiTest Server

needs access to several databases to function. This creates the following two deployment scenarios:

Single Machine

In the single machine deployment model, the same machine has both Workbench Server and the databases

installed. Workbench Server is the web application that contains LegiTest Server and its associated assemblies

while the databases are hosted within a SQL Server Instance.

The following memory and processor requirements apply to all editions of LegiTest Server:

Component
Minimum
Requirements

Recommended Requirements
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Memory 4 GB
At least 8 GB and should be increased as the LegiTest database
size increases to ensure optimal performance.

Processor
Speed

1.4 GHz 2.0 GHz or faster

Processor
Type

Not Applicable

AMD Opteron
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support
Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

Component
Minimum
Requirements

Recommended Requirements

Multiple Machines

In the multiple machine deployment model, Workbench Server and the databases are installed on separate

machines. Workbench Server is the web application that contains LegiTest Server and its associated

assemblies while the databases are hosted within a SQL Server Instance. It is important to differentiate

between the Server machine and the Database machine:

Server machine - the machine where Workbench Server is installed. 

 Database machine - the machine containing a SQL Server instance where the LegiTest database is

deployed.

The following memory and processor requirements apply to all editions of LegiTest Server:

Server Hardware Requirements:

Component
Minimum
Requirements

Recommended Requirements

Memory 4 GB 6 GB

Processor
Speed

1.4 GHz 2.0 GHz or faster

Processor
Type

Not Applicable

AMD Opteron
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support
Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

Database Hardware Requirements:

Component
Minimum
Requirements

Recommended Requirements

Memory 4 GB
At least 6 GB and should be increased as the LegiTest database
size increases to ensure optimal performance
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Processor
Speed

1.4 GHz 2.0 GHz or faster

Processor
Type

Not Applicable

AMD Opteron
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support
Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

Component
Minimum
Requirements

Recommended Requirements

Software Requirements

Before installing LegiTest Server, make sure you meet the following system requirements:

Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 or later with:

Dynamic Compression installed

Windows Authentication installed and enabled

.NET 4.5.1 or later installed

PowerShell 3.0 or higher installed

Access to SQL Server 2008 or later instance

Note:  LegiTest Server needs access to a SQL Server 2008 or later instance to install the following

database:

Workbench Server User and Administration database

LegiTest database

The following operating systems are supported by LegiTest Server:

64-Bit (x64) Operating Systems: 32-Bit (x86) Operating Systems:

Windows Server 2008 Windows Server 2008

Windows Server 2012 Windows 7

Windows Server 2016 Windows 8

Windows 7 Windows 10
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Windows 8

Windows 10

64-Bit (x64) Operating Systems: 32-Bit (x86) Operating Systems:

The following optional prerequisites are required to access some resources using LegiTest Server:

Scheduling Test Assemblies

MSTest Suites: Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 or Agents for Microsoft Visual Studio 2013

NUnit Test Suites: NUnit Test Console

Any software requirements (SSIS, SSAS, et cetera) used by LegiTest needed to execute a deployed

test suite

The following browsers are supported by LegiTest Server:

Mozilla Firefox 29 or later

Internet Explorer 8 or later

Google Chrome 35 or later

Note:  JavaScript must be enabled within the Web Browser for proper viewing of LegiTest Server.

Software Requirements for other Workbench Server products

The following optional prerequisites are required to access some resources using BI xPress Server:

Security

Windows User account(s) that can be used to access databases, servers, and documentable objects

within the user's organization

SQL Server User account(s) to use for accessing BI xPress Server databases

Auditing Framework

Each version of SQL Server Integration Services that the user wishes to apply the auditing framework to.

Any Third-Party Products (Connection Managers, Tasks, Components, etc.) that are used within the SSIS

Package(s)

The following optional prerequisites are required to access some resources using DOC xPress Server:

Security

Windows User account(s) that can be used to access databases, servers, and documentable objects
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within the user's organization

SQL Server User account(s) to use for accessing DOC xPress Server databases

Documentation

CHM

HTML Help Workshop and Documentation

The following optional prerequisites are required to access some resources using DOC xPress Visual Studio

Extension:

Any edition of Microsoft Visual Studio 2012

Any edition of Microsoft Visual Studio 2013

Any edition of Microsoft Visual Studio 2015

The following optional prerequisites are required to access some resources using DOC xPress Remote Agent:

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:

Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft
® SQL Server ® 2012 x64

Microsoft ® System CLR Types for
Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x86

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x64

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x86

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis
Management Objects x64

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis
Management Objects x86

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL
ScriptDom x64

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-
SQL ScriptDom x86

Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft
® SQL Server ® 2012 x86

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x86

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis
Management Objects x86

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL
ScriptDom x86
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Providers:

Hive:

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:

64-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver 32-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver

32-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver

Oracle:

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:

64-bit Oracle Data Access Components
(ODAC) 12c

32-bit Oracle Data Access Components
(ODAC) with Oracle Developer Tools for
Visual Studio 12c

64-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access
Client installed into the GAC

32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access
Client installed into the GAC

32-bit Oracle Data Access Components
(ODAC) with Oracle Developer Tools for
Visual Studio 12c

32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access
Client installed into the GAC

SQL:

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x64

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x86

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x86

SSAS:

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:
SSAS Azure Analysis
Services:
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Microsoft ® SQL Server ®
2012 Analysis
Management Objects x64

Microsoft ® SQL Server
® 2012 Analysis
Management Objects
x86

Microsoft Azure Analysis
Services Client Libraries

Microsoft ® SQL Server ®
2012 Analysis
Management Objects x86

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:
SSAS Azure Analysis
Services:

SSIS:

Each version of SQL Server Integration Services (2005 or above) that the user wishes to snapshot.

SQL Server Data Tools or Business Intelligence Development Studio.

SSRS:

Each version of SQL Server Reporting Services (2005 or above) that the user wishes to snapshot.

SQL Server Data Tools or Business Intelligence Development Studio.

Support provided for the following report locations:

File System: SQL Server 2005 and above

Native Web Services: SQL Server 2008 R2 and above

SharePoint Web Service: SQL Server 2008 R2 and above

Informatica PowerCenter:

If connecting to a SQL Repository: 

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x64

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x86

Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared
Management Objects x86

If connecting to an Oracle Repository:

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:
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64-bit Oracle Data Access Components
(ODAC) 12c

64-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access
Client installed into the GAC

32-bit Oracle Data Access Components
(ODAC) with Oracle Developer Tools for
Visual Studio 12c

32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data
Access Client installed into the GAC

32-bit Oracle Data Access Components
(ODAC) with Oracle Developer Tools for
Visual Studio 12c

32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access
Client installed into the GAC

64-bit Operating Systems: 32-bit Operating Systems:

Required Permissions

 Important:  Many of the Application Service accounts need db_owner. These accounts issue updates

to the database that may alter the schema of the database.

The following is a comprehensive list of each account and their required permissions:

Application Pool Identities:

Workbench Server Application Pool:

User and Administration database:

db_owner

LegiTest Server database:

db_owner

LegiTest Command Line Execution and Task Scheduler:

Local Security Policy:

Log on as batch job

Any permissions (databases, report servers, file system, et cetera) required to successfully run a

LegiTest Test Suite deployed to the server

BI xPress Application Pool:

BI xPress database:

db_owner

SSIS Monitoring Console:

For importing package layouts from SSIS Catalogs:

db_datareader

SSRS Monitoring Console:
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SSRS ReportServer database(s):

db_datareader

DOC xPress Server Application Pool:

DOC xPress database(s):

db_owner

DOC xPress Data Handler Service:

DOC xPress database(s):

db_owner

Local Security Policy:

Log on as a service

DOC xPress Remote Agent Required Permissions

Local Security Policy:

Log on as a service

Technology specific permissions:

Hive

Read permissions for the HDFS files that you wish to document

Informatica

View definition permissions on the Informatica repository

Read permissions within the Informatica repository on any folder and object you wish to

document

SQL Server

Definition permissions for any object you wish to document

SQL Server Analysis Services Multidimensional:

Read definition permission on each database object you wish to document

SQL Server Analysis Services Tabular:

Administrator permission on each database object you wish to document

SQL Server Integration Services

SSIS Catalog:

Read and Modify permission for each project within the SSISDB the user wishes to

analyze

SQL Server 2008 R2 (or higher) Reporting Services

Folder Security Settings:

Minimum Predefined User Roles required:

My Reports

Content Manager

Minimum Tasks required for a custom User Role:
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View Reports

View Folders

View Data Sources

View Models

Consume Reports

Web Service Security Settings:

Minimum Predefined System Role required:

System User

Minimum Tasks required for a custom System Role:

Execute Report Definitions

Oracle Permissions

Connect permissions on any schema that you wish to document

Tableau Permissions

User must be a part of the Server Administrator role

Managing Your Server
Manage your Workbench Server and DOC xPress Server with System Settings.  Open System Settings by

selecting the gear icon at the top right of the navigation bar. 

The system settings are divided into different pages:

Roles

Within Workbench Server's administration page, the Roles page allows you to create, edit, or delete roles

that dictate the actions users can take, and the securables they can view within Workbench Server.
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Viewing Role Members

View the users within a selected role by selecting the role category you want to manage.
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Note:  Selecting a role such as Administrators displays a list of all users assigned to that role, their

display name, date joined, and last login time.  Within the selected role page, you can edit the role

assignment for any selected users.

Adding Users to Roles

Add users to a specific role by completing the following steps: 

1. Open the desired role category.

2. Select  Add users to (role) to extend the pane and display the user search bar.

3. Enter a username and then select the search button, or scroll through the user list and select a user.  
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4. Select the checkbox next to the desired user, then select Add users to add the user to the selected role.

Removing Users from Roles

Remove users from a specific role by selecting the check box next to each user that you want to remove, and

then selecting Remove users from (role).

Creating a New Role

Create a new role, by completing the following steps:

1. Open the Roles page, then select Create new role to add a new row within the Roles table.  

2. Enter a name for the role, then select whether to make this the default role to assign new users. 

3. Select Update to add the role to the list of roles. 
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Editing or Deleting a Role

Edit a role by completing the following steps:

1. Select edit for the role you want to edit to open the naming box.

2. Make the desired changes to the name, and select whether you want to specify the role as the default

role. 

3. Select update to save your changes. 

Delete a role by completing the following steps: 

1. Select delete for the role you want to delete to open the warning prompt. 

2. Select delete to confirm the deletion.

Note:  Select Cancel to stop the deletion of the role.

Add Role name and select Update

New Role added
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Users

The User page displays a list of all current users that have accessed Workbench Server. Administrators can use

the User page to manually add domain users to Workbench Server or delete users from Workbench Server.

Note:  Workbench Server automatically adds users once they open the server URL by default.

To delete a user, select delete next to the desired user. Select Ok to confirm the deletion 

Note:  Select cancel to stop the deletion of the user.

Administrators can manually add users to the server using the Add Domain Users button.
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From here, administrators can filter and select any domain user they want to include.

Actions

The actions page provides a list of predefined actions for each of Workbench Server's Features that detail

what each role can perform. The main actions page lists the actions, the feature it pertains to, and a

description of that action. 

Select an Action Name to open that action's page. On the Action page you can add or remove roles assigned

to the action. 
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Note:  By adding a role to an action, you are granting the role permission to perform the action.

Removing a role from an action prevents the role from performing the action.

Adding Roles to Actions

Add roles to a specific action by completing the following steps: 

1. Select the desired action, then select Add roles to  to extend the pane. 

2. Use the Search bar to search for roles to add to the action. If you do not type anything into the search

bar, you can search a list of all roles that have been created on Workbench Server. 

3. Select the check box next to the desired role, then select Add roles...  next to the search bar.

Success: A message displays confirming the role was added and the role appears in the list of roles

associated with that action.
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Deleting Roles from Actions

Select the checkbox for the desired role, then select Remove roles from  to remove a role from an action. 

Note:  Selecting Remove roles from  displays a confirmation message, and the role will no longer be

in the list.

Role Based Security

Below is a list of all configurable permissions that can be used in LegiTest Server:

Permission Description

Create Coverage
Reports

Creates a coverage report.

Dashboard Displays a quick glimpse of your test results.

Delete Assemblies Deletes pushed assemblies.
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Delete Coverage
Reports

Delete coverage reports from the server.

Edit Annotation Types Edit annotations types on the server.

Edit Testable Paths Edit testable paths for system coverage

Manage Parameters Edit assembly parameters.

Manage Tag
Permissions

Manage permissions based on roles and tags.

Manage Test Item Access the test management page.

Run Hierarchy Access the test run hierarchy.

Run History Access the run history of a test item.

Run Tests Run tests from LegiTest Server.

Schedule Tasks
Schedule a test suite to be ran automatically from the windows task
scheduler or to edit an existing scheduled task.

System Coverage Access the System Coverage page and view a list of available reports.

Tag Items Tag a test item.

Untag Items Untag a test item.

Update Annotation
Message

Edit the annotation message on the server.

View Coverage Report View an available Coverage Report.

View Run Details View specific details and results of a test run.

Permission Description

Securables

 Important:  The Securables page is not applicable within LegiTest Server.

Within Workbench Server's administration page, the securables page gives you a more granular level of

control over what each role can see within a DOC xPress solution.
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Workbench Features

The features page displays all of the  installed Workbench Server products. Administrators can do the

following:

Allocate users

See the version (whether it's a trial) 

Disable or enable beta features

Select a feature to view all of the users that are currently licensed for that particular feature. 

Note:  Workbench Server hands out licenses to users who log in until all user-licenses have been

consumed by default.

Note:  Features that are in beta are disabled by default. Enable beta features for general use within

Workbench Server by selecting Enable next to the desired feature.

Adding Users to a Feature

Administrators can add users to a specific feature by completing the following steps:

1. Select Add users to next to the desired feature to extend the pane and display the search bar.  

2. Search for a user with the search bar, or leave the search bar blank to search a list of all users with

access to Workbench Server. 

3. Select the check box next to the desired user name and then select Add users next to the search bar to

add the user.
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 Important:  When new features are installed to your Workbench Server server, users are automatically

added to the new feature from the Default Role. If no role is currently set as the Default Role, users

from the Administration Role are added automatically instead.

Removing Users from a Feature

Remove users from a specific feature by selecting the check box next to each user that you want to remove

and then selecting Remove users from.

License

The license page displays all licenses associated with Workbench Server. View the license name, issue date,

expiration date, maintenance expiration date, number of users, and if it's a trial. Users can also add a license,

view details of a license, or update a license from this page.
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 Important:  Users who have been assigned a role that is a part of the Administration action have

access to the Web Administration portion of Workbench Server, where License information is found.

Automatically Activating a License

If you already have an activation key and the server where Workbench Server is installed on has Internet

access, then you should be able to automatically activate Workbench Server. Complete the following steps to

automatically update your license:

1. Open the License page, then select Add a new License to begin the process of automatically activating

your installation of Workbench Server.

2. Enter your Activation key in the text box and then select activate online to automatically activate your

license of Workbench Server Feature.

Manually Activating a License

If you require the assistance of the SentryOne's Support Staff to receive your license, or the machine where

you installed Workbench Server does not have Internet access, you may need to manually activate your

license of Workbench Server Feature. Complete the following steps to manually activate your license:

1. Open the License page, then select Add a new License to begin the process of automatically activating

your installation of Workbench Server.
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2. Select activate manually. Copy the Environment Identifier, Environment Key, along with your Activation

Key, and e-mail the information to SentryOne Support.

3. Once a SentryOne Support Representative has provided you with your license block, paste the license

block into the license block text box and then select apply license to manually activate your license for

the currently selected Workbench Server feature.

License Detail

Selecting a license's details button provides you with more information about the license currently activated

on the server. Update (automatically), manually update, or deactivate your license on the license details page.
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Deactivating a License

If you plan to migrate Workbench Server from one machine to another and have already activated your

license on the old machine, you need to deactivate your license on the old machine. Deactivate your license by

completing the following steps:

1. Open the License page, then select details next to the corresponding feature that you want to

deactivate.

2. Select deactivate at the bottom of the page to begin the deactivation process.

3. Within the confirmation text box, type YES and then select the remove license to confirm deactivation

and remove the license from the machine.
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LegiTest Server Features
The Dashboard is the first view that displays when you enter LegiTest Server. The Dashboard view allows you

to navigate through all tests starting from the very top, the containing assembly, to the very end of any given

test. The Dashboard view shows a glimpse of the amount of tests that failed or succeeded in their last run.

You can also use the Dashboard to set where the notifications go for these items.

Use LegiTest Server to do the following:

1. Use the LegiTest Visual Studio Extension to create test suites.

2. Configure test suites to publish results and assemblies to a LegiTest Server.

3. From the server, configure and run published test suites. These scheduled test executions will publish

their results back to the server.

Summary

With a quick glance at the name of the test object, you can see its status from the last run by looking at the
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symbol next to it. On the right side of the table, Pass/Fail data from the last run is also summarized so you can

see how many items passed or failed.

Selecting the icon to the far right allows you to add a notification to the BixPress Server's Notification Engine.

When you select a test object you will be brought to run history page, unless the item you select is a Test.

Selecting a Test opens the details page of the first failed assert if applicable, or the run details page if the

Test is part of a Data Driven run. This allows you to quickly see all tests run while data driven.
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Get more details on any test run by selecting on the run in the graph or the data table. The run detail page

shows the entire test tree from the point selected. You can quickly see what items passed or failed from this

page for that particular run. 

If an item has more detailed information to view, such as an assert, or an error for that particular step was

thrown, a View Details link becomes accessible for that item. Viewing a completed assert takes you to a page

showing what the assert was comparing, it's actual and expected result, and if it had passed or failed. This

view also shows you any parameters that were used if it was a data driven run.

Viewing a failed item allows you to view the error thrown as to get further insight into what went wrong with

the test step.
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Viewing unexecuted assemblies:

The summary page has two views. The first (and default) is the Summary view. The second view is the

Unexecuted Assemblies view. This view lists all assemblies that have been pushed to the server, but have yet

to be executed. You can execute these tests from this view, and once complete, their results are pushed over

the Summary view and removed from the Unexecuted Assemblies view.

Notifications

The Quality Dashboard can also be used as a shortcut for adding a notification to the Notification Engine

that's triggered by a test object. Complete the following steps: 

1. Select the icon on the far right of the desired test to open the Add and remove notification menu.
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2. Select add notifications to open a prompt for enrolling in notifications.

3. Enter the name of the notification, the event name that triggers the notification, and the severity of

the notification. Select enroll to enroll the test object in notifications.

Tagging Test Objects

LegiTest Server allows you to add custom tags to any test object on the Dashboard. Tags are searchable and

enable you to show all objects tagged with the desired filtering tag. 

Use the test management page for the desired test object to tag a test object. 

Filtering By Tag

To filter the summary page and show only items by a specified tag, do one of the following:

Select any visible tag on the summary page.

Use the search bar on the summary page. 
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Filtering by tag displays all tags matching the specified search term and allows you to select any tag in the

search results.

Once a tag is selected, you can see which tag is being displayed under the search bar. Select Remove Filter to

remove the applied filter.

Viewing Grid Asserts

If an assert contains a grid comparison or validation, any errors are pushed to the server for you to view as a

grid. Failed rows are highlighted in red, and rows that are not equal but within a set tolerance are highlighted

in yellow.
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You can export the table to Excel by selecting Export to Excel above the desired grid. Selecting Export to

Excel saves the table as an .xls file that can be opened in Excel. 

Note:  You may see the following warning: "The file format and extension don't match". The file will

open fine as long as you select yes. 

You can select Switch View to view the expected and actual grids side by side instead of as one grid.
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Grid Assert Hyperlinks

You can add hyperlinks to help manage test(s) that the grid/validation assertion belongs to. For grid

comparisons, you can add a hyperlink per side (actual and expected hyperlink.) Validation grids have only have

one hyperlink.

To access the Edit Hyperlinks page, drill down to the test, then select the wrench icon. 

Note:  Selecting the wrench icon displays the Manage Test page and Edit Hyperlink options at the
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bottom.

Select Edit Hyperlinks to display the following configurable options:

Option Description

Column Name Identifies the name you want to call the column.

Link
Creates the fully qualified link for you to select. The DotLiquid syntax can be
used.

Text
Identifies the text to be displayed for the hyperlink. DotLiquid may also be
used to display a column.
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Note:  Grid comparisons have one hyperlink per side (actual and expected.) However, validation grids

only have one hyperlink. Both are configured in the same manner.

Additional Information: If DotLiquid is used for an object that does not exist, you won't see a return

because it's an empty string. For more information about DotLiquid syntax, please see their page at

http://dotliquidmarkup.org/

Deleting Tests

Move Assemblies to the trash view of the summary page by selecting the blue trash icon. Select the test

objects that you want to delete permanently from the trash view. 
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After moving the assembly over to the trash, you are presented with the following two options: 

Option Description

Move Back
Move back moves the assembly and all children back to the summary page
for standard viewing.

Delete

Delete permanently deletes the test object and all of that object's runs.

Note:  This option is available on all test objects. Delete also remove all
of that object's children and their runs.

Empty Trash permanently deletes ALL test objects in the trash view, along with their runs.

Manage Tests

Select the wrench icon from the LegiTest Server Dashboard to open the Manage Tests page. 
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On the Manage Tests page, you can do the following:

Option Description

View Run History
Opens the Coverage Tests page. This page displays runtime graphs and
other information about past test runs.

View Latest Run
Opens the Coverage Tests page. This page displays details and results from
the last run of the selected test.

Delete Assemblies
From Server

Removes assemblies from the server and prevents future tests from
running. You have to push the assemblies from your client. For more
information about pushing assemblies, see Publishing Assemblies.

 Schedule New Tasks
Create, edit, and delete test runs. Select Schedule New Tasks at the top of
the table to create a new task. Select the pencil icon to edit and the trash
can to delete.
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Parameters

Parameters created in the LegiTest client are visible in this section. You
cannot edit parameter names, but you can edit parameter content. Select
Save after changing the information to save. Select Save and Run to save
and run the test using the new configuration.

Tags
Add and delete markers or Tags that add meaningful information to tests.
To add a tag, enter the tag name into the text box labeled New Tag and
select Add Tag.

Notifications
Displays the LegiTest Server notifications configured in BIxPress's
notification engine. Select the play icon to send the notification.

Option Description

Navigation

The navigation menu to the left displays the latest status for that test object at a glance. Select any of these

links to open the management page for that item. 

Note:  The navigation menu only shows items within the same assembly.

Tagging

Tagging a test object allows you to label your test objects with custom tags. These tags can be used on the

Summary page for filtering, and on the Tag Permissions page for setting permissions for individual items. In

the Tag section, select from exisiting tags on the server using the dropdown menu, or enter the name for a

new tag. 
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Server Testing

With LegiTest and LegiTest Server you can launch tests uploaded to the server from the LegiTest Quality

Dashboard. Any uploaded test suite can also be scheduled to run on a schedule with LegiTest's command line.

Publishing Assemblies

Before running or scheduling tests from the server, you must push the test assemblies to the server.

Note:  Ensure that you have added references to all used dlls if you want to run tests from the server.

To push test assemblies to the server, complete the following steps:

1. Right click the project you want to push to the server.

2. Select Publish to LegiTest Server to open the publish to server window.
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3. Specify how and where to publish the assemblies and results. The following configuration options are

available:

Option Description

Target
The target is an existing LegiTest Server such as http://localhost or it can
be a folder on the system. Setting the target as a LegiTest server instance
allows you to run the tests from the server.
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Results Mode

The result mode allows you to set all, some, or no suites to be published.
The following options are available:

Set all suites to publish results  changes the publish results
parameter to true for all suites in the current project.
Set all suites not to publish results  changes the publish results
parameter to false for all suites in the current project.
Do not change suite settings keeps all publish results parameters set
to what they are currently at, allowing you to specify which suites
publish results.
Remove suites settings to inherit global configuration  ignores all
suite specific parameters for publishing and uses a parameters file
located in the common area.

Results Server The server where results are published.

Configuration
Allows you to specify if the Release or Debug configuration should be
pushed to the Target location.

Run tests
immediately after
publish

Runs the pushed assemblies from the server once the assemblies are
pushed to the server. If left unchecked, the assemblies are pushed to the
server, but will not have any run associated until it's manually run from the
server or client.

Option Description

4. Once these settings are selected and you select ok, the required parameters for publishing updates and the

assemblies push to the server. This gives you a flexible way of choosing the location of all assemblies and

results, and managing a project with multiple suites.

Publishing Assemblies with the LegiTest CommandLine

Push assemblies using the included LegiTest CommandLine tool. To do so, the following switches must be

used:

Switch Description

lh The server in which to push the assemblies.

ma
The path to the main assembly. This assembly will execute tests when ran
from the server.

af
The path to the folder that contains the assemblies to be pushed. All
assemblies required by the main assembly to run successfully.

Example:

lh "localhost" -ma "C:/ToPublish/LegiTestProject.dll" -af "C:/ToPublish"

Running Test Assemblies

LegiTest server allows you to run a LegiTest Assembly from the LegiTest dashboard. When you log onto
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LegiTest and view your LegiTest dashboard, the top level items marked as Assemblies have two icons beside

its name. The the green play button launches the selected test suite. The green calendar allows you to

schedule the assembly to be run at a later time.

Running a test assembly displays a notification prompt about the test status. Once the test finishes, a success

or failure message displays based on the outcome of the test. If the test run is successful, you can see the run

information in the test runs, and drill down into the assembly. 

Command Line

If Workbench Server was not installed in the default location, or the installation is later moved, you need to

update the configuration file for LegiTest Command Line. This configuration file is located by default at:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Pragmatic Works\Workbench Server\LegiTest Command

Line\PragmaticWorks.LegiTest.CommandLine.exe.config

The section that needs updating looks like the following example:

       
       
       
       

The value for each respective key needs to be changed if any of the following scenarios occur:

NUnitTestRunnerLocation

A different version of NUnit is being used.

the installation of NUnit is moved.

MSTestRunnerLocation

A version other than Visual Studio 2013 is being used.

The installation of Visual Studio 2013 is moved.
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LegiTestCommandLine

The default location for Workbench Server is not used.

The installation of Workbench Server is moved.

Command Switches

LegiTest Server can perform many actions with the command line tool. The tool is found in the directory

C:\Program Files (x86)\Pragmatic Works\Workbench Server\LegiTest Command Line . Double-click the file

PragmaticWorks.LegiTest.CommandLine.exe.

Actions:

Command Description

-ArgsForServer, -la Args of for server initiated run, used for server.

 -AssemblyName, -an Name of Assembly to run from server.

-DllLocation, -d Location of the test suite assembly.

-Help, -h Displays the help text.

-Host, -lh Host server.

-MsTestLocation, -ml MSTest Location.

-NUnitLocation, -nl NUnit Location.

-Server, -ls Used by LegiTest Server Scheduler.

-TestGroup, -tg Specifies which Test Groups to run, separated by a comma.

-UniqueIdForServer, -li UniqueId of TestSuite, used for server.

-MainAssembly, -ma
Used when pushing assemblies to the server. This will be the path to the
executing assembly, and stored as the entry point on the server.

-AssemblyFolder, -af
Specifies a folder containing the assemblies to push to the server. All files in
this folder will be compressed and pushed to the server.

Runners:

Command Description

-MsTest, -m Enable for MSTest.

-NUnit, -n Enable for NUnit.
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Command Description

Scheduling Test Assemblies

Select the green calendar button by the desired assembly name on the LegiTest dashboard to run your Test

Assemblies on a schedule. Selecting the calendar button opens the scheduling page. After you've set your

desired schedule you will be brought back to the LegiTest Dashboard. 

Option Description

Task Name The name assigned to the task within Window's Task Scheduler.

Server
The name of the server where the scheduler will run. The default is
localhost.

User The Windows user where the task is run.

Password The password for the Windows username supplied previously.

Start Date The first date where the task is run.

Start Time The time of day that the task runs in a 24 hour format.

Interval
Set whether to run every hour, every day, every week, or every month. This
interval starts from the supplied start date and start time.
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System Coverage

The System Coverage integration gives you visibility into the parts of your system that have been tested, and

the status of those tests. 

Note:  System Coverage rules are set by the user and are not enforced by LegiTest.

Getting Started

To get started with the System Coverage feature of LegiTest, complete the following steps: 

1. Open a LegiTest suite in Visual Studio, and navigate to the Server Integration node. 

2. Enter the address of the server that contains the installation of Workbench Server to give access to the Doc

xPress metabase, which is what the report will be built from.

3. After setting up your server, navigate to the System Coverage node and select a test. 

Note:  In this example we have a SQL Comparison, comparing two tables within the same database.

The database being tested is called GridStuff, and the two tables are Grid1 and Grid2.
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4. In the Doc xPress search section, we typed in GridStuff, because we want to specify that this specific test is

responsible for representing the health of the GridStuff object. To do this, we highlight GridStuff, and select

Add to add it to this test.

5. Once you have the items you want represented by this test, save the project. Make sure to select Push

results on the server integration page. Once saved, run the test and then visit the server to create a report

that includes this item.
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6. Open the LegiTest Server dashboard to access the System Coverage on the server. Select System

Coverage in the navigation bar to open the Reports dashboard.

Note:  The Reports dashboard displays any available reports in a list format. You can select any

report you want to view.

7. For this example, select Create Report to open the create report page to begin creating a report.
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8. Enter a report name. Use the search bar to search the Doc xPress metabase for items to add to the report.

For this example, GridStuff was added, because we know that the GridStuff item was added to a test. This

now becomes a report item in the report. When an item is added, the reporting for that item starts at the

Path level for it, and then calculates downward. For this example we also add the \Databases path as a report

item. Once you've added all of the desired report items, create the report. 
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The report page opens after the report is created. The top report item is the total of all items added to the

report. The second graph shown is for the GridStuff item we added. 
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Note:  Because the test failed that represented the GridStuff item, the entire path is considered

failed.

 The second report item, Databases, shows a percentage of failures, passes, and untested items.

Note:  In tests that were not shown in the setup, some tests that tested the health of

AdventureWorks passed, and we can see some passes for items under the Databases path, and failures,

that represent the GridStuff test added for this example.

Graphs are a quick way to view the status of your environment. Select Tree view to switch to a more detailed

drillable view. Drill into a path to see where these failures and passes occurred.
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During report creation, you can choose which view to default to. By selecting the Default to Tree View

option above the Create Button, the report opens to the tree view.

Search Testable Objects

Use the Search Testable Objects page to find the latest status of a testable object and avoid creating a

report to view just a single item. The search function works similarly to the search on the Create Report page

because it also searches the Doc xPress metabase. The search function enables you to find out if the object

was tested, and if so, if it passed or failed, or if its previous test was inconclusive.
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Edit Testable Paths

The Edit Testable Paths page allows you to manage which paths are tested. By default, most well known

paths are added. If you need more paths to be tested, such as custom paths, you can add them on this page. 

System Dashboard

Items from the LegiTest Server's system coverage can be added to the Workbench Server System
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Dashboard. 

To add a LegiTest System Coverage tile to the System Dashboard, select System Dashboard at the top

navigation bar to open the System Dashboard page.

Select an action icon on the dashboard pane to perform one of the following actions:

Action Description

Information
Toggle your view of the text located between the Workbench Server and
tool icons.

Refresh Updates the dashboard view with the most current data.

Edit Dashboard Opens the System Dashboard Settings page to configure the dashboard.

You can rearrange the order of tiles by dragging and dropping them within the page.

System Dashboard Settings

System Dashboard Settings allows you to create, edit, and delete tiles to be used in the System Dashboard.

To add a LegiTest System Coverage tile to the System Dashboard complete the following steps:

1. Select Select tile to add to your dashboard...  checkbox and select Legitest System Coverage. 

2. Select + Add Tile to open the LegiTest System Coverage configuration page.

System Coverage
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In the Add New Tile - LegiTest System Coverage  page, you can configure the following:

Option Description

Name Displays the name of the tile on the System Dashboard.

Description
Enter helpful information for the tile. Descriptions are only visible in the
System Dashboard Settings page.

Tag Name
Filter the system coverage tests based on an assigned tag within LegiTest
Server.

Include Partial
Select Yes to display coverage of partial runs of a test assembly. Select
No to display only the most recent full run.

Frequently Asked Questions

Custom User Accessible URL

By default, Workbench Server's setup instructions require the machine name or the fully-qualified machine

name to be used as the user accessible URL that will be used to access Workbench Server through the web

browser. 

Note:  Additional configuration is required after installation if you want to use a custom user

accessible URL.

Warning:  The following configuration steps are designed for basic custom user accessible URLs within

an intranet and should only be attempted by domain and web administrators. SentryOne is not

responsible for any issues that may occur due to modifications to your organization's DNS.

Configure a custom user accessible URL by completing the following steps:
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1. Follow the Setup Instructions for Workbench Server. Make sure the user accessible URL and host name are

set to the default value as set within the installer. Everything else within the setup instruction can be

customized for your environment.

2. Once Workbench Server has been installed, launch Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager on the

host server. 

3. Open the Connections panel, expand the Sites node and then select the Workbench Server site.
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Note:  Depending on the settings the user configured during installation, the site's name may be

different then what is shown below.

4. In the Actions panel, select the Bindings... action to open the Site Bindings dialog box. Select Add... to

open the Add Site Binding dialog box. Type the host header that you want to use to connect within the

Workbench Server, and then select OK to continue.

5. Once all of the site bindings have been configured, select Restart within the Manage Website portion of

the Actions panel to restart the Workbench Server site.

6. Connect to the intranet DNS Server once Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager has been

configured. 

7. Launch Server Manager on the DNS Server. Use the left pane console tree to expand the DNS Server name

in the Server Manager snap-in. Double-click on Forward Lookup Zones.

8. Select the DNS zone with the host server that Workbench Server is installed on from the displayed zones

list. Right-click the DNS zone and select New Alias (CNAME)... to open the New Resource Record dialog box.

9. Use the alias name configured previously and use the fully qualified machine name that Workbench Server

was installed on as the target host, then select OK.
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Success: Workbench Server should now be configured to use a custom user accessible URL.

Flushing the DNS Resolver Cache
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In some rare cases, you may be unable to connect. In this instance, you need to flush your DNS Resolver Cache.

To flush the DNS Resolver Cache, complete the following steps:

1. Launch Command Prompt .

2. Enter ipconfig /flushdns within the Command Prompt window and press Enter.

            

Managing User Account Information

Select the profile icon in the top right of the navigation bar, then select your username to open the Manage

Account page. View your Role memberships (a list of roles assigned to you) and make updates to your profile.

Makes changes to your display name or biography (if desired) then select save to update your profile

information. 

Note:  A green saved message displays at the top of the screen when your account has been updated.
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Multi-domain Considerations

Warning:   SentryOne does not provide support nor do we suggest these scenarios. Almost all of the

modifications require altering the operating system, Internet Information Services, and domain settings.

Proceed with caution and always make a backup before modifying anything.

The methods described below are for advanced IT administrators who are comfortable with and have

been allowed to alter any required settings and/or security protocols. These helpful hints are only for

illustrative purposes and each environment has its own unique requirements and hurdles.

Workbench Server is a robust software suite that can span multiple assets within an organization, even those

that lie on different Microsoft Windows Domains. Below are some helpful hints and recommendations for

implementing a multi-domain installation.

Scenario Description

Workbench Server and SQL Server Databases are
in different domains

Hosting the Workbench Server within a domain
other than the SQL Server databases can be
accomplished using Windows Authentication or
SQL Authentication, assuming that necessary
firewalls and ports have been opened and
allowed to communicate.

Users and Workbench Server are in different
domains

If you are in a different domain than the
Workbench Server computer, then trust between
domains needs to be established.

Workbench Server / SQL Databases

Hosting Workbench Server on a computer that's in a different Microsoft Windows domain than the databases

needed to store information can be accomplished by using Windows Authentication or SQL Authentication.

 Accessing machines across domains carries additional security risks that need to be taken into consideration

before implementing this scenario.

Using Windows Authentication to access cross-domain databases

1. Ensure that there's a domain trust between the two domains.  The following Microsoft TechNet article

explains: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc961481.aspx

2. Open and secure any necessary ports for communication between Workbench Server and any SQL

Server instance.  Port 1433 is the most common port assigned to SQL Server.

3. Complete the following while installing Workbench Server:

The domain user used in the next two steps must belong to the domain that has trust.  The

relationship defined within the Domain Controllers Domain Trusts area will dictate which domain

the user must be defined within.

Ensure that the user installing Workbench Server has access to the other domain's database

servers so that the installation SQL scripts can execute and create databases, tables, etc.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc961481.aspx
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Specify a user for the various application pools which has access to the other domain's database

servers.  This domain user will be used to run the website and will need to create, update, and

delete database objects in the same manner as a single-domain installation.

 Important:  If the domain user installing Workbench doesn't have the appropriate rights on the other

domain, installation may fail.

Using SQL Authentication to access cross-domain databases

1. Open and secure any necessary ports for communication between Workbench Server and any SQL

Server instance.  Port 1433 is the most common port assigned to SQL Server.

2. While installing Workbench Server, specify the SQL Server instance and database as usual although a

static IP address will most likely be used instead of a friendly name.

3. Be sure to include the user name and password as usual.

Users / Workbench Server

Additional Information: Hosting Workbench Server on a computer that's in a different domain than

the users that will be accessing it presents some challenges in making sure that both domains have a

trust relationship.  The following Microsoft TechNet article illustrates Domain Trust and how to

implement it: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc961481.aspx.  Once a trust has been

established between domains, the domain users that should be allowed access must be granted

permission to access Workbench Server. This can be done in the Internet Information Services Manager

AlwaysOn Availability Group Considerations

Note:  This isn't intended to be a guide for configuring an AlwaysOn Availability Group. This guide is

assuming that an AlwaysOn Availability Group has already been properly configured and you want to

add the Pragmatic Works databases to an existing availability group as availability database(s).

If you want to install Workbench Server database(s) to an AlwaysOn Availability Group as availability

databases, you should consider the following:

Server Installation

Before beginning the installation process of Workbench Server, the users that will be set to run each of the

application pools must have permission to connect to the availability group through the availability group

listener.

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc961481.aspx
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Note:  When installing Workbench Server with the intent of using an AlwaysOn Availability Group, the

application pools must be set to run as a specific user and cannot be configured to run as either the

Application Pool Identity or Network Services.

Once the user(s) that will be running the application pools have been granted permission to connect to the

availability group through the availability group listener, installation of Workbench Server can begin.

Installation of Workbench Server will follow the default setup instructions with several noticeable

differences:

1. Ensure that the Workbench Server application pool is set to run as the user that was originally

configured to have permission to connect to the availability group through the availability group

listener.

2. Ensure that the User and Administration database is configured so that its server setting is set to point

to the availability group listener.

3. Ensure that the BI xPress Server application pool is set to run as the user that was originally configured

to have permission to connect to the availability group through the availability group listener.

4. Ensure that the BI xPress database is configured so that its server setting is set to point to the

availability group listener.

5. Ensure that the DOC xPress Server application pool is set to run as the user that was originally

configured to have permission to connect to the availability group through the availability group

listener.

6. Ensure that the DOC xPress database(s) are configured so that their server settings are set to point to

the availability group listener.

7. Ensure that the DOC xPress Data Handler Service is set to run as the user that was originally configured

to have permission to connect to the availability group through the availability group listener.

8. Ensure that the LegiTest database is configured so that its server setting is set to point to the

availability group listener.

Once Workbench Server installation has been completed, creation of the BI xPress, DOC xPress, LegiTest, and

Workbench Server databases will occur automatically on the primary availability replica and then you can

continue on to adding the databases to the availability group as availability databases.

Adding the databases to the Availability Group

Once the database(s) have been created, the database(s) can now be added as availability database(s) to the

availability group. This is done in the exact same way a user would add any other database to an availability

group:

1. Within the database properties, ensure that the databases' recovery model is set to Full.

2. Create a network share that each availability replica has permissions to access.

3. Create a full backup of each database on the network share created previously.

4. Once all of the databases have a full backup located on a network share, expand AlwaysOn High
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Availability within management studio's object explorer.

5. Right-click on the availability group that the user wishes to add the database(s) to and select Add

Database...

6. Walk through the steps within the "Add Database to Availability Group" wizard, ensuring the

database(s) selected meet all prerequisites. Select Full and specify the network share created

previously as the location accessible by all replicas on the Select Data Synchronization page.

Once the BI xPress, DOC xPress, LegiTest and / or Workbench Server database(s) have been added to the

availability group as availability databases, whenever you want to connect to the databases, you should

connect through the availability group listener.

Cannot Find MS Test or NUnit Test Runner
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When running tests from the server, you may encounter an error stating that the server can not find the

MSTest or NUnit test runner. This can occur if you have the these items installed in non-default areas. To

change where the LegiTest Server looks for these items, edit the config file found by default here: 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Pragmatic Works\Workbench Server\LegiTest Command

Line\PragmaticWorks.LegiTest.CommandLine.exe.config

The following sections in bold need to be updated to match the user's install location for MS Test or NUnit:

       
       
       
       

Addendum: LegiTest Visual Studio Extension

Note:  The following two sections on system coverage and viewing reports relate to integrating the

Visual Studio extension component of LegiTest with LegiTest Server. These features are not currently

part of SentryOne Test.

LegiTest System Coverage
System Coverage displays objects that have been tested within a system. System Coverage has two modes of

operation: DOC xPress integrated , and standalone.

DOC xPress Integrated

In DOC xPress Integrated mode, information about the objects available for tests comes from DOC xPress

Server. Because there is a solution snapshot present, the system can tell you the items that are available to

test. LegiTest Client displays the DOC xPress Metadata Search tool, and you can select items from your DOC

xPress Server to mark as tested. There are four available categories of test output:

Test
Outcome

Description

Passed An item is covered by a passing test.

Failed An item is covered by a failing test.

Inconclusive An item is covered by a failing test.

Not covered
An item is known in the DOC xPress Server database, but no tests that cover it have
been run.
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Standalone

In standalone mode, there isn't any information about the objects available to test. In this mode, System

Coverage is only able to show the first three categories of output (Passed, Failed, Inconclusive). The system

collates data based on the identifiers you assign to individual items.

Setting up Coverage Information

When setting up system coverage there are two parts that must be configured:

the binding of items to tests 

the configuration of viewable reports on the server. 

In the client, selecting the System Coverage node in a test group displays the following:

On the right is the DOC xPress Metadata Search which allows you to find items to mark as covered. On the

left is a tree that represents the content of the current group / suite. Entering a search term returns results

from the server.
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By selecting an item in the left hand tree and then double clicking the found item in the right hand pane, the

item is bound to the test. Now when the test runs, that item is considered covered and has a Passed, Failed, or

Inconclusive status depending on the test outcome.

LegiTest Viewing Reports
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Select the Reports node under System Coverage to display system coverage reports from the Server in the

LegiTest Client. Selecting the Reports node produces a list of the coverage reports available on the server.

Select a report, and then select View this report to display the graph view of the report. The graph view

contains a summary graph, and a graph for each coverage report item that's configured.

Select View as tree to change the view to a detailed tree view that displays all the available objects, and their

status.
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